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Coral reefs are the iconic ecosystem of tropical seas and yet they are under increas-
ing pressure as a result of multiple climatic stressors. This thesis uses observations
and models to further understanding of environmental impacts on coral reefs. In
particular it examines the impact of rising Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and
ocean acidification on coral growth and the frequency of coral bleaching events.
UK ocean biogeochemical models are assessed for implementation in the next UK
Earth System Model. This analysis finds little evidence that more complex ocean
biogeochemical models provide better simulations of large scale biogeochemical
features. An established wavelet-based spatial comparison technique is used to
analyse the spatial scales that Earth System Models can skillfully simulate pat-
terns of SSTs. It is shown that in coral regions, current models cannot skilfully
simulate patterns of historical SST anomalies at sub-regional (<32◦) scales. These
findings are used in combination with SST and aragonite saturation state outputs
from Earth System Models to show that historical Caribbean coral growth has
been influenced by anthropogenic aerosol emissions over the 20th Century. Earth
System Model outputs are also used to make projections of global coral bleaching
throughout the 21st Century. It is shown that under even the most extreme con-
ventional mitigation scenarios the majority of the world’s coral reefs are projected
to experience levels of thermal stress induced bleaching that cause reef degradation
throughout the 21st Century. Geoengeering scenarios involving the injection of SO2
into the stratosphere can reduce the projected thermal stress on coral reefs rela-
tive to conventional mitigation scenarios but such benefits are shown to be highly
dependent on the sensitivity of coral bleaching thresholds to ocean acidification.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis aims and objectives
This thesis brings together outputs from Earth System Models, climate observa-
tions and records taken from coral reefs to help understand historical and future
climatic drivers of change on marine ecosystems and predominately coral reefs. It
seeks to validate appropriate outputs from Earth System Models, assess the extent
to which these can be used to understand historical changes in coral reefs and use
such outputs to make future projections of climate impacts on corals.
The key aims and objectives of the thesis were:
1. To better understand the spatial scales at which outputs from current gener-
ation Earth System Models can be used reliably.
(a) Use statistical methods to assess the spatial scales at which patterns of
sea surface temperatures are most reliably interpreted in the context of
coral bleaching.
(b) Use the findings to recommend best practice when utilising Earth Sys-
tem Model sea surface temperature outputs to investigate climate im-
pacts on coral reefs.
2. Analyse the extent to which outputs from Earth System Models can explain
historical variability in Caribbean coral growth records.
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(a) Use statistical models to assess the impact of anthropogenic aerosols on
multi-decadal coral growth variability.
3. Project the extent of coral bleaching under future climate scenarios.
(a) Assess the range in projected 21st Century coral bleaching across the
Representative Concentration Pathways of the CMIP5 models.
(b) Evaluate the efficacy of potential geoengineering scenarios to reduce
projected rates of coral bleaching.
(c) Explore how the additional complication of ocean acidification may in-
fluence findings.
4. To perform an intercomparison of current generation ocean biogeochemical
models.
(a) Compare the ability of 6 current UK ocean biogeochemical models to
simulate large scale ocean biogeochemical features.
(b) Make a recommendation on the ocean biogeochemical model to be used
in the UK’s next generation Earth System Model.
1.2 Thesis structure and key findings
The thesis starts by providing a general background to coral reefs and explaining
current understanding of the threats that thermal stress and ocean acidification
pose to reefs over the coming century. This is followed by a chapter detailing the
observational and model datasets used throughout the thesis. This chapter also
details the general formulation of current generation Earth System Models within
the context of this thesis.
The general structure of the thesis then follows that of the thesis aims outlined
above. Chapter 4 uses a wavelet-based spatial comparison technique to assess
the skill of the CMIP5 models to capture spatial SST patterns in coral regions.
The key finding is that although models skillfully capture climatological spatial
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patterns of SSTs within coral regions, they have much lower skill at modelling
historical warming patters and are shown to often perform no better than chance
at regional scales [12].
Chapter 5 builds upon the recent findings of an important role of past an-
thropogenic aerosol emissions in determining much of the observed multi-decadal
variability of Atlantic SSTs [13]. Earth System Model outputs and statistical mod-
els are used to show that changes in SSTs and solar irradiance in the Caribbean
due to the influence of volcanic and anthropogenic aerosols throughout the late
19th and early 20th Century can explain much of the multi-decadal variability in
historical coral growth rates [14].
Chapters 6 and 7 utilise SST and aragonite saturation state outputs from Earth
System Models to produce regional and global projections of the extent of coral
bleaching over the 21st Century. Unlike previous such projections the approach is
informed by the findings presented in chapter 4 on the skill of Earth System Mod-
els at different spatial scales. The potential benefits that geoengineering scenarios
may confer in terms of reducing thermal stress on corals are also shown. Even un-
der the most extreme climate mitigation scenarios the intensity and frequency of
severe coral bleaching events is projected to dramatically increase throughout the
21st Century. Geoengeering scenarios involving the injection of SO2 into the strato-
sphere are shown to reduce the projected thermal stress on coral reefs relative to
conventional mitigation scenarios but such benefits are shown to be highly depen-
dent on the sensitivity of coral bleaching thresholds to future changes in aragonite
saturation state.
The final chapter of the thesis, chapter 8, provides a general overview of the
conclusions presented within each individual chapter, their context within the wider
literature and opportunities for further research.
Appendix A is an assessment of current UK ocean biogeochemistry models.
The main finding of this is that across the models assessed computationally “ex-
pensive” models did not consistently perform any better than computationally
“cheap” models in terms of reproducing large-scale ocean biogeochemical features.
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1.3 The contribution of papers to the research
field
The findings presented in Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) (in press) [12] suggest that
output from current generation Earth System Models is not yet suitable for making
sub-regional projections of change in coral bleaching frequency and other marine
processes linked to SST warming. Such a result will hopefully encourage researchers
who use Earth System Model sea surface temperature outputs to think carefully
about the spatial scales at which they can draw robust conclusions. It will hopefully
also promote further research into alternative methods for producing the high-
spatial resolution projections that are likely to be important for regional policy
makers and reef managers.
The finding that past changes in Caribbean coral growth rates are consistent
with changes in anthropogenic aerosol emissions (Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) [14])
has implications for the ecosystem impacts of increasingly stringent clean air leg-
islation, industrialisation in the developing world and potential aerosol-based geo-
engineering. As such, coral ecosystems are likely to be sensitive to not only the
future global atmospheric CO2 concentration but also the regional aerosol emissions
associated with industrialisation and decarbonisation.
The iMarNet project report that forms appendix A is an important piece of
analysis required by the UK climate modelling community. The report makes clear
recommendations on the most appropriate ocean biogeochemical model for imple-
mentation in the next UK Earth System Model given the questions such a model
would be required to answer and constraints on computational cost. As second
author on the iMarNet project report that forms the majority of appendix A it
is incumbent upon me, as per Exeter University guidelines, to explain my contri-
bution to this report. I performed all model intercomparison statistical analysis
presented in this report and wrote the first draft of the document. Peter M. Cox
then prepared the final document that was submitted to the UK Met Office and
the iMarNet community.
Chapter 2
A general introduction to coral
reefs
This chapter provides a broad overview of coral reef ecosystems in the context of
this thesis. It specifically provides background information on the physiology of
coral calcification and the current understanding of how this is effected by environ-
mental drivers and climate change.
2.1 What are coral reefs?
Coral reefs are the iconic ecosystems of tropical seas with entire nations made of
them. Coral reefs are one of the few ecosystems that make their own substrate,
calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Coral calcification is the primary source of CaCO3
on reefs and is the process by which scleractinian, or stony corals grow [15]. Coral
calcification is also an important determinant of the health of reef ecosystems,
because tens of thousands of species associated with reefs depend on the structural
complexity provided by the calcareous coral skeletons [16].
Scleractinian corals consist of two layers: a living tissue layer lying over a hard,
calcium carbonate skeleton. The skeleton is produced by the calicoblastic ectoderm,
located at the interface between the living tissue and the calcareous structure [15].
The formation of CaCO3 crystals and the coral skeleton is dependent on available
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amounts of calcium and inorganic carbon. Calcium is generally acquired from the
seawater while inorganic carbon can be converted from carbon dioxide present in
the water or produced from respiration [1]. Incorporation of calcium and inorganic
carbon is biologically regulated by the calicoblastic epithelium of corals. Calcium
moves passively across the oral epithelium of the coral tissue, and is then actively
pumped across the calicoblastic epithelium by a Ca-ATPase, which utilizes ATP
and a proton. Carbon dioxide is freely diffusible and is converted to usable bicar-
bonate by carbonic anhydrase. Calcium and bicarbonate then combine to form
calcium carbonate and protons are removed from the calcification site as shown in
figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram showing the pathway of entry and exit of calcium
through the calicoblastic cells of corals during calcification. Taken from [1]
.
2.1.1 Hermatypic corals
The focus of this thesis is on hermatypic corals. These are corals that contribute
significantly to the framework of reefs and are by definition constructional. As
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Schuhmacher & Zibrowius (1985) [17] made apparent, there is not necessarily an
absolute distinction between hermatypic and ahermatypic corals. Ahermatypic
corals may well be constructional although they are only able to form thickets,
banks or other kinds of bioherms not to be confused with reefs. Ahermatypic corals
may also be zooxanthellate, meaning that they live in symbiosis with dinoflagellate
algae. Similarly there are hermatypic corals which may have been traditionally
classified as ahermatypic because they are azooxanthellate (e.g. Tubastrea micran-
thus). Nevertheless for the purposes of this thesis one can assume that unless
stated otherwise, zooxanthellate hermatypic corals which are generally confined to
the tropics are referred to [18].
2.1.2 Symbiosis
In order to interpret environmental impacts on coral reefs an understanding of their
underpinning physiology and how this interacts with the environment is required.
The vast majority of hermatypic scleractinian corals contain photosynthetic single-
celled dinoflagellates organisms, called zooxanthellae [19], [20]. These zooxanthellae
live within the coral tissue providing the coral with the products of photosynthesis.
This mutualistic association facilitates tight recycling of nutrients, which enables
the survival of the hermatypic scleractinia in a nutrient poor, clear water environ-
ment. This has ultimately driven the ecological dominance of coral reefs in tropical
shallow marine environments [21], [20]. It is also the photosynthetic requirements
of the symbiosis that generally restricts hermatypic corals to the photic zone (i.e.
shallow sunlit waters), and to waters where the temperature rarely drops below
18◦C for extended periods of time [18]. This is what limits the global distribution
of coral reef ecosystems to shallow, submarine platforms within the tropics [22].
Zooxanthallae principally belong to the genus Symbiodinium [22]. Although
a number of Symbiodinium have been classified to species level, most types are
placed into clades based on their gene sequences. Clades have been shown to
favour different environmental regimes, with the relative proportions of clades A,
B and C changing with depth in Caribbean and Pacific corals [23], [24]. Clade
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C zooxanthallae tend to dominate under stable environmental conditions whereas
clade B zooxanthallae appear to favour colder conditions. The combination of
the physiological differences between clades and varying environmental legacies
appears to explain regional differences in the zooxanthallae composition of coral
species. Caribbean corals, which experienced relatively cold conditions during the
Pliocene-Pleistocene transition, typically contain more clade B and less clade C
zooxanthallae than Pacific corals which have evolved under a legacy of relative
environmental stability [25]. Similarly there is a latitudinal shift from clade C
to clade B from the tropical waters of the GBR to the more variable waters of
southern Australia [26]. Potentially critical to understanding how corals respond
to future climate change and rising SSTs, clade D zooxanthallae tend to dominate in
high temperature [27], [28] and turbid environments [29] and are locally abundant
in sites where SSTs regularly exceed 33◦C [30]. Coral-zooxanthallae symbiosis is
crucial to the physiology of coral calcification.
The coral skeleton is a two phase composite of (a) an organic matrix containing
various polysaccharides, proteins and glycoproteins and (b) crystals of CaCO3. The
organic matrix is synthesised by the calicoblastic epithelium before being secreted
into the sub-epithelial space. This matrix then facilitates CaCO3 nucleation and
provides a framework for the crystals. Zooxanthallae and their symbiosis with
corals are crucial to the synthesis of the organic matrix through the provision of
fixed carbon from photosynthesis [1], [31], although this may be supplemented by
uptake of external nutritional sources [16].
2.2 The importance of coral reefs
Ecosystem services provide goods and benefits, often referred to as natural capital,
that can be attributed a monetary value [32]. Coral reefs provide a wide range of
ecosystem services to around 500 million people [33], [34]. In terms of provisioning
services, some 9-12% of the world’s fisheries are based directly on reefs [35], while a
large number of offshore fisheries also rely on them as breeding, nursery or feeding
grounds [36]. In addition, coral reefs provide genetic resources for medical research,
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and ornamental fish and pearl culture are extremely important for the economies
of some insular states, such as French Polynesia [37].
A meta-analysis of studies valuing ecosystem services derived from coral reefs
reveals that “moderation of extreme events” is a highly significant service, on av-
erage accounting for approximately 21% of the total value of ecosystem services
[33]. Coral reefs are highly important shoreline protectors, buffering the impact
of hurricanes and typhoons [38]. This coastal protection has been estimated to be
worth US$ 55-1,100 per hectare per year in Southeast Asia [39]. The economic
significance of this service is likely to increase as the proportion of the global pop-
ulation living within 100km of the coast is set to rise from 23% to approximately
50% by 2030 [38] in combination with predicted increases in the frequency and
intensity of tropical cyclones [40],[41].
Cultural services and specifically opportunities for recreation and tourism are
the dominant benefit derived from coral reefs, representing on average 68% of the
total value of ecosystem services [33]. Reef recreation has been estimated at US$184
per visit globally [42], at US$231-2,700 per hectare per year in Southeast Asia [39]
and at US$1,654 per hectare per year in the Caribbean [43].
2.3 Carbonate chemistry and coral reefs
Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is essential for coral calcification and therefore reef
formation. Marine organisms deposit CaCO3 in different crystal forms (e.g. arag-
onite, calcite and high magnesium calcite). The crystal structure of calcite is
rhombohedral whereas the structure of aragonite is orthorhombic. Consequently
the minerals have different physical and chemical properties, of which solubility is
of major importance [44].
The capacity to deposit CaCO3 is related to the carbonate saturation state of
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Where [Ca2+]sw and [CO3
2−]sw are the concentrations of Ca
2+ and CO3
2− in
seawater respectively, and Ksp* is the solubility product at the in situ temperature,
pressure and salinity. When Ω > 1 seawater is said to be supersaturated, whereas
when Ω < 1 seawater is said to be undersaturated. As variations in [Ca2+] are
typically minimal in the open ocean and closely related to salinity, the CaCO3
saturation state is largely determined by [CO3
2−]. Although there are substantial
regional differences, surface seawater is approximately 6 and 4 times supersaturated
with respect to calcite and aragonite, with supersaturation decreasing with depth
until Ω < 1. The crossover from supersaturation to undersaturation occurs at shal-
lower depths for aragonite than for calcite due to its greater solubility [44]. CaCO3
is an unusual salt in that its solubility in water increases at lower temperatures
[44].
2.4 Threats to coral reefs
Global coral reefs are threatened by a number of factors. These include physical
impacts such as dredging, boat anchoring and coastline development [45], nutrient
enrichment from terrestrial runoff [46] and the impact of invasive species [47] and
increased coral diseases [48]. This thesis however specifically focuses on coral im-
pacts due to changing climate, and in particular changes due to thermal stress and
ocean acidification.
2.4.1 Thermal Stress
Mean global Sea Surface Temperature (SST) has risen by approximately 0.74◦C
since the pre-industrial period and if current emissions trends continue could sur-
pass 2.0◦C by the end of the century [49]. Thermal stress caused by rising SSTs is
associated with a process called coral bleaching.
When sunlight is high it overwhelms the capacity of the zooxanthellae to pho-
tosynthesize, causing photoinhibition. Several biological systems are available to
cope with the excess excitation of the photosystem [50]. However, when sea tem-
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peratures become exceptionally warm, often by only a matter of 0.5-1◦C [51], less
light is needed to over-excite the photosystem [52] and it becomes more likely that
the over-excitation will overwhelm the mitigative processes and result in the re-
lease of dangerous oxygen free radicals which can damage the symbiont complex
and result in a loss of zooxanthellae. The loss of zooxanthellae turns the coral white
(hence termed “coral bleaching”), and can result in reduced calcification and mass
coral mortality [2].
Figure 2.2: a, The number of coral reef provinces experiencing bleaching between
1978 and 1999 with arrows indicating strong El Nin˜o years. Taken from Hoegh-
Guldberg (1999) [2], b, an example of a bleached coral.
Coral bleaching is projected to increase in both frequency and severity over the
coming decades [53] with global annual bleaching events occurring within 20-30
years [54]. Alarmingly even under the most mitigation intensive of future climate
scenarios the impact of increased coral bleaching is projected to be severe [55], [56].
2.4.2 Ocean acidification
The rising atmospheric CO2 that has occurred throughout the 20
th Century has
resulted in increasing amounts of CO2 dissolving in the oceans [57]. Approximately
30% of post industrial revolution anthropogenic CO2 emissions have been taken up
by the oceans, a process that has now used up about one-third of the storage
capacity of the ocean surface [58].
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Air-sea gas exchange equilibrates surface water CO2 to atmospheric levels with
a timescale of approximately one year [59] and once dissolved in seawater, CO2
reacts with water to form carbonic acid (H2CO3). This then dissociates by losing
hydrogen ions to form bicarbonate (HCO3
−) and carbonate (CO3
2−) ions.




⇋ CO2−3 + 2H
+ (2.2)
The equilibrium between the reversible reactions in Eqn. 2.2 is influenced by
ocean pH, with lower pH values increasing the amount of H2CO3 and decreasing
the amount of CO3
2−. As the rising concentration of H+ ions associated with CO2
dissolution results in a decrease in pH (pH=−log10[H
+]), ocean acidification results
in a decrease in dissolved CO3
2− concentrations [59]. The projected 0.3-0.4 pH drop
for the 21st century is equivalent to approximately a 150% increase in H+ and 50%
decrease in CO3
2− concentrations [60].
A shown in Eqn. 2.1 by reducing dissolved CO3
2− concentrations ocean acidifi-
cation therefore lowers the saturation state of the CaCO3 polymorphs aragonite and
calcite. Such changes have been shown to have negative effects on coral recruitment
[61], [62] and reproduction [63]. This thesis however, is primarily concerned with
the influence that ocean acidification can have on coral calcification and projected
coral bleaching.
As scleractinian corals construct their skeletons from the more soluble aragonite
form of CaCO3, it is changes in the aragonite saturation state that are likely to
induce initial changes in coral calcification rates [60]. At present shallow tropical
seawater is supersaturated with respect to aragonite (Ωarag > 4), but saturation
levels have fallen significantly over the past century (from 4.6 to 4.0) and will
continue to fall as atmospheric CO2 rises [64]. Current generation models predict
that by the end of the 21st century under a business-as-usual scenario, all major
coral reef systems will be surrounded by water with Ωarag < 3 [65].
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2.5 The environmental physiology of coral calci-
fication
The analysis of how environmental change influences coral calcification requires the
integration of a number of methodologies. Laboratory and mesocosm experimenta-
tion has revealed much about coral calcification physiology and how it is influenced
by temperature, irradiance and Ωarag.
2.5.1 Experimental temperature studies
The calcification rate of many coral species increases with increasing temperature
up to a thermal optimum and then declines. This is perhaps unsurprising given
the nature of the coral-zooxanthallae symbiosis and our detailed knowledge of the
temperature dependency of photosynthesis [66]. However the bell shaped distribu-
tion that temperature has on calcification has been shown in both zooxanthallate
and azooxanthallate hermatypic corals suggesting that temperature affects some
fundamental process of calcification that is independent of photosynthesis [3].
Short-term laboratory experiments measuring 45Ca incorporation [67], [3] and
long-term laboratory experiments measuring weight changes and skeletal extension
[68] have shown a direct influence of temperature on calcification and indicate that
maximum skeletal growth occurs in some tropical corals around seawater temper-
atures of 26-27◦C.
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Figure 2.3: Dependency of calcification rate (measured as calcium incorporation per
unit mass of skeleton) on temperature in Galaxea fascicularis and Dendrophyllia
sp. A Gaussian curve has been fitted to the Galaxea data. Taken from Marshall &
Clode (2004) [3].
2.5.2 Experimental Ωarag studies
Experimental studies have demonstrated the link between Ωarag and coral skeleto-
genesis. At a lower Ωarag there is substantial evidence of reductions in calcification
rates and a weaker skeletal structure [69], [70]. Under extreme conditions com-
plete skeletal dissolution has even been shown to occur in such experiments [71].
Techniques used to manipulate mesocosm Ωarag include controlling pH, DIC, pCO2,
[Ca2+] and [CO3
2−] with reductions in calcification rates demonstrated across Ωarag
ranges of 0 to 6.2 [72]. What is less apparent is the nature of the relationship be-
tween Ωarag and calcification, and the extent to which short term responses are
representative of long-term responses. Experimental studies on scleractinian coral
species [73], [74], [75] , coralline algae [76] and artificial reef communities [69], [77]
have shown both linear and exponential relationships between Ωarag and calcifica-
tion. Although experimental methodology and specifically the mechanism used to
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control Ωarag may account for the different relationships found between Ωarag and
calcification [75] the extent to which such experimental studies, which are typically
conducted over timescales of weeks to months, represent in vivo changes that are
occurring over much longer timescales is yet to be addressed. Langdon et al. (2000)
[69] conducted their analysis over an unusually long experimental time period of
3.8 years and found no significant difference between short-term and long-term cal-
cification responses to changing Ωarag. However in this context even a time period
of 3.8 years is highly limited and may not pick up any adaptive coral responses to
long-term environmental change. A complementary approach to such laboratory
experiments is the recent study of coral communities at natural CO2 seeps [78]
which can provide insight into the long-term consequences of ocean acidification.
It should be noted here that contrary to numerous published papers, Reynaud
et al. (2003) [79] find that the scleractinian coral Stylophora pistillata does not
show a decrease in calcification in response to elevated pCO2 alone. Instead at low
pCO2 elevated temperatures were found to increase calcification rates and at higher
pCO2 elevated temperatures were found to reduce calcification rates. Although this
may be the characterisation of a species specific response, the author’s conclusion
that the confounding effect of temperature has the potential to explain a large
portion of the variability in the response of calcification to pCO2 is a conclusion
that should inform interpretation of both modelled and experimental responses of
calcification to Ωarag .
Whole ecosystem studies on coral reefs in the northern Gulf of Aqaba (Eilat,
Israel) and W. Pacific (Okinawa, Japan), have shown a decrease in net community
calcification with decreasing Ωarag that broadly agrees with studies conducted at the
organism level in the laboratory [80], [81]. It should, however, be emphasized that
these whole ecosystem studies looked at periods of 2-5 years. Therefore although
they may be highly representative of how calcification responds to intra-annual and
inter-annual Ωarag variability, the study time periods are not sufficient to infer the
calcification response to a long-term (> 100 year) decline in Ωarag.
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2.5.3 The complication of irradiance & nutrients
Calcification increases with increasing irradiance up to a limit and then saturates
[4], [82]. The physiological mechanisms behind the light enhancement of coral calci-
fication operate over two temporal levels. In the short-term higher light intensities
increase photosynthesis, lowering intracellular pCO2 and in turn increasing pH and
Ωarag towards conditions that are more favourable to the deposition and crystali-
sation of CaCO3. In the long-term enhanced photosynthesis increases the energy
status of the coral host, increasing rates of Ca2+ and CO3
2− translocation, organic
matrix production and overall coral calcification [4].
Figure 2.4: Calcification rates of Porites compressa versus irradiance under low
Ωarag (open circles) and high Ωarag (closed circles). Taken from Marubini et al.
(2001) [4].
In laboratory studies, nutrient concentration of the experimental incubation
water during growth has also been shown to affect coral calcification and influence
the relationship between calcification and Ωarag . Enrichment of nitrate and am-
monia typically results in increased zooxanthallae density and photosynthesis, and
decreased calcification [82]. A complete mechanism for the effect of nutrients on
calcification is yet to be fully described. However it is hypothesized that the in-
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creased zooxanthallae density reduces the effectiveness of “host factor”, decreasing
the translocation of photosynthetic products from the zooxanthallae to the host
[82]. In addition the enhanced net growth of zooxanthallae may limit the dissolved
inorganic carbon (DIC) available to the host for calcification [83]. In terms of the
impact of nutrient enrichment on the relationship between Ωarag and calcification,
there are conflicts within the literature. In laboratory experiments Langdon et
al. (2005) [82] found that an assemblage of corals showed reduced sensitivity of
calcification to Ωarag under nutrient enrichment. This is contrary to the findings
of Marubini & Thake (1999) [84] who show nutrient enrichment to aggravate the
calcification response of Porites porites to changes in Ωarag.
2.6 Coral calcification records
It has long been known that corals deposit calcium carbonate in annual density
bands [85] with increased calcification in the summer and reduced calcification in
the winter [86]. Such density banding can be used to age coral cores and along-
side other climatic information can provide an understanding of the environmental
drivers effecting coral calcification (e.g. [87], [88]).
The standard methodology for coral core calcification analysis involves taking
longitudinal cuttings of coral colonies. Slices are dried and X-radiographed in
order to identify tracks to measure variables along. Gamma densitometry is then
used to measure systematically annual average density (g cm−3) and annual linear
extension rate (cm year−1) along the tracks. Annual calcification rate (g cm−2
year−1) is thus determined as the mass of CaCO3 deposited per unit area per year
(the product of annual average density and annual extension rate) [88]. This thesis
only utilises coral linear extension data from the Caribbean (chapter 4). This was
due to the data available and it should be recognised that a more complete analysis
would have analysed rates of both linear extension and calcification (e.g. [89]).
Coral extension/calcification rates have long been known to be highly responsive
to climatically influenced environmental variables such as solar irradiance [82], [4],
[90] and Sea Surface Temperature (SST) [88], [91]. It is therefore unsurprising
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that numerous studies have sought to analyse the extent to which historical coral
growth rates have been affected by climate change. A number of authors have found
declines in coral growth rates which appear to be related to changing climate and in
particular rising SSTs [5], [92], [93]. Figure 2.5 shows the disputed [94] declines in
Great Barrier Reef calcification which De’ath et al. (2009) [5] linked to rising SSTs.
It should also be noted however, that several papers have not found consistent
declines in growth rates that can be related to climate change [95], [89]. As such
the influence of current climate change on long-term coral growth rates appears to
be highly species specific and spatially variable.
Figure 2.5: The recent decline in Great Barrier Reef calcification rates (g/cm2/yr)
reported by De’ath et al. (2009) [5]. Plots show the extent to which changes in
linear extension (cm/yr) and density (g/cm3) contributed to changes in calcification
rates.
2.6.1 The use of coral records to understand past climate
Alongside coral calcification records, the fractionation of different isotopes and
accumulation of specific elements in coral cores can be used to reconstruct biogeo-
chemical and physical parameters where instrumental records are temporally and
spatially limited. A brief description of how such records have provided a greater
understanding of past oceanic climate change is given below.
Oxygen isotopes (δ18O) are perhaps the most frequently used coral climate
proxy tool, reflecting a combination of sea surface temperature and the seawater
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δ18O composition, which co-varies with seawater salinity. Oxygen isotope records
have been used to examine the long term variability of climate features such as
ENSO [96] and show an abrupt decrease in tropical pacific sea surface salinity at
the end of the little ice age [97]. They have also been used to examine historical
variability in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation [98] and the influence of the South-
ern Oscillation on recent trends in equatorial SSTs [99]. An alternative approach
to δ18O analysis involves the measurement of strontium / calcium ratios (Sr/Ca)
present in coral skeletons [97]. This provides a palaeoclimate proxy for SST that
is independent of salinity and coral calcification rate [100].
Boron isotopes (δ11B) sampled from coral cores provide a palaeoenvironmental
proxy for pH levels and ocean acidification. δ11B is indirectly affected by pCO2 but
not temperature [101] and has been used to determine variations in pH that are
synchronous with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation on the Great Barrier Reef [102].
The ratio of barium/calcium (Ba/Ca) in coral cores can provide high-resolution
reliable records of sediment flux from flood plumes. This has allowed authors
to show that since European settlement, land-use practices such as clearing and
overstocking have led to increased sediment loads entering the inner Great Barrier
Reef [103]. Ba/Ca ratios have also be used as a marker for coastal upwelling
activity with Barium supply driven from the open sea to coastal zones by strong-
wind generated upwelling currents [104].
Finally, carbon isotopes (δ13C) act as recorders of autotrophy/heterotrophy in
corals and have been used as an indicator of ocean palaeoproductivity [105] as well
as a technique to help age coral cores accurately [106].
Chapter 3
Datasets & Earth System Models
This thesis pools together biological, biogeochemical and physical datasets that
are derived from both observations and model outputs. This chapter serves as an
overview of all of these datasets and how they have been obtained/produced.
3.1 Coral datasets
Coral cores can provide a multitude of data that indicate past environmental con-
ditions. The long lifetime of certain scleractinian species of coral, the stability of
their CaCO3 skeletons and the presence of annual density bands, permits the anal-
ysis of long time periods (400+ years). Environmental parameters derived from
cores have the potential to constrain climate models empirically and, as discussed
in Chapter 2, have been used extensively to understand past climate.
3.1.1 Calcification bands
The general methodology behind coral coring is discussed in chapter 2. The coral
calcification datasets utilised within this thesis are all previously published records
that were taken in the Caribbean [107], [45]. These records are discussed in detail
in chapter 5.
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3.1.2 Coral distribution datasets
The distribution of global coral reefs was taken from the “Millennium Coral Reef
Mapping Project” dataset [108], [109]. The dataset was compiled from multiple
sources by the United Nations Environment Programme- World Conservation Mon-
itoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC), the World Fish Center and the World Resources
Institute (WRI) to produce a 500m resolution gridded global dataset of coral reefs.
Figure 3.1: The global distribution of coral reefs. Taken from the Millennium Coral
Reef Mapping Project
3.2 Observational climate datasets
3.2.1 SST datasets
Long-term observational Sea Surface Temperature (SST) was obtained from the
1◦ × 1◦ gridded Met Office Hadley Centre’s sea ice and sea surface temperature
product (HadISST). The HadISST product consists of blended in situ observations
and satellite Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) covering 1870-
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2006 [110]. HadISST is a globally complete dataset with interpolation techniques
used to fill in gaps. Care must therefore be taken when using HadISST in data
sparse regions (e.g. at high resolution in the earlier part of the record where fewer
in situ measurements are available) [110]. As is advised in Rayner et al. (2003)
[110] the HadISST product is used alongside the noninterpolated SST HadSST2
dataset [111] in chapter 4 to ensure robust interpretation.
Short-term high resolution SST was taken from the Met Office’s Operational Sea
Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) satellite dataset (1985-2007)
[10]. OSTIA uses SST data from satellite microwave and infrared instruments and
accompanying uncertainty estimates to produce global coverage daily SST values
at a resolution of 0.05◦ (≈6km at equatorial latitudes) [10].
3.2.2 Biogeochemical datasets
The ocean biogeochemical model intercomparison presented in appendix A utilises
a number of ocean biogeochemical observational fields of differing temporal and
spatial resolutions. These observational datasets are detailed in table 3.1 below:
Field Observational dataset Spatial Resolution (◦Latitude ×
◦Longitude, depth levels)
Temporal Resolution
pCO2 Takahashi et al. (2009)
[112]
4 × 5 Annual
Alkalinity GLODAP (2004) [113] 1 × 1 (40 levels) Annual
Dissolved Inorganic Car-
bon
GLODAP (2004) [113] 1 × 1 (40 levels) Annual
O2 World Ocean Atlas
(2009) [114]
1 × 1 (40 levels) Monthly
Depth integrated Primary
Productivity
Buitenhuis et al. (2013)
[115]
1 × 1 Monthly





1 × 1 (40 levels) Monthly
Table 3.1: The observational biogeochemical fields utilised in the model skill as-
sessment.
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3.3 The HadGEM2-ES model
Throughout this thesis outputs are used from a number of General Circulation
Models (GCMs) and Earth System Models (ESMs) (Table 3.2). However the most
used model was the Met Office Hadley Centre ESM HadGEM2-ES. This was the
only ESM for which there was access to runs that were not standard freely available
CMIP5 experiments. Due to the prominence of this model throughout this thesis
a summary description of the HadGEM2-ES model is given below, focussing on
the model features of most significance in relation to this thesis. As many of the
structural features of ESMs are consistent between models, this also serves as a
broad overview of current generation Earth System modelling.
3.3.1 HadGEM2-ES formulation
The Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version 2 (HadGEM2-ES) is
specifically designed for simulating and understanding centennial scale evolution
of the climate and biogeochemical feedbacks [6]. The model is composed of un-
derlying physical atmosphere and ocean components with additional components
such as a terrestrial ecosystem model (TRIFFID [116]) and ocean ecosystem model
(Diat-HadOCC [117]).
The physical model configuration in HadGEM2-ES is derived form HadGEM1.
The atmosphere is divided into a horizontal resolution grid of 1.25◦ latitude by
1.75◦ longitude that extends through 38 vertical layers covering 39km in height.
The physical ocean model has a global resolution of 1◦ zonally and meridional res-
olution of 1◦ between the poles and 30◦ latitude. At latitudes below 30◦ meridional
resolution increases linearly to 0.33◦ at the equator. There are 40 unevenly spaced
levels in the vertical ocean [6].
A schematic representation of the couplings and feedbacks between HadGEM2-
ES model components is given in figure 3.2. The combination of these couplings
leads to biogeochemical feedback loops. An example of such a feedback loop is the
CLAW hypothesis proposed by Charlson et al. (1987) [118] in which changes in
climate influence ocean biochemistry, in turn influencing the production of sulphate
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Figure 3.2: Couplings and feedbacks in the Earth System model HadGEM2-ES.
Taken from Collins et al. (2011) [6]
aerosols, affecting cloud microphysics which in turn affects climate. As shown in
figure 3.2, such a feedback loop can be extended in HadGEM2-ES to include the
impacts of climate on terrestrial vegetation, dust emissions, iron deposition and
therefore fertilisation effects on ocean biogeochemistry [6].
3.3.2 HadGEM2-ES forcings
Greenhouse gas forcing
The HadGEM2-ES experiments of most significance to this thesis are “concentration-
driven” simulations. In such experiments a prescribed annual atmospheric CO2
concentration is supplied to the model at each time step. The prescribed histori-
cal atmospheric CO2 concentrations are derived from the Law Dome ice core and
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measurements from Mauna Loa [119]. The ocean partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2)
is then simulated by the model.
In terms of other greenhouse gases, HadGEM2-ES uses prescribed surface con-
centrations of CH4 with CH4 above the surface free to evolve in the vertical. Atmo-
spheric N2O concentrations are prescribed in HadGEM2-ES as described in Mein-
shausen et al. (2011) [120] and linearly interpolated to model time steps. Similarly,
atmospheric concentrations of halocarbons are prescribed as a time series of an-
nual global mean concentrations that are linearly interpolated to model time steps.
HadGEM2-ES explicitly represents the radiative forcing of 6 halocarbon species
with concentrations of other species represented as an equivalent concentration of
either CFC-12 or HFC-134a [6].
Tropospheric ozone, a significant greenhouse gas [121] is simulated interactively
within HadGEM2-ES. Emissions of ozone precursors and reactive gases are pre-
scribed at both the surface and aircraft altitudes for both historical and future
HadGEM2-ES experiments [119]. These emissions are provided for the following
sectors: land-based anthropogenic sources (e.g. agriculture, energy production,
solvent production), biomass burning (forest fires and grass fires) and shipping [6].
Stratospheric ozone inputs in HadGEM2-ES are provided by monthly zonal/height
ancillary files and not modelled interactively [6].
Aerosol forcing
In HadGEM2-ES the UKCA scheme [122], [123] interactively models tropospheric
chemistry. It is this model component that controls the rate at which sulphur
dioxide and dimethyl-sulphide (DMS) emissions are converted to sulphate aerosols.
This is of particular significance in chapter 5 of the thesis where the past influence
of anthropogenic aerosols on Caribbean coral growth is discussed.
A total of eight anthropogenic and natural aerosol species are modelled within
HadGEM2-ES. They are ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate, fossil-fuel black
carbon, fossil-fuel organic carbon, mineral dust, biomass burning aerosols, sea salt
and biogenic aerosols. Sea salt and biogenic aerosols are not transported but are
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diagnosed or provided as a climatology [6], [119]. In HadGEM2-ES all aerosol
species can exert a direct effect by scattering and absorbing shortwave and longwave
radiation and a semi-direct effect whereby this modifies atmospheric vertical profiles
of temperature and clouds. All aerosols with the exception of fossil-fuel black
carbon and mineral dust also have indirect effects on clouds, modifying cloud albedo
and precipitation efficiency [119].
The HadGEM2-ES sulphur cycle which provides concentrations of ammonium
sulphate aerosols, requires emissions of SO2 and DMS. SO2 emissions are provided
through a combination of sector-based emissions and a constant background emis-
sion rate from degassing volcanoes [124]. DMS emissions are provided interactively
over the ocean by the biogeochemical scheme and provided as a constant rate over
land [125]. Oxidation of SO2 and DMS into sulphate aerosol involves the following
oxidants provided by the tropospheric chemistry scheme: OH, HO2, H2O2 and O3
[119].
The temporal evolution of the radiative forcing due to aerosols over historical
(1850-2000) timescales is shown in figure 3.3 for a number of Earth System models
including HadGEM2-ES. Total aerosol radiative forcing is negative throughout the
historical period due to the greater influence of aerosols that scatter incoming
shortwave radiation (e.g. sulphate) than aerosols that absorb and re-emit outgoing
longwave radiation (e.g. black carbon). From 1850 to around 1970 the global
radiative forcing due to aerosols is shown to be increasingly negative, largely due to
negative sulphate forcing increasing. However, after 1980 the majority of models
show weaker negative radiative forcing. This is due to pollution controls that
especially limited emissions of sulphur dioxide [7] and therefore weakened negative
sulphate forcing, combined with increasing positive forcing due to black carbon
aerosol.
Whereas aerosols in the troposphere are linked to emission sources and the feed-
back processes shown in figure 3.2, aerosols in the stratosphere which result from
volcanic eruptions are separated from such processes. Volcanic aerosols are pre-
scribed over four equal area latitudinal bands on a monthly timescale in HadGEM2-
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Figure 3.3: Historical (1850-2000) global mean annual average radiative forcing (W
m−2) due to a) all aerosols, b) sulphate and c) fossil fuel and biofuel derived black
carbon. Adapted from Shindell et al. (2012) [7]
ES [119] with historical (1850-2000) stratospheric aerosol optical depths taken from
the Sato et al. (1993) [126] dataset.
Solar irradiance forcing
HadGEM2-ES deals with total solar irradiance (TSI) variability in the same man-
ner as earlier generations of Hadley Centre models (HadCM3 and HadGEM1) [127].
Annual mean variations in TSI are split across six shortwave spectral bands (0.2-
10µm) to estimate spectral changes associated with TSI variability. The TSI data
used for 1850-2000 simulations are taken from the Lean et al. (2009) [128] recon-
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struction of solar cycle and background TSI variations.
3.3.3 Ocean biogeochemistry modelling
The use of physical and biogeochemical ocean outputs from Earth System models is
central to multiple chapters within this thesis. Although appendix A is entirely de-
voted to an intercomparison of 6 ocean biogeochemistry (OBGC) models of varying
complexities, an example of the basic formulation of such a model is given below.
In their simplest forms, OBGC models such as some of those coupled in cur-
rent generation Earth System models, are often referred to as NPZD (Nutrient-
Phytoplankton-Zooplankton-Detritus) models. An example of such a model is the
Hadley Centre Ocean Carbon Cycle model (HadOCC) [117]. HadOCC is the prede-
cessor of Diat-HadOCC, the current OBGC model coupled in HadGEM2-ES. The
state variables or model compartments within HadOCC are nutrient (N), phyto-
plankton (P), zooplankton (Z), detritus (D), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and
total alkalinity. Total alkalinity is defined as the moles of hydrogen equivalent to
the excess of proton acceptors over proton donors in 1 kg of seawater [44]. The N, P,
Z, and D state variables are considered in terms of their nitrogen content with the
carbon content of the Z, P, and D variables related to the nitrogen content through
fixed stoichiometric ratios such as those described by Redfield (1963) [129]. All
state variables are advected, diffused and mixed and as such can be referred to as
oceanic “tracers”. The biological processes that are modelled in HadOCC are pri-
mary production, natural mortality, grazing, egestion, respiration and the sinking
and remineralisation of detritus. Figure 3.4 shows how these biological processes
interconnect the state variables in HadOCC. Primary production is carried out by
the phytoplankton, the rate of which is determined by light (specifically photosyn-
thetically active radiation) and nutrient availability. Zooplankton graze on both
phytoplankton and detritus depending on defined rates and detritus is formed from
a combination of dead phytoplankton and zooplankton and egested faecal pellets
[117]. Detritus is the only state variable which sinks in HadOCC and is therefore
responsible for the majority of biological downward transport of carbon also known
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as the “biological pump”.
Figure 3.4: Schematic of the NPZD structure in HadOCC and the biological pro-
cesses that connect the compartments.
3.3.4 Aragonite saturation state modelling
Of particular importance in relation to this thesis is the use of aragonite saturation
state (Ωarag) values calculated by Earth System models. I therefore include a
description of how Ωarag is calculated in Earth System models such as HadGEM2-
ES.
Aragonite saturation state is calculated from dissolved inorganic carbon, alka-
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linity concentrations, temperature and salinity in HadGEM2-ES. The physical and
chemical fields used within the carbonate chemistry calculation are all simulated
interactively with details of the calculations involved given below.






, where [Ca2+] and [CO3
2−] are the concentrations of Ca2+ and CO3
2− in sea-
water respectively, and Ksp(arag) is the solubility product of aragonite at the in
situ temperature, pressure and salinity. Calcium (Ca2+) is calculated from salinity
(S) in HadGEM2-ES [130]:
Ca2+ = 0.01028 ∗ S/35.0 (3.2)
and the solubility product of aragonite (Ksp(arag)) is calculated from temper-
ature (TK) and salinity (S) at a pressure of 1 atm [131]:
logKsp(arag) = −171.945− 0.077993 ∗ TK + 2903.293/TK+
71.595 ∗ log(TK) + (−0.068393 + 0.0017276 ∗ TK + 88.135/TK)
∗ S0.5 − 0.10018 ∗ S + 0.0059415 ∗ S1.5
(3.3)
Ksp(arag) is then corrected for the effect of pressure. The less trivial component
of Eqn. 3.1 to calculate is carbonate (CO3
2−) which involves solving the carbon-
ate system. Carbonate is calculated from dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), the
concentration of H+ ions and the carbonate equilibrium constants (K1 & K2):







where DIC is the sum of dissolved forms of CO2, HCO3
− and CO3
2−:
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The carbonate equilibrium constants (K1 & K2) explain the equilibria between
the dissolved forms of CO2, HCO3
− and CO3
2−) and are often referred to as the





K2 = (CO2 ∗H
+)/HCO−3 (3.7)
In models such as HadGEM2-ES, K1 & K2 are calculated from the temperature
(TK) and salinity (S) in a given grid cell [132]:
logK1 = −(3633.86/TK − 61.2172 + 9.67770 ∗ log(TK)
− 0.011555 ∗ S + 0.0001152 ∗ S2)
(3.8)
logK2 = −(471.78/TK + 25.9290− 3.16967 ∗ log(TK)
− 0.01781 ∗ S + 0.0001122 ∗ S2)
(3.9)
Note that K1 & K2 calculated as above are corrected for the effect of pressure
(e.g. [133]). The concentration of H+ ions in Eqn. 3.4 is calculated by using
estimates of alkalinity. Total alkalinity (TA) can be simplified as follows:





− −H+ +minor compounds (3.10)
and of total alkalinity, carbonate alkalinity (CA) is the following component:
CA = HCO−3 + 2(CO
2−
3 ) (3.11)
In models such as HadGEM2-ES estimates of alkalinity for Boron, Silicon, Phos-
phorus and water are used to calculate the carbonate alkalinity CA as a component
of total alkalinity [134]. With CA the concentration of H+ ions and all other com-
ponents of the carbonate system can then be calculated. This is because the mass
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balance of total dissolved inorganic carbon (Eqn. 3.5), the charge balance for car-
bonate alkalinity (Eqn. 3.11) and the two equilibrium conditions (Eqns. 3.6, 3.7)
constitute four equations with 6 variables and therefore the system can be described
knowing any two variables [44].
3.4 CMIP5 model datasets
The analysis presented here is based on output from the climate modelling groups
associated with Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) - the
models prepared for the IPCC 5th Assessment Report (AR5) (Table 3.2). CMIP5
promotes a standard set of model simulations that:
• enable assessments of model ability to simulate the recent past
• provide near (≤2035) and long-term (2035 − 2100+) projections of climate
change
• help understanding of factors that drive model differences including feedbacks
such as those involving clouds and the carbon cycle
All models carry out historical simulations and use the Representative Con-
centration Pathways (RCPs) [8],[120] that have replaced previous IPCC scenarios.
This latest generation of models also typically represent a wider range of earth
system processes than the previous generation CMIP3 models.
Historical simulations for each model are usually performed between 1850 and
2005 using the historical records of anthropogenic and natural climate forcing fac-
tors discussed above. The model state in 2005 is then used as the initial condition
for the future RCP simulations which run until 2100 and in some cases to 2300 [119].
This thesis utilises both the historical simulations of CMIP5 models (chapters 4,
5, 6 and 7) and the future RCPs (chapters 6 and 7).
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3.4.1 CMIP5 model ensembles
Model name Historical RCP 2.6 RCP 4.5 RCP 6.0 RCP 8.5
CanESM2 5 5 5 0 5
CCSM4 5 5 5 5 5
cnrm-cm5 10 1 1 0 5
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 10 10 10 10 10
GFDL-ESM2G 1 1 1 1 1
GISS-E2-R 16 3 15 3 3
HadGEM2-ES 4 4 4 4 4
inmcm4 1 0 1 0 1
IPSL-CM5A-LR 4 3 3 1 3
IPSL-CM5A-MR 1 1 1 0 1
MIROC5 4 3 3 0 3
MPI-ESM-LR 3 3 3 0 3
MRI-CGCM3 5 1 1 1 1
NorESM1-M 3 1 1 1 1
Table 3.2: CMIP5 models utilised in this study and the number of ensemble mem-
bers available for each experiment.
3.4.2 The RCPs
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) [135] are a set of four new path-
ways developed for the climate modelling community as a basis for near-term and
long-term modelling experiments. The RCPs span the range of year 2100 forc-
ing values found in the open literature (2.6 to 8.5 Wm−2) [8],[120] and have been
generated by four integrated assessment models (IAMs) and selected from more
than 300 published scenarios of greenhouse gas emissions that are determined by
socio-economic and energy-system modelling [119].
• RCP 2.6: Peak in radiative forcing at 3 Wm−2 (490ppm CO2 eq) before 2100
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and then a decline to 2.6 Wm−2 by 2100 [136].
• RCP 4.5: Stabilisation without overshoot pathway to 4.5 Wm−2 (650ppm
CO2 eq) at stabilisation after 2100. [137].
• RCP 6.0: Stabilisation without overshoot pathway to 6.0 Wm−2 (850ppm
CO2 eq) at stabilisation after 2100 [138].
• RCP 8.5: Rising radiative forcing pathway leading to 8.5 Wm−2 (1370ppm
CO2 eq) by 2100 [139].
The annual CO2 concentrations for the respective RCPs are taken from Mein-
shausen et al. (2011) [120].
It should be noted that the radiative forcing levels of the RCPs act only as a
guide. As greenhouse gas concentrations, aerosol emissions and tropospheric ozone
precursors are prescribed, there is a wide range in radiative forcings across different
models for a given RCP [119].
Socio-economic drivers
The RCPs implemented in CMIP5 were selected on the basis of their emissions
and associated concentration levels [8]. However, it is important to recognise the
very different socio-economic assumptions that underpin each of the RCPs. Figure
3.5a and 3.5b show the projections of global population and GDP under each RCP.
All RCPs with the exception of RCP 8.5 make intermediate assumptions regarding
these key socio-economic drivers. RCP 8.5 however, is driven by high population
growth and lower incomes in developing countries. The energy use associated
with the RCPs is shown in figure 3.5c-e. As with population growth and GDP,
all RCPs with the exception of RCP 8.5 make intermediate assumptions regarding
primary energy usage (figure 3.5c). In contrast RCP 8.5 is a highly energy intensive
scenario due to high population growth and a lower rate of technology development.
All RCPs assume different future energy mixes with total fossil fuel use largely
following the radiative forcing of the scenarios [8]. It should be noted that all
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scenarios implement some degree of Carbon Capture Storage (CCS) particularly
in the power sector and all scenarios use increasing amounts of non-fossil fuels
(renewables and nuclear power). Of significance in relation to RCP 2.6 is the use
of Biomass Energy Carbon Capture Storage (BECCS) which permits increasing
amounts of negative CO2 emissions throughout the 21
st century [8].
An important element of the socio-economic factors underlying the RCPs is
land use change. Land use influences the climate system in a variety of ways
other than only the direct emissions from deforestation [140] and changes to the
hydrological cycle [141], [142]. Impacts can also be biophysical (e.g. albedo and
surface roughness [143]) and there are effects on the size of the remaining vegetation
stock, influencing CO2 removal rates from the atmosphere [144], [8]. The RCPs
cover a wide range of land use scenario projections that are influenced by numerous
socio-economic factors. However, of particular interest is increasing croplands and
grasslands in RCP 8.5 largely as a result of population growth and increasing
cropland in RCP 2.6 driven largely by demand for bio-energy [8].
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Figure 3.5: The a) Population growth, b) economic growth, c) Primary energy
consumption, d) Oil consumption and e) Energy mix associated with the four
RCPs. Grey area on plot a represents the uncertainty in UN population estimates.
Light and dark grey areas on plots b, c and d represent the 98th and 90th percentiles
of the IPCC AR4 database. Dotted lines show four of the previous AR4 SRES
scenarios. Taken from van Vuuren et al. (2011) [8].
Emissions of greenhouse gases & air pollutants
The RCPs were in part selected due to the emissions of CO2 associated with each
corresponding well with literature values (figure 3.6a). RCP 8.5 CO2 emissions are
representative of the high range of Business As Usual (BAU) scenarios found in the
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literature [8]. CO2 emissions associated with RCP 4.5 are comparable with a num-
ber of low emissions climate mitigation scenarios found in the literature whereas
RCP 2.6 represents the most extreme climate mitigation scenarios requiring strin-
gent policies to limit CO2 emissions.
Trends in CH4 and N2O emissions (figure 3.6b-c) across RCPs are largely due
to differences in the assumed climate policy. For example the lower CH4 emissions
trajectories of all RCPs with the exception of RCP 8.5 are a result of changes in
energy production, transport and to some extent agriculture. The N2O emissions
trajectories of the RCPs are shown to cover a smaller range of values found in
the literature (figure 3.6c) with more mitigation intensive RCPs resulting in lower
trajectories [8].
The RCPs generally show declining trends in the emissions of atmospheric air
pollutants including anthropogenic aerosols [8], [7]. This is shown for SO2 and
NOx in figure 3.6d-e. The main driver of such trends is that all RCPs assume that
air pollution control will become increasingly stringent over the 21st century as a
result of rising income levels. As such, the range of RCP air pollution projections
is generally smaller than that found in the literature [8]. It is worth noting that
spatially there are large differences in air pollutant emissions across the RCPs but
in general emissions are relatively more concentrated in present low income regions
[8].
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Figure 3.6: The emissions of the greenhouse gases a) CO2, b) CH4, c) N2O and the
air pollutants d) SO2 and NOx associated with each of the RCPs. Light and dark
grey areas on plots represent the 98th and 90th percentiles of literature values.
Dotted lines show four of the previous AR4 SRES scenarios. Taken from van
Vuuren et al. (2011) [8].
3.4.3 The GeoMIP experiments
The Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP) series of experi-
ments are optional geoengineering experiments derived for the latest CMIP5 project
that were carried out by a number of the associated modelling groups [11] [145].
The focus of GeoMIP was to evaluate the effects of stratospheric geoengineering
with sulphate aerosols using standard forcing experiments across multiple climate
models in order to assess the robustness of responses.
In total there are four GeoMIP simulations (G1, G2, G3 and G4) which are
summarised below:
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G1 Instantaneous 4X increase in CO2 concentration (from pre-industrial levels)
whilst simultaneously reducing the solar constant to counteract this forcing.
The experiment lasts 50 years.
G2 1% increase in CO2 concentration per year, for 50 years with a gradually
reduced solar constant balancing this forcing.
G3 In combination with RCP 4.5 forcing, starting in 2020, gradual injection of SO2
or sulphate with the purpose of keeping global average temperature nearly
constant. Injection finishes in 2070.
G4 In combination with RCP 4.5 forcing, starting in 2020, daily injections of a
constant amount of SO2 at a rate of 5Tg SO2 per year until 2070 where
injection ceases.
Experiments G1 and G2 are highly idealised simulations that simply balance
increased longwave forcing with reduced shortwave forcing through reduction of
the solar constant. In so doing the mean global radiative forcing is balanced (or
nearly balanced) at the top of the atmosphere [11]. In contrast experiments G3
and G4 use tropical stratospheric sulphate injection as a means to reduce radiative
forcing at the top of the atmosphere. In the case of the G3 simulation the rate
of sulphate injection is increased over time to balance increased longwave forcing,
whereas for the G4 simulation the rate of sulphate injection is kept constant.
Outputs from the G3 and G4 GeoMIP experiments are used in chapter 7 where
the potential for geoengineering to reduce projected rates of coral bleaching over
the 21st century is investigated. Further details specific to these simulations is
given in chapter 7.
3.4.4 Variables utilised
A very large number of monthly mean and annual mean variables is output by
all CMIP5 models. Of perhaps greatest concern in relation to this thesis is Sea
Surface Temperature (SST). This is taken as the temperature of the highest ocean
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layer in a given model (usually the first 10m of the water column). CMIP5 model
SST outputs are utilised in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 of this thesis. Near surface air
temperature outputs of the CMIP5 models are also utilised in chapters 6 and 7.
In chapter 5 HadGEM2-ES outputs of surface short wave radiation, aragonite
saturation state (Ωarag) and aerosol optical depth are additionally used.
Chapter 4
CMIP5 coastal SST skill
assessment
The key findings of this chapter have been published in the following lead-authored
paper:
Kwiatkowski L. et al. What spatial scales are believable for climate model pro-
jections of sea surface temperature?, Climate Dynamics, in press [12]
4.1 Abstract
Earth System models provide high resolution simulations of variables such as Sea
Surface Temperature (SST) that are often used in off-line biological impact models.
Coral reef modellers have used such model outputs extensively to project both
regional and global changes to coral growth and bleaching frequency. Model skill at
capturing sub-regional climatologies and patterns of historical warming is assessed.
This study uses an established wavelet-based spatial comparison technique to assess
the skill of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models
to capture spatial SST patterns in coral regions. It is shown that models typically
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have medium to high skill (better than chance) at capturing climatological spatial
patterns of SSTs within key coral regions, with model skill typically improving at
larger spatial scales (≥ 4◦). However models have much lower skill at modelling
historical warming patterns and are shown often to perform no better than chance
at regional scales (e.g. Southeast Asian) and worse than chance at finer scales
(≤ 8◦). The findings suggest that output from current generation Earth System
models is not yet suitable for making sub-regional projections of change in coral
bleaching frequency and other regional marine processes linked to SST warming.
4.2 Introduction
Accurately simulating the coastal zones represents a significant challenge for Earth
System Models due to the complex local physics, biogeochemical and biophysical
interactions in these regions, driven by strong bathymetric constraints on circu-
lation, and the impacts of terrestrial and sedimentary geochemical fluxes [146],
[147].
Over the past 10 years there has been a proliferation of papers that have used
GCM and more recently ESM outputs to understand historical coral growth (e.g.
[14]) and project the future impact of processes such as bleaching on coral reefs
(e.g. [53], [55]).
Most model studies have used SST simulations to project coral bleaching in
both individual coral regions like the Indian Ocean [148] and Hawaii [149], as well
as at the global scale (e.g. [53], [54], [55]). These studies have used global model
outputs in shallow coastal areas (the location of most coral regions) at, or close to,
the model’s maximum spatial resolution (typically one degree of latitude by one
degree of longitude). They have also concluded that such outputs provide high
resolution evidence of coral vulnerability to bleaching within a region (e.g. Van
Hooidonk et al. (2013) [56] conclude that central French Polynesia will be less
susceptible to coral bleaching than other parts of the Polynesian region). There
is, however, a potential spatial mismatch between the small spatial scales at which
coral projections are made and the large spatial scales at which GCM/ESM outputs
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are likely to be most reliable. The notion of believable scales [150] is explored in
order to determine the spatial scales at which we have the greatest confidence in
using such climate models to make coral projections.
Projections of coral bleaching typically involve the calculation of “degree heat-
ing months” (DHM). A DHM is equal to 1 month of SST that is 1◦C greater than
the Maximum Monthly Mean (MMM) SST taken from a historical climatology
for a given grid cell. The annual accumulation of DHM for a given year is then
calculated as the maximum 4 consecutive month accumulation of DHM in a given
year [55]. Although there have been attempts to quantify the skill of bleaching
algorithms (e.g. [151]) the skill of model SST outputs, in coral regions, at the
resolution of the latest CMIP5 models, has not been adequately assessed. One of
the advantages of assessing SSTs instead of directly assessing bleaching projections
is the availability of a far greater observational resource against which models can
be tested. A local wavelet technique, developed by Casati et al. (2004) [152] for
verifying spatial precipitation forecasts is used to assess the skill of CMIP5 models
in capturing the SST features critical to coral bleaching. The analysis is based
on multi-model means, which invariably perform better than individual models
[153]. The analysis presented here informs the spatial-resolution at which CMIP5
and earlier generation climate models should be used to project coral futures, and
indeed whether global models are adequate tools to address the questions being
asked of coral scientists by policy makers.
4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Conceptual overview
Wavelet theory involves representing a signal, for example a sound or an image,
in terms of simpler fixed “building blocks” at different scales and positions [154].
These “building blocks” or wavelets can then be analysed in isolation to better
understand a process and how it varies over different scales. Unlike other methods
such as Fourier decomposition, wavelets have the advantage of being local in space
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and therefore provide a simple approach for dealing with signals that are highly
non-smooth [155]. Throughout this study Haar wavelets are used. Haar wavelets
are the simplest possible wavelets and are essentially a series of square shaped
functions.
To assess the believability of the climate model simulations, the wavelet intensity-
scale method introduced by Casati et al. (2004) [152] that has been successfully
used in various diverse applications [156], [157], [158] is used. The method first
involves making binary maps for the model simulation and for the observations
based on whether or not the variable at each grid point exceeds a prescribed inten-
sity threshold. The binary error map is then decomposed into the sum of different
spatial scales by using Haar wavelets. This decomposition allows us to write the
mean of the squares of the binary error field (a performance score) as the sum of
the mean squared errors on each of the different spatial scales. These scores are
then compared to what one would expect for random unrelated fields (no skill)
thereby providing a way of assessing believability in the model-simulated spatial
scales for each intensity threshold.
4.3.2 Binary error decomposition
The wavelet-based spatial comparison technique initially derived and developed by
Casati et al. (2004, 2010) [152], [159] has been previously used to assess the skill
of GCM precipitation outputs over South America [156] as well as hydrodynamic
ecosystem models on the North West European shelf [157]. This wavelet-based
technique has recently been extended to allow its generic application to a range of
continuous and discontinuous geophysical data fields [158].
The methodology is based on binary difference maps (error). The initial con-
version of 2D fields containing continuous observed and modelled values to a binary
map (i.e. a map composed of 0s and 1s) is a crucial step in the method, defining the
patterns in the datasets that are later compared. As implemented by Saux-Picart
et al. (2012) [158] thresholds are determined based on the empirical quartiles of the
input fields. This study uses the three quartiles X0.25, X0.5 and X0.75 to threshold
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the input fields but other percentiles could have been used. An example of the
process of creating a binary difference map is shown in figure 4.1 for the Hadley
Centre Sea Surface Temperature observation-based product (HadISST) [110] and
the latest generation Hadley Centre ESM (HadGEM2-ES) [6]. In this example SST
fields for July in the respective 1985-2000 averaged climatologies are converted into
a binary difference map. Prior to the process, the HadGEM2-ES fields are regrid-
ded onto the same 1◦×1◦ spatial grid as HadISST using the CDO (Climate Data
Operators) bilinear interpolation programme and both fields are given the same
land mask (the combined land masks of the original model and observation fields).
Note that the ocean resolution of HadGEM2-ES is one degree or higher everywhere,
so interpolation to the lower-resolution grid is made. The SST fields are converted
into maps of quartile ranges, before the binary difference map is taken for the up-
permost quartile range (X > X0.75) in this example (figure 4.1). The subsequent
decomposition of the binary difference map and assessment of model skill requires
that both observation and model grids have the same dimensions. That is, they
are squares with dimensions that are 2x × 2x [152], where x is an integer number.
Throughout this analysis regions that have dimensions 32◦ × 32◦ corresponding to
approximately 3200km × 3200km near the equator are used.
The methodology requires the initial model and observation maps to have an
identical land mask. There are small differences in the land masks of CMIP5 models
and HadISST due to varying resolutions prior to regridding and numerous small
islands in coral regions such as Southeast Asia. This is accounted for by combining
the land mask of a CMIP5 model with that of HadISST before assessing that
given model. The statistical process of evaluating model skill from the wavelet
decompositions of binary difference maps is described in full in below.
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Figure 4.1: Binary difference map creation. At the top: a) HadISST and b) regrid-
ded HadGEM2-ES SSTs for July from the respective 1985-2000 climatologies. In
the centre: quartile range maps of the same fields for c) HadISST and d) HadGEM2-
ES. On the bottom e), binary difference map for the uppermost quartile range
(75-100%). Green areas in the binary difference map represent areas of agreement
between the uppermost quartile range maps. Blue and red areas represent areas of
disagreement.
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Thresholding is used to define the binary masks in observational and model










1, Y q1 ≤ Y < Y q2
0, otherwise
(4.1)
where Xq1, Xq2 and Y q1, Y q2 are two consecutive quartiles for each dataset.
By choosing equally spaced quartiles the number of data points attributed to each
range is identical for both data fields. The binary difference map (Z) is then defined
as the difference between the two binary masks (Ix) and (Iy):
Z = Iy − Ix (4.2)
A two-dimensional discrete Haar wavelet decomposition is then performed, al-






where L is the upper level of decomposition and the spatial scales l = 1..., L = 5
correspond to 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 degree resolution of the binary difference map mother
wavelet components.
Although the discrete Haar wavelet decomposition process provides a rigorous
and elegant framework, the decomposition can be obtained more simply by spatially
averaging over a 2l × 2l region, where l is the level of decomposition.
4.3.3 Mean squared error and skill score
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the binary error image is taken by averaging
over all the pixels in the domain:
MSE = Z2 (4.4)
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As the wavelet components taken from a discrete Haar wavelet decomposition
are orthogonal,
ZlZl′ = 0 l 6= l
′ (4.5)















where MSEl = Z
2
l is the MSE of the l
th spatial scale component of the binary
difference map. It should be noted that the MSEl depends both on the quartile
analysed and the spatial scale (l).
The skill score is defined as the mean square error relative to the mean square
error of a random no skill projection. It is more intuitive to interpret than the
MSE: 1 equates to a perfect simulation, 0 represents model skill that is equal to
chance and values below 0 correspond to skill that is worse than chance alone. The
skill score is defined as:
SSl = 1− ((MSElL)/(2ε(1− ε))) (4.8)
where ε is the fraction of the data contained in the quartile. Hence in this
analysis ε = 0.25.
4.3.4 Application to coral reefs
The projection of thermally induced coral bleaching can be broken down into a
number of discrete components. With respect to GCMs, the most important com-
ponents are producing an accurate climatology, and capturing long-term trends in
annual mean temperature [160]. The skill of the CMIP5 models to capture these
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features at varying spatial resolution is assessed using the wavelet-based spatial
comparison technique discussed above.
The analysis presented here is based on output from the climate modelling
groups associated with CMIP5 - the models prepared for the IPCC 5th Assessment
Report (AR5). 12 of the CMIP5 models (Table 4.1) are utilised. This represents a
subset of the CMIP5 models used throughout this thesis (see chapter 3) with model
selection based on those with the highest ocean spatial resolution, permitting more
levels of wavelet decomposition. The wavelet technique is applied to each individual
CMIP5 model and quoted skill values for a given month, quartile range and spatial
scale are averages of this CMIP5 multi-model ensemble. Skill was calculated as
the mean square error relative to the mean square error of a random no skill
projection. Model climatology skill was assessed by applying the wavelet-based
spatial comparison technique to the monthly climatologies calculated by averaging
data across the years 1985-2000 for each model, and the HadISST observational
record. Within each month of the climatology, skill was calculated for each quartile
range. The climatological period was chosen due to its importance in calculating
“Degree Heating Months” (DHM) bleaching thresholds. These are the monthly
SST thresholds above which accumulated temperature anomalies typically result
in coral bleaching. In studies that make future projections of coral bleaching these
thresholds have been taken as the maximum monthly temperature of each grid cell
in the 1985-2000 model climatologies [54].
The ability of the models to capture historical warming was assessed by cal-
culating warming anomalies. Anomalies were calculated for each grid cell in each
model by subtracting the mean annual SST for 1960-1980 from the mean annual
SST for 1985-2005. Anomalies were then compared to those of the HadISST obser-
vations using the wavelet-based comparison technique. Anomalies were calculated
for this period to overlap with the more recent HadISST record in which there is far
more confidence at high spatial resolution. This is due to greater in-situ sampling
of SSTs and the incorporation of satellite measurements into the HadISST record in
the early 1980s [110]. The use of 20 year averaging periods was chosen to minimise
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the influence of inter-annual variability, which freely running models (i.e. those
starting from their internal equilibrium rather than the observed ocean/atmosphere
state), cannot be expected to reproduce in phase with that which is observed in
reality, whilst attempting to preserve the long-term trends in warming anomalies.
Model skill was assessed across five coral regions: the Greater Caribbean Region,
the Central Pacific, the Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia, Southeast Asia and the
western Indian Ocean (figure 4.2). Post 1960, in situ SST observational coverage in
the regions of interest is essentially complete at least at the 5◦ × 5◦ scale [161] with
the exception of the Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia region. In the Great Barrier
Reef and Polynesia region, near complete in situ SST observation coverage is not
achieved in all months until the late 1960s. Whilst the 20 year averaging period will
diminish the effect of the small number of unobserved grid-cells on the 1960-1980
mean pattern, it is possible that the move to complete coverage in the latter period
(1985 to 2005) will have introduced a minor spurious pattern change in this region,
and therefore strict interpretation of the results from the Great Barrier Reef and
Polynesia region is not recommended.
Figure 4.2: Map of the coral regions analysed in this study, the Western Indian
Ocean (WI), Southeast Asia (SEA), the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) and Polynesia,
the Central Pacific (CP) and the Greater Caribbean Region (GCR).
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Model name Model instituition Ocean resolution (◦Latitude
×
◦Longitude)
CCSM4 National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA 0.25-0.5 × 1.125
cnrm-cm5 Centre National de Recherches Mtorologiques/ Centre Eu-
ropeen de Recherche et Formation vancees en Calcul Scien-
tifique, France
0.2-0.7 × 1
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organiza-
tion/Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence, Aus-
tralia
0.93-0.94 × 1.875
GFDL-ESM2G Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA 0.3-1 × 1
HadGEM2-ES Met Office Hadley Centre, UK 0.3-1 × 1
inmcm4 Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia 0.3-0.5 × 0.6-1
IPSL-CM5A-LR Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France 0.2-1 × 1-2
IPSL-CM5A-MR Institut Pierre Simon Laplace, France 0.2-1 × 1-2
MIROC5 Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, At-
mosphere and Ocean Research Institute, National Institute for
Environmental Studies, Japan
0.5-0.8 × 0.3-1.3
MPI-ESM-LR Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany 0.2-1.4 × 0.2-0.6
MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan 0.5 × 1
NorESM1-M Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway 0.25-0.5 × 1.125
Table 4.1: The CMIP5 models analysed in this chapter, their institutions and their
original ocean resolution.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Coastal tropical climatologies
The approximate quartiles (X0.25, X0.5 and X0.75) for each month of the clima-
tologies in each coral region are given in table 4.2. These quartiles are based on
HadISST and will differ somewhat for each CMIP5 model. The CMIP5 models
are shown to have skill at capturing the uppermost quartile range (X > X0.75),
that is the distribution of the warmest waters, of each month, of the 1985-2000
climatology, even at low spatial scales (figure 4.3). At 1◦ spatial scales multi-model
ensemble mean skill is better than chance (>0.0) across all coral regions and each
month; although within each region skill is shown to vary through the months of
the climatology (figure 4.3). With increasing spatial scale there is a general im-
provement in skill across all regions, with the highest skill observed at 8-16◦ spatial
scales. However, an exception to this is seen in the GBR (Great Barrier Reef)
and Polynesia region where there is a consistent patch of low skill observed at a
spatial scale of 4◦ between May and November. This pattern is not apparent in
the other regions. Across regions, multi-model ensemble mean skill for the third
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(X0.50 < X ≤ X0.75) quartile range of each month is also highest for spatial scales of
8-16◦ and generally lower for the Central Pacific and GBR and Polynesia than for
other regions (figure 4.4). This is also seen in the second quartile range (X0.25 < X
≤ X0.50) (figure 4.5) and to a lesser extent for the first quartile range (X ≤ X0.25)
where model skill is far higher across all regions and all spatial scales (figure 4.6).
Month Greater Caribbean
Region
Central Pacific Great Barrier Reef
& Polynesia
Southeast Asia Western Indian
Ocean
Jan 280.4 < 294.2 <
297.9 < 299.7 <
301.1
297.0 < 299.6 <
300.6 < 301.5 <
302.7
298.2 < 301.8 <
302.2 < 302.6 <
303.0
295.5 < 300.0 <
301.3 < 301.9 <
302.8
295.8 < 299.6 <
301.0 < 301.6 <
302.1
Feb 279.3 < 293.6 <
297.5 < 299.4 <
301.5
296.6 < 299.2 <
300.5 < 301.3 <
302.9
298.8 < 301.8 <
302.2 < 302.5 <
303.0
294.7 < 300.0 <
301.4 < 301.8 <
302.7
296.4 < 299.9 <
301.3 < 301.8 <
302.4
Mar 279.5 < 293.4 <
297.4 < 299.5 <
302.2
296.8 < 299.4 <
300.7 < 301.4 <
302.7
298.4 < 301.8 <
302.2 < 302.5 <
302.9
295.3 < 300.9 <
301.8 < 302.2 <
302.7
296.1 < 299.8 <
301.6 < 302.2 <
302.8
Apr 281.8 < 294.1 <
298.0 < 300.0 <
302.3
296.8 < 299.5 <
300.9 < 301.8 <
303.0
297.5 < 301.0 <
302.1 < 302.5 <
302.9
297.2 < 302.1 <
302.4 < 302.6 <
303.1
295.2 < 298.8 <
301.2 < 302.4 <
303.2
May 286.3 < 295.9 <
299.2 < 300.6 <
302.4
297.5 < 299.9 <
301.3 < 302.0 <
302.9
296.3 < 300.2 <
302.2 < 302.6 <
302.9
300.6 < 302.1 <
302.7 < 303.1 <
303.5
293.9 < 297.7 <
300.2 < 301.3 <
302.8
Jun 291.7 < 298.5 <
300.5 < 301.1 <
302.0
298.0 < 300.4 <
301.4 < 301.9 <
302.6
295.2 < 299.1 <
301.8 < 302.6 <
302.9
300.5 < 301.9 <
302.5 < 302.8 <
303.1
292.4 < 296.4 <
299.0 < 299.8 <
302.0
Jul 295.5 < 300.5 <
301.1 < 301.5 <
302.6
298.4 < 300.7 <
301.4 < 301.8 <
302.4
294.4 < 298.4 <
301.4 < 302.4 <
302.7
299.7 < 301.2 <
302.2 < 302.5 <
303.0
291.5 < 295.6 <
297.9 < 298.8 <
301.5
Aug 296.7 < 301.0 <
301.5 < 301.8 <
303.0
299.0 < 300.9 <
301.4 < 301.8 <
302.5
293.9 < 298.2 <
301.2 < 302.4 <
302.7
299.3 < 300.8 <
302.0 < 302.3 <
302.9
291.2 < 295.2 <
297.4 < 298.4 <
301.4
Sep 295.2 < 300, 6 <
301.7 < 302.0 <
302.8
299.2 < 301.0 <
301.6 < 302.0 <
302.7
293.9 < 298.7 <
301.4 < 302.5 <
302.8
299.3 < 300.8 <
302.0 < 302.2 <
302.7
291.0 < 295.5 <
297.7 < 298.7 <
301.6
Oct 291.0 < 299.0 <
301.2 < 301.9 <
302.4
299.0 < 301.0 <
301.6 < 302.1 <
302.7
294.8 < 299.3 <
301.9 < 302.6 <
302.9
299.6 < 301.4 <
301.9 < 302.2 <
302.6
291.3 < 296.0 <
298.3 < 299.7 <
301.6
Nov 287.0 < 297.1 <
300.0 < 301.4 <
301.8
298.5 < 300.7 <
301.4 < 302.0 <
302.9
296.0 < 300.4 <
302.3 < 302.8 <
303.2
298.7 < 301.2 <
301.8 < 302.4 <
302.9
292.4 < 297.1 <
299.5 < 300.9 <
301.6
Dec 283.8 < 295.4 <
298.8 < 300.5 <
301.0
297.4 < 300.0 <
300.9 < 301.7 <
303.0
297.2 < 301.2 <
302.3 < 302.7 <
303.0
296.3 < 300.7 <
301.5 < 302.0 <
303.2
294.3 < 298.4 <
300.7 < 301.6 <
302.0
Table 4.2: The minimum/quartiles/maximum of monthly HadISST climatologies
(K) for each coral region.
When comparing the skill of the CMIP5 models across other quartile ranges
(Figs. 4.4-4.6), there are both consistencies and some emergent patterns. The
general improvement in skill at larger spatial scales is evident for all regions across
all quartile ranges. In addition, within certain regions, periods of the year with
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lower skill are consistent across quartile ranges. In the Greater Caribbean Region
for example, skill is typically lower between June and October, coinciding with the
hurricane season and the time of the year that SSTs are highest - the period when
most bleaching occurs. A similar pattern is seen for the Central Pacific region across
quartile ranges. In the western Indian Ocean and the GBR and Polynesia regions
skill is typically lower between January and March, also coinciding with the period
of highest annual SSTs. Across quartile ranges the region with the consistently
lowest relative skill is the Central Pacific. Conversely the region with typically the
highest skill across quartile ranges is the Western Indian Ocean. Across all regions
skill is typically lower for the second (X0.25 < X ≤ X0.50) and third (X0.50 < X
≤ X0.75) quartile ranges than for the first (X ≤ X0.25) and fourth (X > X0.75)
quartile ranges (figure 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6).
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Figure 4.3: Spatial scale versus time for the 4th quartile range (X > X0.75) of each
month. Multi-model skill shown for spatial scale against month for the a) Greater
Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c) Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia, d)
Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean. Skill is for the 1985-2000 climatology.
Skill is calculated as the mean square error relative to the mean square error of a
random no skill projection, in which 1 equates to a perfect simulation, 0 represents
model skill that is equal to chance and values below 0 correspond to skill that is
worse than chance alone.
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Figure 4.4: Spatial scale versus time for the 3rd quartile range (X0.50 < X ≤
X0.75) of each month. Multi-model skill shown for spatial scale against month
for the a) Greater Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c) Great Barrier Reef
and Polynesia, d) Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean. Skill is for the
1985-2000 climatology. Skill is calculated as the mean square error relative to the
mean square error of a random no skill projection, in which 1 equates to a perfect
simulation, 0 represents model skill that is equal to chance and values below 0
correspond to skill that is worse than chance alone.
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Figure 4.5: Spatial scale versus time for the 2nd quartile range (X0.25 < X ≤
X0.50) of each month. Multi-model skill shown for spatial scale against month
for the a) Greater Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c) Great Barrier Reef
and Polynesia, d) Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean. Skill is for the
1985-2000 climatology. Skill is calculated as the mean square error relative to the
mean square error of a random no skill projection, in which 1 equates to a perfect
simulation, 0 represents model skill that is equal to chance and values below 0
correspond to skill that is worse than chance alone.
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Figure 4.6: Spatial scale versus time for the 1st quartile range (X ≤ X0.25) of each
month. Multi-model skill shown for spatial scale against month for the a) Greater
Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c) Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia, d)
Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean. Skill is for the 1985-2000 climatology.
Skill is calculated as the mean square error relative to the mean square error of a
random no skill projection, in which 1 equates to a perfect simulation, 0 represents
model skill that is equal to chance and values below 0 correspond to skill that is
worse than chance alone.
The standard error of the skill scores of the CMIP5 ensemble is shown in figure
4.7 and provides an estimate of the variability in skill scores across the model
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ensemble. Figure 4.7 shows that for the 1985-2000 climatology skill values, there
is a greater range in model skill values for the Caribbean, the Central Pacific and
the Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia. Across regions there is no clear evidence
that the standard error of ensemble means is strongly influenced by spatial scale
or quartile. However, I note that across spatial scales standard error values are
generally relatively lower for the 1st quartile. This appears to be especially the
case in the Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia region (figure 4.7c).
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Figure 4.7: Standard error of the monthly climatology mean ensemble skill values.
The standard error of the mean (SEM) multi-model climatology ensemble skill
values in the a) Greater Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c) Great Barrier
Reef and Polynesia, d) Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean. The SEM
is shown for each spatial scale (point size) and for the different quartiles (point
colour) of each monthly climatology ensemble skill value.
4.4.2 Historical SST spatial warming patterns
In figure 4.8 the regional mean warming anomalies between 1960-1980 and 1985-
2005 are compared against HadISST observations for each of the CMIP5 models.
The range of model values encompasses HadISST results in all regions except the
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Greater Caribbean Region (GCR). In the GCR models overestimate the relatively
low regional warming observed most probably due to the influence of the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of the mean historical warming between 1960-1980 and
1985-2005 hindcast by each model averaged across the Greater Caribbean Region
(GCR), Central Pacific (CP), Great Barrier Reef (GBR) and Polynesia (Poly),
Southeast Asia (SEA) and Western Indian Ocean (WI). HadISST observations are
plotted as closed squares, individual ESMs/GCMs as open circles.
Maps of the HadISST regional warming anomalies observed between 1960-1980
and 1985-2005 are shown in figure 4.9. The patterns of warming show some dis-
cernible features. For example in the western Indian Ocean there appears to be
greater warming in the waters between the continental land mass and Madagascar.
A similar pattern is apparent for Southeast Asia where the greatest warming is
observed between the continental land mass and Borneo. Such features may be
due to bathymetry, with the relatively shallow ocean basins in these regions warm-
ing at a faster rate than surrounding deeper waters because of less deep mixing.
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Other features in these regional SST warming plots are far harder to explain. It is
apparent from this assessment of multi-model skill (figure 4.10) that these spatial
patterns of warming anomalies are not consistently found in CMIP5 models.
Figure 4.9: HadISST mean warming anomalies (K) for 1985-2005 relative to mean
1960-1980 SSTs for the a) Greater Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c) Great
Barrier Reef and Polynesia, d) Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean.
Multi-model skill for the warming anomalies is shown across quartile ranges in
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figure 4.10. At 1◦ spatial scales the multi-model ensemble skill is typically no better
than chance and often considerably worse than chance, contrasting significantly
with the skill observed for climatologies (e.g. figure 4.3). Moreover, even at larger
spatial scales of 8 − 16◦ skill is still not consistently better than chance across all
quartile ranges for all regions. Skill is, however, generally better at larger spatial
scales, and better for Southeast Asia and the western Indian Ocean than for other
regions. Additionally it is observed that the second and third SST quartile ranges
typically have lower skill than the other quartile ranges at smaller spatial scales
however show higher relative skill than the other quartile ranges at larger spatial
scales.
The standard errors of ensemble mean skill values for warming anomalies are
given in figure 4.11. Standard errors are shown to be generally lower for Southeast
Asia and the western Indian Ocean. figure 4.11 also shows that regardless of spatial
scale, the highest standard errors in each region typically occur for the 1st and 4th
quartiles. That is the areas of a given region that have warmed the most and the
least over the historical record.
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Figure 4.10: Skill for the SST warming anomalies between 1960-1980 and 1985-
2005 calculated as annual average values. Multi-model skill shown for spatial scale
against quartile range for the a) Greater Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c)
Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia, d) Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean.
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Figure 4.11: Standard error of the warming anomaly ensemble mean skill values.
The standard error of the mean (SEM) multi-model warming anomaly ensemble
skill values in the a) Greater Caribbean Region, b) Central Pacific, c) Great Barrier
Reef and Polynesia, d) Southeast Asia and e) Western Indian Ocean. The SEM
is shown for each spatial scale (point size) and for the different quartiles of each
warming anomaly ensemble skill value.
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4.5 Discussion
Multi-model mean CMIP5 model skill is shown to vary considerably with spatial
scale in terms of capturing both climatological periods and historical changes in
mean annual SSTs between 1960-1980 and 1985-2005. With regard to climatologies,
the finding of typically lower skill for the second and third quartile ranges than for
the outer quartile ranges (figure 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6) is most likely due to these outer
quartiles covering a far larger range in absolute SSTs. This is consistently shown
across all regions and all months of the year in table 4.2. The CMIP5 models
are therefore more likely to contain the physical processes required to simulate
the spatial distribution of these upper and lower quartile ranges. When assessing
spatial warming patterns, the finding of higher skill at larger spatial scales for
Southeast Asia and the western Indian Ocean than for the other regions was also
interesting as these are the two regions in which it is suggested that bathymetry
may have had a greater role in determining warming anomalies (figure 4.9).
Skill values for climatologies are typically far higher than those for historical
changes in mean annual SSTs, across all spatial scales. In many ways this might be
expected given that spatial patterns of climatologies are dominated by meridional
SST gradients that show low inter-annual variability and are therefore relatively
well modelled by GCMs/ESMs, especially at spatial scales of ≥4◦. In contrast, pat-
terns of historical warming in coastal areas are influenced by a number of complex
coastal processes as well as strong inter-annual variability and at present contain
only a weak climate-change signal. A consequence of this is typically very low
model skill that is often worse than chance (figure 4.10). Moreover model skill only
shows minimal improvements with increasing spatial scale and not across all quar-
tile ranges (figure 4.10). It should be noted that as climate change progresses and
anthropogenic warming increasingly dominates local SST variability, one might ex-
pect model validation to show skill at increasingly small spatial scales, in response
to a reduced signal to noise ratio. At this stage however, it is not possible to
quantify robustly how much skill models might have.
In terms of modelling coral bleaching, the analysis presented here has a number
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of important implications. The Maximum Monthly Mean (MMM) as used in the
calculation of “Degree Heating Months” (DHM) is typically going to be the SST of
the hottest month in a historical climatology, e.g. for a grid cell on the Great Barrier
Reef it may be the mean 1985-2000 February SST. However, as this analysis shows,
model skill is typically lower in relation to the spatial patterns of climatological
SSTs during the warmest months of the year and lower at finer spatial scales.
For example, across quartile ranges in the Caribbean, skill is shown to be less
between June and October. Consequently, models will potentially have low skill at
producing patterns of MMM values at small spatial scales.
Furthermore, the CMIP5 models show poor skill in relation to spatial patterns
of historical warming (figure 4.10). Although such values show slight improvements
at larger spatial scales they still remain close to 0 for certain quartile ranges in cer-
tain regions across all scales investigated here. The implications of this are that
CMIP5 models typically do not contain the necessary processes to model patterns
of historical coastal SST warming at spatial scales of ≤16◦ consistently. They are
therefore unlikely to project patterns of future warming at small spatial scales skill-
fully. It is anticipated that skill over the 21st Century to improve as anthropogenic
warming increasingly dominates patterns of SST variability. However, global model
skill is unlikely to be as high as it is for climatological patterns and therefore one
should avoid interpreting SST outputs at <8◦. As long as poor skill at small spa-
tial scales does not introduce any systemic bias, the conclusions of global scale
bleaching projection studies (e.g. [55]) should remain robust. However, if future
coral bleaching is projected at sub-regional spatial resolution (i.e. <16◦), then the
resulting heterogeneity within a region should be interpreted with caution, poten-
tially casting doubt on some of the projections of coral refugia presented in van
Hooidonk et al. (2013) [56]. It would be more robust to use all grid cells within a
coral region to produce mean regional projections and avoid making projections at
sub-regional scales (e.g. [14]).
There is a desire to move towards providing long-term regional high resolution
bleaching projections. Such projections are potentially very valuable and could
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aid regional decision making on Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), fisheries policy
and coastal development [162]. However, given that it is shown that bleaching
projections based on current generation Earth System Model SST outputs are
likely to have very poor skill at smaller spatial scales, an alternative approach is
required. Where observational spatial warming patterns can be shown to be non-
time dependent, there may be scope to separate regional SST warming projections
into a fixed spatial pattern derived from historical observations and a spatially
averaged time dependent function derived from models [163]. Another potential
solution requiring further research is the use of carefully validated regional coastal-
shelf models to down-scale global model results.
4.5.1 Pattern scaling: a potential solution to poor model
skill
A potential solution to the poor Earth System model skill at predicting high resolu-
tion spatial warming anomalies is pattern scaling. Pattern scaling relies on patterns
of regional climate change exhibiting persistent properties [164] and has been used
to assess uncertainty in GCMs/ESMs where there are limitations on computational
resources [165]. The technique involves the construction of analogue models which
separate the temporal and spatial components of warming anomalies into a persis-
tent spatial pattern and a time dependent function applied over the entire region
[164], [166], [163]. Anomalies in SST (∆SST) for a given latitude (x), longitude
(y) and time (t) can be given as:
∆SSTx,y,t = ∆SSTtBx,y (4.9)
where ∆SSTt is a time dependent scaler of mean regional warming derived from
an ensemble of CMIP5 projections and Bx,y is a regional spatial pattern derived
from historical observations. Bx,y can be calculated by standardising the SST
regression coefficients of a spatial field with respect to the mean SST regression
coefficient of the spatial field over a given period (p):
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Bx,y = ∆SSTx,y,t,p/∆SSTt,p (4.10)
A crucial assumption of pattern scaling is linearity between the scaler (∆SSTt)
and the spatial response pattern (Bx,y). At a global scale authors have generally
shown that this assumption is robust and the technique therefore has validity [165].
The problem with pattern scaling in this context is that there is little evidence
that the spatial patterns of warming in the coral regions assessed are consistent over
the historical record. Patterns of standardised historical warming are shown for
three of the regions in figure 4.12. There is clearly very little similarity between the
patterns shown for a given region in 1960-1985 and the patterns observed between
1985-2010. It therefore appears that the dominant drivers of historical spatial
warming patterns in these regions are not persistent features such as bathymetry
and as such, pattern scaling does not offer a robust solution to the issue of poor
CMIP5 model skill.
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Figure 4.12: Standardised spatial patterns of warming for South East Asia (a & d),
the Great Barrier Reef and Polynesia (b & e) and the West Indian Ocean (c & f).
Plots show patterns over two historical periods, 1960-1985 (a, b & c) and 1985-2010
(d, e & f) and are calculated using HadISST SST linear regression coefficients for
each grid cell standardised relative to the mean SST regression coefficient of each
domain.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the wavelet intensity-scale method was used to assess the skill of
CMIP5 models at capturing the spatial patterns of SST features in five coral re-
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gions. The models were assessed for their ability to capture the patterns of monthly
SSTs in a historical climatology and the patterns of SST warming anomalies be-
tween 1960-1980 and 1985-2005. The key findings are:
• The spatial patterns of monthly climatological SSTs are generally well pro-
duced by the CMIP5 models in the coral regions analysed.
• Patterns of monthly climatological SSTs are best produced by the CMIP5
models at spatial scales > 4◦.
• Across spatial scales the skill of CMIP5 models to capture spatial patterns of
monthly climatological SSTs is generally lower during the warmest months
of the year in a given coral region.
• CMIP5 models have typically very poor skill and often perform worse than
chance at capturing spatial patterns of SST warming anomalies between 1960-
1980 and 1985-2005 in the coral regions analysed.
• The skill of the CMIP5 models at capturing sub-regional patterns of SST
warming anomalies does not consistently improve at larger spatial scales of
up to 16◦.
In future work, techniques that could potentially increase the skill of CMIP5
models to project SSTs at small spatial scales should be explored. Of particu-
lar interest is the effectiveness of coastal-shelf models to down-scale global model
outputs.
Chapter 5
Aerosols & Caribbean coral
growth
5.1 Introduction
The key findings of this chapter have been published in the following lead-authored
paper:
Kwiatkowski L. et al. Caribbean coral growth influenced by anthropogenic aerosols,
Nature Geoscience, 6 (2013) p. 363-366 [14].
5.1.1 The Caribbean’s oceanographic setting
The Caribbean is a sea of the Atlantic Ocean in the tropics of the Western hemi-
sphere. It is bounded by Central America and Mexico to the west and South
America to the south. In the north it is bounded by the Greater Antilles and in
the east by the Lesser Antilles [167]. It should be noted that throughout this chap-
ter ‘The Greater Caribbean Region” is predominately referred to. This includes
both the Caribbean Sea and islands such as the Bahamas and Bermuda which are
situated north of the Greater Antilles [167].
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The physical environment of the Caribbean Sea is spatially heterogeneous. This
variability influencing the function and distribution of marine organisms in the re-
gion [9]. Two attempts to categorise the global oceans into different biogeochemical
regions have divided the Caribbean into two [168] and nine units [167] respectively.
However, a more complete hierarchical classification of the Caribbean divided it
into 16 physicochemical provinces [9] (figure 5.1). These provinces have the poten-
tial to drive many aspects of ecology in the region, including coral growth.
Figure 5.1: The 16 physicochemical provinces of the Caribbean Sea including spe-
cific examples A-N. Taken from Chollett et al. (2012) [9]
5.1.2 The Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO)
The term Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO) was originally coined by Kerr
et al. (2000) [169]. However long-term variability in the Atlantic surface temper-
ature field was described using spectral analysis in 1994 [170], and links between
North Atlantic SSTs and changes in internal ocean circulation changes were pro-
posed as early as 1964 [171]. The AMO has been defined in a number of ways.
Sutton et al. (2005) [172] define it as the detrended North Atlantic SST between
the equator and latitude 60◦N (longitude 7.5-75◦W). The detrending is intended
to remove the influence of greenhouse gas induced global warming from the signal.
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Van Oldenburgh et al. (2009) [173] define the AMO by just focusing on the extra-
tropical North Atlantic and therefore removing the stronger tropical influence of
ENSO on the signal.
The climate impacts of the AMO are not robustly understood due to the relative
shortness of the instrumental climate record [174] but it has been linked to a
number of climate phenomena at a global scale. Warm phases of the AMO have
been associated with years of increased Atlantic hurricane activity [175], [176] and
correlations have been found between the AMO and rainfall in North East Brazil
[177], the African Sahel [178], [179] and North American and European summer
climate [180], [172], [181]. Such connections between the AMO and patterns of
regional climate have been shown in both the observational record and GCMs
[182], [174].
The history of understanding the AMO
The mechanisms underlying the AMO have been open to extended debate in the
literature. Delworth et al. (1993) [183] first suggested that variability in the oceanic
thermohaline circulation (THC) might be the mechanism underlying the long-term
variability in North Atlantic SSTs. This was supported by multicentenary runs
of the GFDL global climate model [184] before Knight et al. (2005) [185] showed
that a 1400 year control simulation of the HadCM3 global climate model captured
a similar pattern, period and amplitude to that seen in the few AMO phases con-
tained in the instrumental record. Knight et al. (2005) therefore concluded that
the AMO was a long-lived quasi-periodic internal mode related to THC variabil-
ity and for a number of years this was accepted within the literature (e.g [172]).
Recently however, this consensus of has been challenged. There is increasing ev-
idence pointing towards external factors (volcanoes and anthropogenic aerosols)
as drivers, or at least pacemakers, of AMO variability during the observed pe-
riod. Large volcanic events are linked to cool phases in SSTs [186] and recent work
revisiting Atlantic variability in current global climate models also identifies an
important role of past anthropogenic aerosol emissions in determining much of the
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observed multi-decadal change [13], [186], [187]. Specifically Booth et al. (2012)
[13] show that aerosol emissions and periods of volcanic activity explain 76% of
the simulated multidecadal variance in detrended 1860-2005 North Atlantic SSTs.
This change in our understanding of the mechanisms underlying the AMO is due to
improved aerosol representation in the latest Earth system models and in particular
the inclusion of aerosol-cloud microphysical effects.
5.2 Caribbean coral growth in the context of the
AMO
Coral reefs have been under increasing pressure as a result of multiple anthro-
pogenic stressors [188], especially in the Caribbean [189]. Nevertheless, attributing
past changes in coral reef ecosystems to specific anthropogenic activities such as
greenhouse gas (GHG) and aerosol emissions remains difficult [190], [191] contribut-
ing to large uncertainty in modelling future climatic impacts on coral reefs.
Coral growth rates (extension rates) are a useful indicator of ecosystem health
[88], [82] and, as discussed in chapter 2, are highly responsive to climatically influ-
enced environmental variables such as solar irradiance [82], [4], [90] and sea surface
temperatures (SST) [88], [91]. The AMO has been shown to influence the corals of
this region. Caribbean coral skeletal δ18O signatures correlate with the AMO [192]
and in the Northern Caribbean it has been suggested that corals contain multi-
decadal oscillations in growth rates that are negatively correlated with the AMO
[193], [89]. As aerosols influence both incoming solar (shortwave) radiation as well
as SST, the perspective of previous authors such as Booth et al. (2012) [13] is
exteneded, examining the dual ecosystem impacts of aerosol driven SST and short-
wave radiation variability. Corals provide an ideal candidate for such an analysis
because their calcification is driven by both factors and the outcome is preserved
in long-lived coral skeletons.
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Caribbean coral records
As mentioned in chapter 3 all coral calcification datasets utilised within this chapter
are previously published records that were taken in the Caribbean. The Belize
dataset used was first published by Carilli et al. (2010) [107]. This record was
taken from Turneffe atoll (17.50◦N, 87.76◦W) and is a master chronology from
1905-1998 comprised of 9 cores of Montastraea faveolata. This period was chosen
deliberately to cut off the dramatic reduction in extension that occurs in 1999 as
a result of the 1998 bleaching event. The period from 1897-1904 when the time
series contains only 1 core and extension rates are very low compared with the
rest of the record is also not included. Carilli et al. took coral cores from a depth
of 4-7m. Core slabs (0.86cm) were X-rayed using a Siemens Polyphos 50 with a
source-to-object distance of 40 in and a setting of 63 kV at 5 mA/s. Coral X-
rays were analysed for annual linear extension, using CoralXDS and the second
derivative zero band delimiting function to objectively identify the beginning and
end of each band. For each coral core, three transects at various locations on the
core were analysed and averaged to account for slight variations in within-band
extension. The other Montastraea faveolata chronologies within the Carilli et al.
(2010) dataset were found to show neither positive nor negative correlations with
multi-decadal changes in SSTs. This is unsurprising given that these other sites are
less representative of open ocean conditions, are heavily influenced by land-based
runoff and other local stressors, and therefore these chronologies were not used in
this study.
The Panama dataset used was the entire Siderastrea siderea master chronology
from 1880-1989 comprised of 77 cores (9.25◦N, 79.50-80.00◦W) and first published
by Guzman et al. (2008) [45]. No truncation of the dataset was required to exclude
the impact of bleaching events. Guzman et al. took coral cores from a depth of
1.5-3m. Annual growth extension rates were measured from the previous year’s
outermost high-density band from each colony using a Sigma-Scan 3.90 digitizer at
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Figure 5.2: Mean SST map of the GCR showing the Belize site (a) and Panama
site (b). Contours give the standard deviation of the mean. SSTs are mean values
from the OSTIA high resolution satellite dataset (1985-2007) [10]
5.3.2 Environmental records
Observational SST was obtained from the 1◦ × 1◦ gridded HadISST 1.1 product
(1870-2006). The HadISST 1.1 product consists of blended in situ observations and
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Figure 5.3: Coral growth uncertainty. Coral growth anomalies ± the standard
error of the mean (SEM) from the a) Belize and b) Panama master chronologies.
13 year filtered anomalies are shown in red.
observations from the satellite AVHRR [110]. Modelled SST, solar irradiance and
aragonite saturation state were obtained from the gridded HadGEM2-ES model
outputs (1870-2005). Within HadGEM2-ES, aragonite saturation state (figure
5.4) is calculated from dissolved carbon and alkalinity concentrations, tempera-
ture, salinity and assuming the calcium concentration to be in a fixed ratio with
salinity. The physical and chemical fields used within the carbonate chemistry cal-
culation are all simulated interactively within the HadGEM2-ES model; the CO2
partial pressure calculated contemporaneously with the saturation state has been
shown to validate well at the Bermuda Atlantic Time-Series (BATS), and spatially
against observations. Model resolution increases from 1◦ × 1◦ in high latitudes
to 0.33◦ × 0.33◦ at the equator. Means were taken across ensemble members (4
for the historical scenario and 3 for the scenario with fixed anthropogenic aerosol
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Figure 5.4: Mean Caribbean aragonite saturation state from the historical simula-
tions of HadGEM2-ES.
5.3.3 Earth System model simulations
A more complete description of the HadGEM2-ES model is given in chapter 3.
However, a specific description of the modelling of aerosols within HadGEM2-ES is
given here. A total of eight anthropogenic and natural aerosol species are modelled
within HadGEM2-ES. They are ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate, fossil-fuel
black carbon, fossil-fuel organic carbon, mineral dust, biomass burning, sea salt
and biogenic aerosols. Note that sea salt and biogenic aerosols are not transported
but are diagnosed from wind speed and provided as a climatology respectively [6],
[119]. The historical simulation is forced by observed concentrations of long-lived
greenhouse gases and reconstructed aerosol emissions, as well as solar and volcanic
forcings. The historical emissions for tropospheric aerosols and aerosol precursors
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are described by Lamarque et al. (2010) [194] and simulated aerosol concentrations
have been shown to validate well against historical observations [195]. This is
critically true of sulphate, the dominant aerosol species in industrialised countries
during the historical period [195].
HadGEM2-ES models the supply of oxidants, an important component for
aerosol formation, and mineral dust aerosols interactively. It improves biomass
and carboniferous aerosol properties compared to previous versions of the Hadley
Centre model (e.g. HadGEM1). Source terms for natural aerosols (or precursors)
and mineral dust are also modelled interactively. The ensemble of 4 historical sim-
ulations is forced by common driving data (greenhouse gases, aerosols, volcanoes
and solar changes) based on historical datasets compiled for CMIP5 simulations.
Volcanic forcing is prescribed in latitudinal bands. Over the North Atlantic the
magnitude of optical depth changes is prescribed individually for EQ-30◦N, and
30-90◦N, capturing the differences in tropical and extra-tropical volcanoes. Indi-
vidual members were initiated from a control simulation using start points located
50 years apart. As mentioned in chapter 3, all HadGEM2-ES simulations were
implemented by collaborators within the UK Met Office.
The ensemble of 3 HadGEM2-ES simulations with fixed anthropogenic aerosol
emissions used identical driving data to the standard historical ensemble, pre-
scribing changes in emissions and concentrations based on the CMIP5 historical
datasets. The exception is the anthropogenic aerosol emissions and surface chem-
istry (and consequent contribution to aerosol oxidation) which were kept constant
at their year 1860 values. This ensemble provides a comparison of historical SST
and shortwave radiation where the historical changes in anthropogenic aerosol emis-
sions did not take place.
5.3.4 Statistical modelling
The available observational datasets were brought together with output from the
Earth System Model HadGEM2-ES [6]. The potential physical predictors of coral
growth rate (SST [88], [91], [196] shortwave radiation [82], [4], [90] and aragonite
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saturation state [82], [4]) were systematically tested for statistically robust rela-
tionships with coral growth rates.
A 13-year filter was applied to SST, solar irradiance and coral growth datasets
to remove short-term interannual variability before constructing statistical models.
The filter period was chosen on the basis of available coral core data. Previous
studies analysing AMO-driven ecological changes have adopted a similar filtering
approach to dampen the effect of short-timescale interannual variability [197].
To account for auto-correlation in the filtered coral growth time series the fol-
lowing Bayesian hierarchical model, which allows for temporal dependence but also
the incorporation of predictors was applied:
y(t) = β0(t) + β1SST (t) + β2SW (t) + β3Ωarag(t) + ε(t)
β0(t) ∼ N(β0(t− 1), τ
2)
ε(t) ∼ N(0, σ2)
(5.1)
where y(t) is coral growth rate, SST is sea surface temperature, SW is short wave
radiation and Ωarag is aragonite saturation state. This is a simple state-space model
as successfully applied to other environmental issues [198] and is effectively a linear
model with a time-dependent intercept. The intercept β0(t) is assumed random,
where the current value is centred on the previous one. The random intercept
accounts for auto-correlation in the response y(t) while allowing for predictor effects
to be assessed through the significance in βi. To prevent β0(t) from over-smoothing
the data the variance τ 2 is restricted so that τ 2/σ2 is in the range [0,1]. As the
statistical model intercept β0(t) is assumed random but unobserved, the resulting
models are able to capture complex forms of time-dependence in y(t).
The potential physical predictors of coral growth rate were HadGEM2-ES Caribbean
average SST, site-specific shortwave radiation (SW) and Caribbean average arag-
onite saturation state Ωarag . To select the predictors in the statistical models of
the two sites, the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) was used. The DIC is
a hierarchical modelling generalisation of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). As with the AIC and BIC the DIC is
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influenced by both how well the model fits the data and also by the effective num-
ber of parameters [199]. The procedure for model selection involved starting with
a “null” model y(t) = β0(t)+ε(t) and adding predictors systematically to minimise
the DIC.
As is evident in chapter 4, global Earth System Models contain neither the
relevant processes nor physical resolution to accurately simulate coastal ocean con-
ditions [147]. Specifically, in coastal regions processes such as tidal mixing, riverine
inputs and benthic processes are crucial to accurate model representations [200],
[201], [202] and these are not characterised in current generation Earth System
Models. As a consequence of this, modelled Caribbean average rather than local
SSTs and Ωarag were utilised in statistical models. Due to the lack of observa-
tional data it is not possible to assess the extent to which localised solar irradiance
is historically representative of that observed at a regional scale. However, the
limited atmospheric dispersal and lifetime of aerosols would suggest that coher-
ence between regional and local irradiance in the Caribbean is unlikely. It was
therefore decided to use localised irradiance outputs in models. The statistical
modelling was implemented in a Bayesian framework using the freely available sta-
tistical software R (http://www.R-project.org/) and WinBUGS (http://www.mrc-
bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs).
Significance of the model parameters is assessed by analysing the 95% confidence
intervals around posterior distribution means and model fit is assessed observation-
ally by comparing predicted values to observed values. This is an acceptable model
validation tool [199].
5.4 Results and Discussion
Coral cores from the sites selected show multi-decadal signals in growth rates that
have periodicity synchronous with the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO)
(figure 5.5). These multi-decadal signals are evident despite the inherent intra-
annual uncertainty in coral growth master chronologies (figure 5.3).
Coral growth oscillations were found to be consistent with changes in SST and
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shortwave radiation. Increases in aerosol concentration drive increased scattering
of shortwave radiation reducing the net downwelling shortwave radiation at the
surface. This reduces the photosynthetically active radiation that corals and their
algal symbionts receive as well as that received by the surrounding sea surface and
waters that are circulated in the region. This in turn affects SST, affecting coral
metabolic rate and calcification within a certain range [82], [4], [203]. Observed
SST anomalies are positively correlated with multi-decadal coral growth anomalies
in Belize and Panama (figure 5.5b, figure 5.5c).
The lack of exact phase synchrony between coral growth anomalies and ob-
served SST anomalies in figure 5.5 is most likely due to the influence of other
localised natural and anthropogenic drivers. The localised natural and anthro-
pogenic drivers referred to here are things such as human disturbance, changes in
runoff and potential nutrient enrichment. Caribbean Panama is known to have
experienced industrial coastal disturbance which has impacted coral growth in the
20th century [45]. It is also one of the Caribbean regions with the highest runoff
[9] and both changes in salinity and sediment have the potential to influence coral
growth [46]. Such factors are not quantified here because historical datasets at a
high level of resolution do not exist.
Aerosols were recently shown to be of critical importance in driving past multi-
decadal oscillations in North Atlantic SSTs [13]. HadGEM2-ES accounts for both
the long-term increase and multi-decadal variability in Caribbean average SST, al-
though it exhibits a cool bias of−1.11◦C in the long-term mean (figure 5.6a). When
run with anthropogenic aerosol emissions fixed at preindustrial values, HadGEM2-
ES fails to recreate multi-decadal SST variability in the mid to late 20th century,
especially post 1960 (figure 5.6a). The dramatic 1960-1970 SST decrease is thought
to be the result of rising anthropogenic aerosol emissions associated with post-
World War II industrial expansion in North America and to a lesser extent Central
and South America [13]. Around 1970 when the introduction of clean air poli-
cies dramatically reduced aerosol emissions, SSTs stabilise and subsequently begin
to rise again in both the model output with time varying anthropogenic aerosol
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Figure 5.5: The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) and multidecadal coral
growth anomalies a, The 25-year filtered AMO. b-c, 25 year filtered coral growth
anomalies (blue) and observed SST anomalies (red) for the b, Belize site and c,
Panama site. Coral growth and SST are linearly detrended as per the definition of
the AMO
One process that HadGEM2-ES does not capture is the positive feedback from
dust on Atlantic SST change (cool SSTs lead to drier African conditions and more
































































Figure 5.6: Modelled SST and shortwave radiation (SW) with time-varying (blue)
and fixed (red) anthropogenic aerosols. SST is shown as Caribbean average (a) and
short wave radiation is shown for the Belize and Panama sites (b). Model ensemble
uncertainty is shown bounded by dashed lines and variables are 13 year filtered.
Observed Caribbean average SST is shown in black and modelled SSTs have been
bias corrected
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dust which have been linked to Atlantic shortwave radiation and SST reductions
[204]). HadGEM2-ES captures interannual variability, but not the multi-decadal
[13], observed in the eastern Caribbean [205]. This is one explanation for why
modelled Caribbean average SST does not precisely capture the observed SST
variability (figure 5.6a). Specifically, the mineral dust events that reached the
Caribbean in the 1980s [205] potentially explain why observed SSTs increase slower
than modelled SSTs over this period.
When run with time-varying and fixed anthropogenic aerosol emissions, HadGEM2-
ES shortwave radiation shows significant differences at the Belize and Panama sites
(figure 5.6b). The influence of anthropogenic aerosols on shortwave radiation at
the Belize site is substantial. That is, there is limited influence prior to 1960, after
which aerosols appear to have a strengthening role in reducing shortwave radiation.
This is not the case at the Panama site, where anthropogenic aerosols appear to
have less influence on shortwave radiation throughout the historical period (fig-
ure 5.6b). Such differences are likely due to the limited atmospheric dispersal of
aerosols and the greater proximity of the Belize site to the U.S. Eastern Seaboard
(the predominant source of 20th Century anthropogenic aerosol emissions in the
region).
Site Parameter Estimate Standard Error 95% Confidence Interval
Panama β1 0.003 0.003 [-0.003,0.008]
β2 -0.005 0.004 [-0.013,0.003]
Belize β1 0.008 0.005 [0.001,0.018]
β2 0.020 0.009 [0.002,0.040]
β3 -0.024 0.015 [-0.051,0.009]
Table 5.1: Statistical model parameter estimates. Estimates (posterior distribution
means) for SST (β1), shortwave radiation (β2) and aragonite saturation state (β3)
parameters. All prior distributions were normal with a mean of 0 and a variance
of 1000.
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Belize
Panama
Figure 5.7: Posterior distributions of the parameters of the Panama (top) and
Belize (bottom) statistical models. SST is beta1, shortwave radiation is beta2 and
aragonite saturation state is beta3.
The final model for Panama included only SST and shortwave radiation whereas
for Belize, all three predictors were included. Since the models were Bayesian,
inference on each parameter is based on the posterior distribution about each of
them. Significance was assessed by looking at the 95% confidence interval of each
parameter. If the value of zero is in the tails of the posterior distribution, this
indicates significance as there is more certainty that the parameter is either positive
or negative. As the confidence intervals of both β1 and β2 of the Belize model span
positive values and contain no zero, SST and shortwave radiation have a positive
strongly significant effect on coral growth. Parameter β3 relating to Ωarag has a
negative effect which is “mildly” significant (table 5.1, figure 5.7). SST in the
Panama model is not very influential as the confidence interval for β1 is mostly
positive but has considerable mass on the negative side. There is more confidence
that shortwave radiation has a negative effect as most of the posterior distribution
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of β2 is negative (table 5.1, figure 5.7). It is important to note that although
the SST and shortwave radiation regression parameters for Panama are significant
(according to the DIC and 95% confidence intervals) they are not as conclusive as
for Belize.
The “mildly” significant negative Ωarag β3 is contrary to knowledge of its in-
fluence on coral growth [82], [4]. This is likely a combined result of the long term
(greater than multi-decadal) upward trend in coral growth rates at the Belize site
(figure 5.3) and the near linear decline of aragonite saturation state over the his-
torical (figure 5.4). It is therefore suspected that Ωarag is acting as a surrogate for
time and its significance is spurious. This limited role of aragonite saturation state
in explaining historical coral growth rate variability is in line with recent findings
in Florida [89] and Western Australia [95] though it should be pointed out that
ocean acidification effects on coral calcification might have affected skeletal density
rather than extension rate and therefore gone undetected by this analysis.
The beta parameters are not the same at the different sites due to the differing
ecology of the two sites and the differing physiology of the two species. Corals
of different species in different locations have different growth and/or calcification
responses to the same proximate drivers such as SST (e.g. [95]). For this reason
one would not expect an identical statistical model to capture the coral growth of
multiple species in multiple locations. In fact it would be concerning if the same
relationship held for different species given what we know about their different
growth rates.
When the models are forced by predictors derived from fixed anthropogenic
aerosol emission runs, they still capture the late 19th century and early 20th century
variability in growth rates which is thought to be largely driven by volcanic activity
[13] (figure 5.8). However, post-1950 in Belize and post-1970 in Panama these
models increasingly fail to capture observational coral growth rates and diverge
from the “all forcings” models because of the greater role of anthropogenic aerosols
in this period (figure 5.8). Across both sites, but especially at the Belize site,
anthropogenic aerosols appear to have suppressed coral growth rates as a result of

























































Figure 5.8: Observational coral growth (black), modelled coral growth with time-
varying anthropogenic aerosols (blue) and with fixed anthropogenic aerosols (red)
for the a, Belize site and b, Panama site. The 95% confidence intervals of the regres-
sion model with time-varying anthropogenic aerosols is shown bounded by dashed
lines. This uncertainty includes HadGEM2-ES ensemble uncertainty. Observations
and model variables are 13 year filtered.
aerosol-driven effects on shortwave radiation and SST. The extent of divergence
between models using fixed and time-varying anthropogenic aerosol emissions is
far greater for Belize than Panama (figure 5.8). This is in part due to the physical
predictors for Belize being stronger and anthropogenic aerosols having less influence
on Panama shortwave radiation (figure 5.6b).
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5.5 Conclusions
The work presented within this chapter builds upon the recent findings of an im-
portant role of past anthropogenic aerosol emissions in determining much of the
observed multi-decadal variability of Atlantic SSTs. Whereas past papers have fo-
cussed on the physical role of aerosols in driving such SST variability, here outputs
from the HadGEM2-ES model are used to focus on the impacts of such variability
on Caribbean coral growth. The key conclusions are:
• The previous correlations that have been found between Caribbean coral
growth and the AMO are now resolved by considering the proximate drivers
of light and SST directly.
• Hindcast models act as an improved Caribbean baseline, against which the
effect of other historical stressors such as increased bleaching and reduced
aragonite saturation state can be better assessed.
• The finding that past changes in coral growth rates are consistent with
changes in atmospheric aerosol concentration has strong implications for the
ecosystem impacts of increasingly stringent clean air legislation, industrial-
isation in the developing world and potential aerosol-based geoengineering.
As such, coral ecosystems are likely to be sensitive not only to the future
global atmospheric CO2 concentration but also the regional aerosol emissions
associated with industrialisation and decarbonisation.
• Accurate projections of future coral growth will thus need to take into ac-
count, not just future greenhouse gas concentrations, but also emission path-





Most long-term coral bleaching projections have utilised output from one [2], [148],
[206] or at most two GCMs [53], [54] under either one scenario [148] or scenarios
based on previous IPCC assessment reports [2], [53], [54]. Recent analyses have
started to utilise multimodel GCM ensembles which are widely regarded to im-
prove reliability [207] but still often rely on previous generation (CMIP3) models
and have limited global scope [149], [160]. The analysis presented here aimed to im-
prove upon these papers by utilising historical and RCP outputs from the CMIP5
models which have been prepared for the Fifth IPCC Assessment Report (AR5)
(see chapter 3 for further details).
As discussed in detail in chapter 2, coral bleaching has been observed in response
to a wide range of chemical and biological parameters, yet most evidence indicates
that elevated sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are the dominant cause of both
localised and mass bleaching events [50]. SSTs 0.5-2◦C higher than the average
summer maximum can cause mass coral bleaching [208], [2], [51] and projections
of how SSTs are likely to change suggest that conditions that cause bleaching will
occur more frequently on coral reefs over the coming decades [191], [2], [209], [210].
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This is exemplified by the projected SST and near surface temperature anomalies
that result from the CMIP5 models (figure 6.1). It has therefore never been more
important to accurately project coral thermal stress at a global scale.
Figure 6.1: Multi-model ensemble mean global SST and near surface temperature
(TAS) anomalies for RCP 2.6 (blue), 4.5 (green), 6.0 (yellow) and 8.5 (red) relative
to the historical (1860-1900) mean. Dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals.
Details of the model ensemble are given in table 3.2.
6.2 Methodology
Thermal stress on coral reefs was assessed using the accumulation of “degree heating
months” (DHMs) as per the methodology of previous assessments into projected
coral bleaching [54]. The methodology has been shown to validate with varying
success against the historical bleaching record [53], [209], [211], [63] and is discussed
briefly in chapter 4 in relation to the spatial scales at which ESM outputs have
most skill. All ESMs were regridded on to a 1◦ × 1◦ spatial grid using the CDO
(Climate Data Operators) bilinear interpolation programme. Within each model,
across each grid cell, the maximum monthly mean (MMM) was calculated using
the model’s historical 1985-2000 climatology. A DHM is equal to 1 month of
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SST that is 1◦C greater than the MMM for that grid cell. The projected annual
accumulation of DHM for a given year was calculated as the maximum 4 month
accumulation of DHM in a given year. By defining the MMM for each GCM,
projections are anomaly corrected based on the sensitivity of each model. Previous
analyses have found that bleaching typically begins at DHM values >◦1C-month
and becomes severe at DHM values >◦2C-month [209]. However, DHM thresholds
have been shown to vary among regions [151]. Some of this variability in the quality
of DHM values as forecast tools appears due to the role of historical temperature
variability [212], [213] although localised stressors have also been proposed to reduce
thresholds over time [107]. Unfortunately there is little one can do to correct for
this until region specific DHM thresholds are accurately characterised.
The use of last generation CMIP3 ensemble GCMs to make bleaching projec-
tions involved a number of potential systematic biases as a result of under predic-
tion of seasonality and variability in ENSO characteristics [160]. Although there
are still likely to be issues with ENSO simulation in the CMIP5 models no system-
atic under prediction of seasonality is found when CMIP5 models are compared to
the HadISST record (figure 6.2). Given this suite of models is our best estimate of
how SST seasonality and ENSO change into the future there is little one can do to
correct for any biases and even if present, they should not influence comparisons
across RCPs.
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Figure 6.2: The mean 1870-1950 intra-annual SST variance (K2) across each of the
coral regions (figure 3) for each CMIP5 model. HadISST observations are plotted
in red.
The 11 coral regions that coral bleaching was projected for (figure 6.3) were de-
fined based on the ocean basins, recognised patterns in coral species diversity and
major oceanographic features as in previous studies [53], [214], [54]. These com-
bined regions contain approximately 97% of global coral reefs according to the Mil-
lennium Coral Reef Mapping Project dataset (http : //www.wri.org/publication/reefs−
at − risk − revisited). It should be noted however that unlike previous studies,
including those conducted using the CMIP5 models, which have masked maps of
coral reefs on to model output grids (e.g. [54], [55], [56]), regional coral bleaching
projections are made using all grid cells within a region. This approach is informed
by the conclusions of chapter 4 which highlight the poor skill of CMIP5 models to
capture patterns of SST anomalies at sub-regional scales. Global projections are
then calculated by weighting these regional projections by the extent of coral reef
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in each region as defined by the Millennium Coral Reef Mapping Project.
Figure 6.3: Map of the major coral regions utilised in the bleaching analysis. GCR
(Greater Caribbean Region), CI (Central Indian Ocean), CP (Central Pacific), EP
(East Pacific), GBR (Great Barrier Reef), ME (Middle East), Mic (Micronesia),
Pol (Polynesia), SEA (Southeast Asia), WA (Western Australia), and WI (West
Indian Ocean). The combined regions contain ≈97% of global coral reefs.
The relative extent of coral reefs that are covered by the 11 coral regions are:
Greater Caribbean Region (8.3%), Central Indian Ocean (4.1%), Central Pacific
(1.8%), East Pacific (0.3%), Great Barrier Reef (15.7%), Middle East (6.0%), Mi-
cronesia (16.2%), Polynesia (8.9%), Southeast Asia (31.0%), Western Australia
(1.9%), and West Indian Ocean (6.0%). It is these percentages that are used to
weight regional projections and produce a global mean projection.
Laboratory studies have shown that short term exposure to higher tempera-
tures produces corals with higher thermal tolerance [215]. An increase in thermal
tolerance of 1.0-1.5◦C through symbiont switching has been shown in Acropora
millepora [29] and informed the use of a 1.5◦C thermal adaptation scenario in a
previous global bleaching projection study [54]. However the majority of corals
studied (77%) appear incapable of adaptation through symbiont switching [216]
and in vivo evidence of thermal adaptation is highly limited [217]. Therefore pro-
jections presented here assume no thermal adaptation, as has been adopted by
most recent studies (e.g. [56]).
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6.3 Results
There is a clear consensus across the latest generation of global climate models
that throughout the 20th Century SSTs are likely to drive increasing frequency
of coral bleaching events throughout all of the world’s major coral regions (figure
6.4, figure 6.5, figure 6.6). Mean DHM values in 2040-49 exceed severe bleaching
thresholds (>2) in large areas of the tropical oceans even under the most intensive
carbon mitigation scenario of RCP 2.6 (figure 6.4a). Under the increased radiative
forcing scenarios such as RCP 4.5, decadal mean DHM values are shown to reach
even higher values (≥3) by the mid-century (figure 6.4b), while under RCP 8.5
virtually all tropical waters show exceedance of DHM>2 bleaching thresholds by
2040-2049 (figure 6.4d). By the end of the century (2090-99) mean annual DHM
values for RCPs 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 are generally ≥4 in all coral regions (figure 6.5).
This is considerably higher than the current severe bleaching threshold standard
of DHM>2. Under RCP 2.6 such extreme DHM values are shown to be largely
confined to regions of the central Pacific and to a lesser extent the Indian Ocean
(figure 6.5a). However most tropical ocean regions are still experiencing mean
DHM values >2.
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Figure 6.4: Annual mean degree heating month (DHM) values across model en-
sembles from 2040-2049 for (a) RCP 2.6, (b) RCP 4.5, (c) RCP 6.0 and (d) RCP
8.5.
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Figure 6.5: Annual mean degree heating month (DHM) values across model en-
sembles from 2090-2099 for (a) RCP 2.6, (b) RCP 4.5, (c) RCP 6.0 and (d) RCP
8.5.
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Across all coral regions there is a general trend in the severity of the impact
of the different RCPs. RCP 8.5 results in the most rapid exceedance of bleaching
thresholds followed by RCP 4.5, then RCP 6.0 and finally RCP 2.6 which relative
to the other RCPs, confers varying degrees of protection from bleaching in differ-
ent coral regions (figure 6.6). The finding that RCP 4.5 results in a more rapid
exceedance of bleaching thresholds than RCP 6.0 is not as counter intuitive as it
seems. As shown in chapter 3, the CO2 and CH4 emissions of RCP 4.5 are higher
than RCP 6.0 until approximately 2040 [8]. The radiative forcing associated with
RCP 4.5 is therefore higher than that of RCP 6.0 until the mid-21st Century [8]
at which point both pathways have already driven DHM values of the majority of
most coral regions above severe bleaching thresholds (figure 6.6). That is, most
damage has already been done before RCP 6.0 shows radiative forcing above that
of RCP 4.5.
The relative benefits of implementing RCP 2.6 are not evenly distributed through-
out the world’s major coral regions. RCP 2.6 is shown to limit annual severe bleach-
ing in the Middle East to approximately 30-60% of the region throughout the 21st
Century (figure 6.6f). Conversely in Micronesia it is projected that approximately
60-90% of the region will still experience annual severe bleaching by the mid 21st
Century under RCP 2.6 (figure 6.6g). The Middle East and Micronesia regions
represent the least and most vulnerable regions in terms of the projected extent
of annual severe bleaching, with the other coral regions exhibiting vulnerability
somewhere between the two (figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6: Fraction of the (a) Caribbean, (b) Central Indian Ocean, (c) Central
Pacific, (d) East Pacific, (e) Great Barrier Reef, (f) Middle East, (g) Micronesia, (h)
Polynesia, (i) Southeast Asia, (j) Western Australia, and (k) West Indian Ocean
regions showing severe (DHM>2) coral bleaching for RCP 2.6 (blue), RCP 4.5
(green), RCP 6.0 (yellow) and RCP 8.5 (red). Outputs show model ensemble










































































































Figure 6.7: Fraction of global coral reefs showing severe (DHM>2) coral bleaching
for RCP 2.6 (blue), RCP 4.5 (green), RCP 6.0 (yellow) and RCP 8.5 (red). Outputs
show model ensemble means and are 10 year filtered. Dashed lines show 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 6.7 shows the projected extent of global annual severe bleaching through-
out the 21st Century. This is calculated by weighting the regional projections pre-
sented in figure 6.6 by the extent of coral reef in each region as defined by the
Millennium Coral Reef Mapping Project dataset. The extent of global reefs expe-
riencing annual severe bleaching is shown to increase rapidly across all RCPs until
approximately 2040. From 2040 onwards the trajectories of coral bleaching due to
the different RCPs show a degree of separation. Under RCP 8.5 rates of annual
severe bleaching continue to rise and there is very high confidence that by 2060
>95% of global coral reefs will experience annual severe bleaching for the rest of
the century. RCPs 6.0 and 4.5 follow broadly the same trajectory of increased coral
bleaching although at a shallower trajectory than RCP 8.5 and by 2080 >90% of
global coral reefs are still projected to experience annual severe bleaching. The
projected annual global bleaching rates associated with RCP 2.6 differ markedly
from the other RCPs. RCP 2.6 results in a stabilisation of the extent of annual
global bleaching at around 60%± 15% from 2040 onwards (figure 6.7).
From 2020 onwards, irrespective of RCP, substantial increases in the extent
of all the world’s coral regions experiencing at least 2 severe bleaching events per
decade (figure 6.8) are projected. This metric has been used in previous studies as
a potential point that coral reefs will be unable to recover from (e.g. [160]). RCP
2.6 is projected to cause the lowest extent of bleaching but still results in 90%
of some regions experiencing at least 2 severe bleaching events per decade by the
mid 21st Century (figure 6.8). The higher radiative forcing RCPs (4.5, 6.0 and 8.5)
all converge towards approximately 100% of each region, with the exception of the
Middle East, experiencing at least 2 severe bleaching episodes per decade in the
mid 21st Century. Clearly this convergence and the reduced uncertainty associated
with these RCPs is a consequence of a metric that typically reaches 100% before
peak radiative forcing. Nevertheless, this does imply that contrary to most other
climate impacts, coral bleaching is largely insensitive to the details of the future
emissions scenario, so long as global warming exceeds approximately 3K.
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Figure 6.8: Fraction of the (a) Caribbean, (b) Central Indian Ocean, (c) Central
Pacific, (d) East Pacific, (e) Great Barrier Reef, (f) Middle East, (g) Micronesia, (h)
Polynesia, (i) Southeast Asia, (j) Western Australia, and (k) West Indian Ocean
regions with at least 2 severe (DHM>2) coral bleaching events in the previous
decade for RCP 2.6 (blue), RCP 4.5 (green), RCP 6.0 (yellow) and RCP 8.5 (red).
Outputs show model ensemble means and are 10 year filtered. Dashed lines show
95% confidence intervals.
Figure 6.9 shows the fraction of global reefs projected to experience at least 2
severe (DHM>2) coral bleaching events in the previous decade. At a global scale
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RCPs 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 all result in approximately 100% of global coral regions
experiencing 2 severe bleaching events per decade between 2060-2080. RCP 2.6
results in approximately 85% of global coral reefs experiencing at least 2 severe
coral bleaching events in the previous decade from 2040-2100. However it should
be noted that the uncertainty around this figure is roughly ±10% considerably









































































































Figure 6.9: Fraction of global coral reefs with at least 2 severe (DHM>2) coral
bleaching events in the previous decade for RCP 2.6 (blue), RCP 4.5 (green), RCP
6.0 (yellow) and RCP 8.5 (red). Outputs show model ensemble means and are 10
year filtered. Dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals.
6.3.1 Bleaching as a function of global warming
At the global scale annual severe bleaching of coral reefs is shown to increases
dramatically as a function of global warming (figure 6.10a). The rate of increase in
annual severe bleaching is highest between warming of approximately 1-2K relative
to the historical (1860-1900) mean (figure 6.10). This can therefore be viewed as
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the critical range of global warming values in terms of the global occurrence of
annual severe bleaching. By 2100 RCPs 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5, all lead to global warming
in excess of 2.5K which results in greater than 80% of global reefs experiencing
annual severe bleaching (figure 6.10).
Figure 6.10: Projected fraction of global coral reefs experiencing a, annual severe
bleaching (≥ DHM2) and b, at least 2 sever bleaching events in the previous decade
as a function of global warming. Calculated from RCP 8.5 and shown with 95%
confidence intervals. Vertical bands show the mean 2100 warming ± the standard
error of the mean (SEM) for RCP 2.6 (blue), 4.5 (green), 6.0 (yellow) and 8.5 (red).
Global warming is defined as the near surface temperature warming relative to the
pre-industrial (1860-1900).
Figure 6.10b shows how the extent of the world’s coral reefs experiencing at
least two severe bleaching events in the previous decade changes as a function
of global warming. As would be intuitively expected, for a given value of global
warming a greater proportion of reefs experience at least 2 severe events per decade
than experience annual severe bleaching (figure 6.10). The critical range of global
warming values is therefore lower when assessing this bleaching metric (≈ 1−1.8K).
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6.4 Discussion
By the mid-to-late 20th Century RCPs 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 all result in severe coral
bleaching on an annual basis in the vast majority (>90%) of the world’s coral
regions. RCP 2.6 results in approximately 20-50% of the world’s coral reefs not
experiencing bleaching in a given year. However when looking at long-term degre-
dation of coral reefs, which is typically predicted as occuring when bleaching return
times are ≤5 years, it is shown that even under RCP 2.6 75-95%+ of global coral
reefs are projected to experience long-term thermal stress induced degredation over
the 21st Century. These results confirm that the protection of coral ecosystems from
severe bleaching stress requires something more extreme than the most intensive
decarbonisation scenario presented in the forthcoming IPCC AR5 report.
The finding of greater projected bleaching impact in Micronesia than in regions
such as the Middle East (figure 6.6) supports some of the tentative conclusions
drawn from previous generation model analyses which indicated that the Central
Pacific and Micronesia were likely to be the most vulnerable coral regions to pro-
jected bleaching [54]. However, such conclusions may well be premature and of little
policy consequence. DHM bleaching thresholds have been shown to vary between
regions [151]. Some of this variability in the quality of DHM values as forecast tools
appears due to the role of historical temperature variability [212], [213] although
localised stressors have also been proposed to reduce thresholds over time [107].
6.4.1 Results in the context of other papers
Unfortunately the work presented in this chapter was beaten to publication by two
highly similar articles [55], [151]. The findings presented here are therefore com-
pared to those of these papers that have adopted somewhat different methodologies.
Frieler et al. (2012) [55] employ an identical methodology to that of this thesis when
calculating DHM values from the MMM, and also use a DHM2 threshold for the
occurrence of severe bleaching as per previous studies (e.g. [54]). However Frieler
et al. (2012) [55] used previous generation CMIP3 models in combination with a
climate emulator to simulate projected rates of coral bleaching under the CMIP5
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specific RCPs. Their broad conclusion that even under RCP 2.6 the majority of
the world’s reefs are likely to experience thermal stress leading to ecosystem degra-
dation is supported by the findings of this chapter. When comparing their findings
with those presented here results are very similar in terms of mean global bleach-
ing trajectories over the 21st Century (e.g. figure 6.9). It should be noted however
that in this thesis confidence intervals around bleaching projections under RCP 2.6
are more constrained. This is likely due to the different range in model climate
sensitivities between the CMIP3 ensemble they employ and the CMIP5 ensemble
employed in this thesis (see chapter 3 for details).
Unlike Frieler et al. (2012) [55], Van Hooidonk et al. (2013) [56] did use actual
RCP sea surface temperature outputs from the CMIP5 models to project coral
bleaching under the RCPs. Their results also reach the same broad conclusions as
those presented here and those of Frieler et al. (2012) [55] (i.e. that RCP 2.6 will
still result in very high levels of annual coral bleaching by the mid 21st Century and
limiting global warming to 2K will not be sufficient to prevent rising thermal stress
causing widespread coral mortality). However, when comparing the trajectories of
projected bleaching under a given RCP, the results of Van Hooidonk et al. (2013)
[56] are more pessimistic than those presented in this chapter. That is, for a given
year, under a given RCP, they project higher global annual bleaching. There are
a number of potential reasons for this bias between results. Firstly, due to the
times at which model outputs became available, they employ a slightly different
set of CMIP5 model ensemble members (see chapter 3 for details). It is suspected
however that the increased pessimism of their projections is largely due to slightly
different methodologies for calculating DHM values and relating these to bleaching
thresholds. Whereas this chapter, like other studies (e.g. [54], [55]) utilised a
four month rolling window to calculate annual DHM values, Van Hooidonk et al.
(2013) [56] used a 3 month rolling window. Furthermore, whereas this chapter
and and other authors (e.g. [54], [55]) use a DHM2 threshold for projecting severe
bleaching, Van Hooidonk et al. (2013) [56] used a substantially lower threshold
of DHM1.38, which the authors defined in a previous paper [151] but is yet to be
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adopted elsewhere in the literature.
6.4.2 Intensity of thermal stress and implications for coral
mortality
In a number of tropical coral regions, the mean decadal intensity of thermal stress
is shown to exceed values of DHM2 for all RCPs by the mid 21st Century (Fig
6.4a). Mean intensity of thermal stress is even projected to exceed DHM4 for some
areas of the tropical ocean under all RCPs by the mid 21st Century (Fig 6.4a). By
the end of the 21st Century it is shown that all RCPs, with the exception of RCP
2.6, result in coral regions experiencing mean thermal stress typically ≥DHM4
(Fig 6.4b). These results show that coral bleaching is likely to not only become
an annual event but that the magnitude of thermal stress is likely to increase
rapidly. To place these projections into perspective, the most severe thermal stress
yet encountered occurred in the Caribbean in 2005 during which DHM reached 4,
resulting in massive coral mortality (nearly 50%) of even the most tolerant coral
species [211], [218]. Given that the extent of coral mortality is positively correlated
with the intensity of thermal stress [211], [219] these results suggest that both the
magnitude and the frequency of bleaching induced coral mortality are likely to
increase throughout the 21st Century.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the CMIP5 models were used to project regional and global oc-
currences of severe bleaching throughout the 21st Century. The methodology im-
plemented was influenced by the conclusions of chapter 4 on the believable spatial
scales of Earth System model SST outputs. The key findings are:
• Even under the most extreme climate mitigation scenario (RCP 2.6) the in-
tensity and frequency of severe coral bleaching events is projected to increase
dramatically throughout the 21st Century.
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• The rate of increased severe coral bleaching events is shown to vary regionally.
Coral regions such as the Middle East are likely to experience lower thermal
stress than the coral reefs of Micronesia and the East Pacific.
• Restricting global warming relative to the pre-industrial to below 2K and
preferably as close to 1K as possible will be crucial to limiting the global
extent of thermal stress induced coral mortality.
• The methodological approach of projecting global coral bleaching by using all
ocean grid cells within the world’s coral regions does not produce distinctly
different results from previous studies however the differing methodologies of
these studies do not facilitate a true comparison.
• The findings presented, which corroborate those of previous authors such
as Frieler et al. (2012) [55] and Van Hooidonk et al. (2013) [56] raise the
question, if even RCP 2.6 fails to protect coral reefs from rising thermal stress,






The analysis presented in chapter 6 and that of other authors [55], [56] finds that
widespread severe bleaching and coral degradation is likely to occur under even the
most optimistic future scenario of RCP 2.6. There is therefore now a clear rationale
for examining the potential benefits that geoengineering scenarios may confer in
terms of reducing thermal stress on corals. In this chapter the work presented in
chapter 6 is extended, specifically assessing bleaching projection rates under solar
radiation management geoengineering experiments, and how these compare to rates
under the RCPs.
7.1.1 Geoengineering by Solar Radiation Management (SRM)
The basic premise behind geoengineering via aerosol based solar radiation manage-
ment is that specific aerosols or aerosol precursors are delivered into the equatorial
stratosphere and act so as to increase the planetary albedo, cooling the planet
and ameliorating some of the effects of increased CO2 concentrations and global
warming [220]. Typically the aerosol precursor suggested is SO2 and the reason
for delivery into the equatorial stratosphere is to maximise aerosol retention time.
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The lack of precipitation in the stratosphere means that the aerosol has a long
atmospheric residence time as it is slowly distributed towards the poles by the
Brewer-Dobson circulation [221]. This therefore allows greater dispersal and forc-
ing of the climate system over a larger area. In the troposphere aerosols are rapidly
scavenged and at higher polar latitudes downwelling air masses remove them from
the stratosphere [220].
Part of the attraction of geoengineering by stratospheric aerosol injection arises
because certain volcanic eruptions form a natural, although not perfect analogue
to such a process. The eruption of Mount Pinatubo resulted in the injection of ap-
proximately 10TgS in the form of SO2 into the stratosphere [220]. From analogues
such as this, authors have calculated that injection of between 1.5-5TgS per year
may be sufficient to balance the atmospheric warming associated with a doubling
of CO2 [222], [223], [224], [225].
Cost is one of the primary reasons that SO2 based SRM is a favoured geo-
engineering solution to climate change. The cost of delivering 1-2TgS per year has
been estimated at $25-50 billion, orders of magnitude less than the cost of reducing
temperatures by a similar extent using conventional CO2 mitigation [223]. Tech-
nological feasibility is another reason that SO2 based SRM is favoured. Proposed
methods of SO2 delivery to the stratosphere include by artillery, aircraft or bal-
loons. Although a delivery system based on aircraft may be the best way to ensure
stratospheric aerosol dispersal, it remains a potentially formidable task requiring
an estimated million flights of 4 hour duration per year to deliver 2.5TgS [222].
Geoengineering via SRM is particularly interesting from a coral reef perspec-
tive as although it acts to ameliorate global warming and prevent rising SSTs,
atmospheric CO2 concentrations continue to rise and ocean acidification continues
unabated. There are therefore potentially very interesting trade-offs when consid-
ering the benefits to coral reefs of SRM compared to more conventional mitigation
strategies such as RCP 2.6.
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7.2 Method
An identical methodology to that presented in detail in chapter 6 is utilised in order
to project rates of global annual bleaching under the RCPs. That is bleaching rates
are calculated using a very similar method to previous authors (e.g. [53], [54], [55])
but are calculated for all grid cells in a coral region and averaged based on the extent
of coral reefs in each region to produce global results. Here, however, bleaching is
projected under specific geoengineering experiments and the sensitivity of results
to different aragonite saturation state (Ωarag) dependent bleaching thresholds is
explored. Similar to other publications (e.g. [56]) the analysis presented in this
chapter only focuses on the extent of annual severe bleaching at a global scale.
7.2.1 The GeoMIP experiments
The GeoMIP series of experiments derived for the latest IPCC AR5 report [11]
allow the projected coral bleaching under a series of geoengineering scenarios not
considered by the RCPs to be examined. Specifically the experiments focus on
stratospheric aerosol injection with experiments G3 and G4 considered in this anal-
ysis. Both experiments utilise the greenhouse gas emissions associated with RCP
4.5. In experiment G3 injection of SO2 or sulphate aerosol begins in 2020 with the
intention of maintaining global average temperature nearly constant by gradually
ramping up the rate of injection. Injection takes place either at one point on the
equator or uniformly globally. In experiment G4 there are daily injections of a
constant amount of SO2 at a rate of 5Tg per year at one point on the equator into
the lower stratosphere. Both experiments cease injection of SO2 in 2070 [11] (figure
7.1).
The GeoMIP experiments were conducted by a number of the CMIP5 modelling
groups but unlike the RCPs there was no requirement to make all outputs publicly
available. As such the GeoMIP runs presented in this chapter have all been carried
out using HadGEM2-ES. In total there were three ensemble members for each of
the G3 and G4 experiments.
The G3 and G4 experiments result in global mean temperatures that are lower
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Figure 7.2: HadGEM2-ES global warming (mean near surface temperature rela-
tive to the pre-industrial) that occurs for experiment G3 (light brown), G4 (dark
brown), RCP 4.5 (green) and RCP 2.6 (blue).
than those of both RCP 4.5 and RCP 2.6 over the period of SO2 injection (2020-
2070) (figure 7.2). The greatest reduction in global mean near surface temperature
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relative to RCP 4.5, results from experiment G4. However, the rapid decrease in
global temperature that occurs post 2020 in this experiment would likely result
in immediate dramatic changes to the climate system that would be difficult for
humanity to adapt to. The more stable global temperatures seen for experiment
G3 potentially make this form of SO2 injection a more sensible policy, despite
the fact that it results in higher global mean temperatures (figure 7.2). The higher
interannual variability seen for experiments G3 and G4 relative to the RCPs is likely
to be largely due to the smaller suite of ensemble members they are constructed
from.
7.2.2 Additional HadGEM2-ES experiments
In addition to the HadGEM2-ES G3 and G4 experiments this chapter also takes
advantage of two additional HadGEM2-ES experiments that were made available
by collaborators at the UK Met Office. As with the GeoMIP runs both of these
additional runs are identical to RCP 4.5 until 2020. One of these experiments from
here on referred to as the GeoE experiment is very similar to the G3 GeoMIP
experiment, in that it uses aerosols to stabilise global radiative forcing from 2020
onwards. The difference between the GeoE experiment and the G3 experiment is
that the GeoE experiment is an unofficial experiment that did not conform to the
exact SO2 injection specifications of GeoMIP. As such the GeoE experiment did
a better job at stabilising radiative forcing than the G3 experiment. The GeoE
experiment also runs from 2020-2077 with aerosol injection occurring throughout
the entire period.
The other experiment made available by the UK Met Office is a CO2 stabilisa-
tion run. In this experiment atmospheric CO2 is held constant from 2020 to 2098.
This experiment is beyond the realm of plausible future climate scenarios but may
be accomplished by some form of chemical based carbon dioxide removal (CDR). To
achieve this scenario through mitigation alone would require annual CO2 emissions
reductions to peak at around 7.5% in the near future which is considerably more
ambitious than RCP 2.6 (Andy Wiltshire, UK Met Office, private communication).
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Although this CO2 stabilisation scenario is not realistic, as an ultimate mitigation
strategy, it serves as an interesting thought experiment. In terms of thermal stress
induced bleaching, do corals fare better under a geoengineered future or a stabilised
atmospheric CO2 future?
7.2.3 Dependence of DHM threshold on Ωarag
A number of authors have highlighted the potential for reduced aragonite satura-
tion state to act synergistically with high SSTs to drive bleaching at lower thermal
levels (e.g. [63]). However to date, only one paper [55] has accounted for this in
projections of future coral bleaching. The authors accounted for this through a sen-
sitivity analysis, with various Ωarag dependent DHM bleaching thresholds defined
as well as the conventional static DHM2 threshold that is adopted in chapter 6. Un-
der such a sensitivity study the benefits of SRM geoengineering of lower SSTs may
be offset by the increased influence of ocean acidification on the thermal bleaching
threshold. The extent to which this can potentially influence the benefits of the
adopted geoengineering experiments relative to RCP 2.6 is an interesting question
and may help frame the optimal strategy for reducing future coral bleaching.
Frieler et al. (2012) [55] used the annual CO2 concentrations of the RCPs [120]
in combination with the algorithm of Caldeira and Wickett (2005) [226] to derive
mean annual Ωarag values for the tropical ocean (30
◦N-30◦S):
Ωarag = 2000/(x+ 241.4) (7.1)
where x is the mean annual CO2 concentration. Although a gross simplification
of anticipated changes in future Ωarag across the tropical oceans, this was a reason-
able approach given the global models they were using generally did not contain
coupled ocean biogeochemical models. However, as discussed for HadGEM2-ES in
chapter 3, a large number of the CMIP5 models now contain coupled ocean bio-
geochemical models that can provide specific Ωarag outputs for each ocean grid cell
[65]. These outputs are therefore used to influence the DHM bleaching threshold
of each grid cell in the sensitivity analysis.
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The different relationships between aragonite saturation state and the DHM
bleaching thresholds are shown in figure 7.3 and were published in Frieler et al.
(2012) [55]. Relationship 1 is the same as that in Chapter 6 and uses a fixed DHM2
threshold for severe bleaching. Relationships 2, 3 and 4 all exhibit a linear decline
in DHM thresholds for Ωarag values ≤3.3 although the gradient of the decline varies
in magnitude (figure 7.3). HadGEM2-ES Ωarag values exhibited a positive modern
day bias in the tropical ocean (30◦N-30◦S) and were therefore bias corrected to a
mean tropical ocean present day Ωarag of 3.3.
Figure 7.3: Different sensitivities of the DHM bleaching threshold on aragonite
saturation state (Ωarag). Relationship 1 is insensitive to changes in Ωarag whereas
relationships 2, 3 and 4 show linear declines in DHM bleaching thresholds at Ωarag




Figure 7.4 shows the HadGEM2-ES projected annual extent of global severe bleach-
ing for the GeoMIP experiments and RCPs 2.6 and 4.5, with the different panels
representing bleaching thresholds of differing Ωarag sensitivities. The rates of in-
creased projected severe bleaching for the RCPs are on the very high end of the
multi-model estimates presented in chapter 6. It is shown that for RCP 2.6 and
RCP 4.5 increasing the Ωarag sensitivity of severe bleaching thresholds has a very
limited effect on the extent of global bleaching (figure 7.4).
Under the G3 experiment which stabilises radiative forcing post 2020 and a con-
stant DHM2 bleaching threshold, the extent of annual severe bleaching is shown to
rise at a fairly constant rate from values of approximately 30% in 2020 to approxi-
mately 80-85% by the end of SO2 injection in 2070 (figure 7.4a). This is consistently
below that of RCP 4.5 and RCP 2.6. I also show that for severe bleaching thresh-
olds that are increasingly sensitive to Ωarag the rise in projected severe bleaching
increases between 2020-2070 (figure 7.4). For example experiment G3 results in ap-
proximately 100% of global reefs experiencing annual severe bleaching before 2070
under the most Ωarag sensitive bleaching threshold (figure 7.4d). As such, although
G3 results in typically lower bleaching than RCP 2.6 across all bleaching threshold
sensitivites, the relative benefit of G3 over RCP 2.6 is substantially reduced under
more sensitive thresholds.
The constant SO2 injection experiment of G4 results in a large immediate de-
crease in the extent of severe global bleaching in the year 2020. Then after a period
of approximately 20 years of suppressed global bleaching (<20% globally), bleach-
ing rates begin to rise rapidly again around the year 2040 (figure 7.4). Throughout
the period of SO2 injection, and regardles of the sensitivity of bleaching thresholds
to Ωarag, G4 results in a lower extent of annual global bleaching than both the
RCPs and experiment G3. Similar to experiment G3 however, the potential bene-
fits that G4 confers in terms of reduced annual bleaching relative to the RCPs is
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Figure 7.4: The HadGEM2-ES projected extent of global coral reefs experiencing
annual severe bleaching for experiment G3 (light brown), experiment G4 (dark
brown), RCP 2.6 (blue) and RCP 4.5 (green). The different panels relate to the
aragonite saturation state dependent DHM thresholds defined in figure 7.3, (a)
function 1 (independent), (b) function 2, (c) function 3 and (d) function 4. Dashed
red lines show the period of SO2 injection.
highly dependent on the sensitivity of the bleaching threshold to Ωarag . Experiment
G4 also illustrates the termination effect [227], [228] whereby the extent of global
severe bleaching dramatically rises once SO2 injection ceases. This is especially
apparent when bleaching thresholds are insensitive to Ωarag (figure 7.4a).
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7.3.2 Additional HadGEM2-ES experiments
Figure 7.5 shows the extent of annual severe bleaching under RCP 4.5, RCP 2.6 and
the GeoE and CO2 stabilisation experiments for bleaching thresholds of differing
Ωarag sensitivities. The results for the RCPs in figure 7.5 are identical to those
shown in figure 7.4.
The extent of annual severe bleaching that occurs under the CO2 stabilisation
experiment is shown to rise steadily from 2020 to around 2070 at which point it
plateaus at approximately 80% (figure 7.5). Bleaching under this experiment is
unaffected by the sensitivity of bleaching thresholds to Ωarag. This is because at-
mospheric CO2 is held constant at 2020 concentrations and therefore tropical ocean
Ωarag values also remain constant once surface ocean CO2 equilibrates with the at-
mosphere (a timescale of months [59]). Despite the large interannual variability
in the extent of severe bleaching associated with the CO2 stabilisation run, it is
shown to result in lower levels of bleaching than both RCPs 4.5 and 2.6 across all
Ωarag sensitive bleaching thresholds (figure 7.5).
The projected bleaching under the GeoE experiment is also shown in figure 7.5.
Although there is large interannual variability in the extent of bleaching associated
with the GeoE experiment, bleaching levels are shown to be consistently lower than
RCP 2.6 regardless of the sensitivity of bleaching thresholds to Ωarag (figure 7.5).
Comparing figure 7.5 and figure 7.4 it is clear that the GeoE experiment, which is
known to do a better job than the G3 experiment at stabilising radiative forcing,
consistently results in lower levels of global bleaching than the G3 experiment. It
is also shown in figure 7.5 that when the severe bleaching threshold is insensitive to
changes in Ωarag the GeoE scenario generally results in comparable or lower global
bleaching than the idealised CO2 stabilisation experiment (figure 7.5a). When how-
ever the bleaching threshold is increasingly sensitive to Ωarag the GeoE experiment
is shown to result in a typically greater extent of global severe bleaching than the
CO2 stabilisation experiment (figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.5: The HadGEM2-ES projected extent of global coral reefs experiencing
annual severe bleaching for experiment GeoE (light brown), the CO2 stabilisation
experiment (red), RCP 2.6 (blue) and RCP 4.5 (green). The different panels relate
to the aragonite saturation state dependent DHM thresholds defined in figure 7.3,
(a) function 1 (independent), (b) function 2, (c) function 3 and (d) function 4.
Dashed red lines show start of the period of SO2 injection.
7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 The GeoMIP experiments
When discussing the results it is important to recognise that all of these experiments
have been conducted with the HadGEM2-ES model. HadGEM2-ES is one of the
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CMIP5 models with the highest climate sensitivities [229]. That is, for a given
increase in atmospheric CO2 HadGEM2-ES has a relatively large increase in mean
surface temperature. This explains why the projected extent of annual severe
bleaching for the RCPs, under a fixed bleaching threshold (figure 7.4d) is higher
than the CMIP5 multimodel means shown in chapter 6. As such, it can be safely
assumed that the levels of bleaching shown for the geoengineering experiments
would be considerably lower had these experiments been conducted with the entire
CMIP5 model ensemble.
Figure 7.4 shows that although the G3 and G4 geoengineering scenarios result
in consistently lower levels of global bleaching than RCP 2.6 over the period of SO2
injection they are by no means a “silver bullet” to the threat of thermal stress for
coral reefs. Under the G3 scenario the extent of annual severe bleaching continues
to rise throughout the period of SO2 injection and if the bleaching threshold is
highly sensitive to Ωarag rates of increased bleaching are very similar to RCP 2.6
(figure 7.4d). The G4 scenario indicates, at least in HadGEM2-ES, that injection
of 5Tg of SO2 per year into the lower stratosphere would cause an immediate
decline in the extent of severe bleaching post 2020. However, if SO2 injection
remained constant at this rate, then by approximately 2040 the extent of annual
severe bleaching would begin to increase again and the rate of this increase would
be highly dependent on the sensitivity of the bleaching threshold to Ωarag (figure
7.4). The G4 experiment also highlights the potential for dangerous termination
effects. When the bleaching threshold is fixed it is shown that once SO2 injection
ceases in 2070 there is a dramatic rise in the extent of annual severe bleaching from
approximately 60% to >95% in less than 5 years. This is due to the rapid rise
in radiative forcing when injection ceases and demonstrates one of the potential
dangers associated with any SRM based geoengineering.
It could be argued based on these results that the optimal SO2 injection sce-
nario would therefore be a combination of G3 and G4. With an initial rate of
injection of 5Tg of SO2 per year in 2020, which is then ramped up around 2040 to
compensate for the rising radiative forcing. The problem with such a scenario is
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that a large scale deployment of SRM would likely be inadvisable when examining
other ecosystem impacts. Instead scientists and policy makers are more likely to
support an SRM scenario that gradually, as opposed to abruptly, affects global
climate. Another problem with such a scenario, is that although delivery of 5Tg of
SO2 per year into the lower stratosphere is seen as technically formidable task, it
is still considered feasible [222]. Whether it would be technically feasible to ramp
up SO2 injection beyond 5Tg per year around 2040 is not something that has been
addressed in the literature.
7.4.2 Additional HadGEM2-ES experiments
The additional HadGEM2-ES geoengineering experiments involving CO2 stabilisa-
tion and the GeoE experiment produce considerably higher levels of interannual
variability in projected severe bleaching than the RCPs or G3 and G4 (figure 7.5).
This is because four ensemble runs were performed for the RCPs and three ensem-
ble runs were performed for each of the GeoMIP experiments but due to computer
resource limitations only 1 run was performed for the GeoE and CO2 stabilisation
experiments. Collaborators are currently running additional ensemble members
for these experiments and although these will be hopefully used in any publication
based on this work, they will not be ready within the time frame of this PhD thesis.
The projected increase in the extent of annual severe bleaching under the CO2
stabilisation experiment is a very interesting finding. It shows that if the emissions
pathway of RCP 4.5 up until 2020 is followed and then some way to stabilise
the atmospheric CO2 concentration is found, annual severe coral bleaching is still
projected to rise from 2020 towards the end of the 21st Century. This is due to the
warming that is already committed to by 2020 as a result of historical emissions
and post-2020 emissions of non-CO2 greenhouse gases. This finding suggests that
even if CO2 removal technologies could stabilise CO2 by 2020, approximately 80%
of global reefs are likely to experience annual severe bleaching by 2080 or earlier.
Comparisons between the GeoE scenario, the CO2 stabilisation scenario and
RCP 2.6 are very interesting as they appear to indicate trade-offs between a geo-
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engineered world of lower SST and lower Ωarag values and a higher SST world with
higher Ωarag values. In figure 7.5a the GeoE scenario is shown to result in consid-
erably less bleaching than RCP 2.6 from 2020 onwards and slightly less bleaching
than the CO2 stabilisation run from 2050 onwards. This can only be a result of
lower SSTs in the world’s tropical coral regions as the severe bleaching threshold
is fixed at DHM2. When however the bleaching threshold is sensitive to changes
in Ωarag, the GeoE scenario results in generally greater bleaching than the CO2
stabilisation scenario and is shown to result in annual severe bleaching similar to
that of RCP 2.6 under the most sensitive bleaching threshold (figure 7.5d). This is
because the GeoE scenario has associated CO2 emissions of RCP 4.5 and therefore
considerably lower Ωarag values than both RCP 2.6 and the CO2 stabilisation run.
If future bleaching thresholds are sensitive to Ωarag, the GeoE scenario is therefore
more heavily influenced than RCP 2.6 while the CO2 stabilisation run is entirely
unaffected. When considering coral bleaching, this highlights a potential trade-off
between lower SSTs and higher atmospheric CO2 under certain geoengineering sce-
narios and emphasises the need to better understand the sensitivity of bleaching
thresholds to Ωarag.
7.4.3 Geoengineering: The only way to save coral reefs?
As discussed in chapter 3 combustion of Biomass Energy and subsequent Carbon
Capture Storage (BECCS) is a technology that removes CO2 from the atmosphere
and at the same time delivers CO2 neutral energy carriers (heat, electricity or
hydrogen) to society [230]. BECCS has been shown to increase significantly the
chance that low carbon emission scenarios can be achieved [231] and the vast ma-
jority of CMIP5 models infer large amounts of BECCS in order to run RCP 2.6
[8]. As such this RCP can be viewed as employing geoengineering technologies.
Despite this, the findings presented in chapter 6, which support results from pre-
vious papers [55], [56], show that RCP 2.6 is still likely to result in thermal stress
induced degradation of the vast majority of the world’s coral reefs.
Given the land required for substantial BECCS programmes, and the growing
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global population and demand for food [232], it can be argued that RCP 2.6 is,
politically at least, highly unfeasible. In light of this, SRM based geoengineering be-
comes an increasingly realistic prospect. Although SO2 injection experiments and
even a CO2 injection scenario such as those performed in this analysis have been
shown to reduce the extent of annual severe bleaching, their impact is shown to be
limited and highly dependent on the sensitivity of future bleaching thresholds to
Ωarag. One is therefore forced to conclude that even under highly ambitious global
geoengineering scenarios, the threat of thermal stress to coral reefs is extremely
high. It should however be noted that there are limitations to the DHM-based
bleaching projection method which increase uncertainty around such future pro-
jections. As mentioned in chapter 6, certain species have been shown to increase
their thermal tolerance through symbiont switching [29] and historical temperature
variability can influence bleaching thresholds in different regions [212]. Projected
rates of coral bleaching are therefore unlikely to be identical for all species on a
given reef.
7.4.4 The long-term problem of ocean CO2
Despite the limited potential benefits that large scale SO2 injection could provide
to coral reefs in terms of protection from future bleaching, this thesis does not ad-
vocate such a technology even within the confined limits of protecting coral reefs.
The reason for this is that the G3, G4 and GeoE scenarios assessed in this chapter
do not address all issues related to rising atmospheric CO2. Although the addi-
tional impact of ocean acidification on thermal bleaching thresholds is examined, as
discussed in chapter 2, ocean acidification also affects coral calcification [60], coral
recruitment [61], [62] and coral reproduction [63], processes which are all crucial
to the ecosystem services that can be derived from coral reefs. In reality therefore,
a holistic approach to preserve coral reefs would most likely advocate a mitigation
intensive scenario such as RCP 2.6 which addresses ocean acidification concerns
and not solely thermal stress. If such a scenario could not achieve desired reduc-
tions in thermal stress then small-scale SRM geoengineering projects may also be
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considered. Clearly however, this is an area that requires more research.
7.4.5 The wider climate impacts of SO2 injection
Despite the limited projected benefits of SRM in terms of reducing global coral
bleaching, decisions of such magnitude cannot be solely based on an individual
ecosystem type. Instead a far more considered approach is required, taking into
account the many potential uncertainties and drawbacks of SRM. A discussion of
some of these with a specific focus on scientific uncertainties and not the potential
legal, political and moral implications is given below.
Perhaps the greatest concerns with regard to SRM based geoengineering are po-
tential impacts on the hydrological cycle. Following the Mount Pinatubo eruption
there were substantial decreases in precipitation over land and record decreases
in runoff and river discharge into the ocean, leading authors to suggest that SRM
based geoengineering could lead to droughts [233]. Climate model simulations have
supported the conclusion that SRM could result in reduced global mean precipita-
tion as solar forcing is more effective at driving changes in global mean evaporation
than is CO2 forcing of a similar magnitude. Hence, although SRM may be used to
offset changes in temperature and the hydrological cycle that are due to greenhouse
warming, it could not offset both at once [234].
Another concern is that increases in the concentration of atmospheric aerosols
are likely to cause greater ozone depletion [222]. The extent of such depletion and
the impact of an associated increase in solar ultraviolet-B radiation reaching the
Earth’s surface are poorly understood. Depending on aerosol optical depth, there
is the potential for increases in UV associated with ozone depletion to be balanced
by greater light attenuation by the aerosol cloud itself but again more research is
required [222].
Diffuse radiation has been shown to increase the efficiency of photosynthesis
[235] and is thought to be the reason behind enhanced CO2 uptake by deciduous
forest following the Pinatubo eruption [236]. Enhanced diffuse radiation has even
been projected to increase the global land carbon sink [237]. Geengineering is antic-
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ipated to result in similar effects due to greater diffuse radiation and therefore has
the potential to be beneficial in terms of Net Primary Productivity (NPP), however
the combined ecosystem impacts of changes in precipitation, diffuse radiation and
UV are likely to be complex and difficult to predict.
7.5 Conclusions
The analysis presented in this chapter builds upon the multi-model CMIP5 bleach-
ing projections that are shown in chapter 6. Here however, the potential for SO2
based SRM geoengineering to reduce the thermal stress that coral reefs are pro-
jected to experience throughout the 21st Century is examined. In addition the
sensitivity of results to bleaching thresholds that are dependent on the Ωarag is
explored. The key findings are:
• Under the G3 and G4 GeoMIP experiments, HadGEM2-ES consistently projects
that the extent of annual severe coral bleaching will be lower than RCP 2.6
throughout the period of SO2 injection. This finding is shown to be robust
across a wide range of Ωarag dependent bleaching thresholds.
• The potential benefits that the G3 and G4 scenarios could confer in terms
of reduced global coral bleaching are shown to be highly dependent on the
sensitivity of bleaching thresholds to Ωarag. These scenarios fail to prevent
less global coral bleaching than the RCPs, the more sensitive future bleaching
thresholds are to Ωarag.
• Similar to the findings for the G3 and G4 experiments the GeoE and CO2
stabilisation experiments both result in typically lower bleaching than RCP
2.6 throughout the 21st Century and regardless of the sensitivity of bleaching
thresholds to Ωarag.
• If future bleaching thresholds are insensitive to Ωarag then the SO2 injection
based experiment GeoE typically results in a lower extent of global severe
bleaching that the CO2 stabilisation experiment. However, under conditions
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where the bleaching threshold is increasingly sensitive to Ωarag , the CO2
stabilisation experiment results in a lower extent of global bleaching than
the GeoE experiment.
• If the highest proposed sensitivity of bleaching thresholds to Ωarag is correct
then CCS is the optimal strategy to reduce projected thermal stress on coral
reefs. Otherwise SO2 injection-based geoengineering is shown to be the opti-
mal scenario. It is therefore fundamental that we have a better understanding
of the interaction between thermal bleaching thresholds and Ωarag.
The findings presented in this chapter highlight the importance of robustly
characterising the sensitivity of coral bleaching thresholds to changes in aragonite
saturation state. In future work, which is beyond the time frame of this PhD thesis,
it is hoped that the uncertainty around these findings may be better characterised
by running more ensembles members of the geoengineering experiments. It is also
desired that this analysis be conducted for a CMIP5 Earth System Model with
lower climate sensitivity than HadGEM2-ES.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
This brief chapter summarises the main findings presented in this PhD thesis. A
discussion is given on the extent to which initial objectives were achieved, the
contribution of the work to the research field and the opportunities to build upon
the work presented.
8.1 Key findings
This thesis includes both the validation of outputs from Earth System Models, and
then uses these outputs to improve understanding of historical and future climate
impacts on coral reefs.
In Chapter 4 a wavelet-based spatial comparison technique was used to assess
the skill of the CMIP5 models to capture spatial SST patterns in coral regions. It
is shown that the spatial patterns of monthly climatological SSTs are generally well
produced by the CMIP5 models in the coral regions analysed, especially at spatial
scales >4◦. However CMIP5 models have typically very poor skill and often perform
worse than chance at capturing spatial patterns of SST warming anomalies between
1960-1980 and 1985-2005. Moreover the skill of the CMIP5 models at capturing
sub-regional patterns of SST warming anomalies does not consistently improve at
larger spatial scales of up to 16◦.
In chapter 5, ESM outputs are used to drive statistical models of historical vari-
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ability in Caribbean coral growth. It is shown that correlations between Caribbean
coral growth and the AMO can be resolved by considering the proximate drivers
of solar irradiance and SST directly. The influence of volcanic and anthropogenic
aerosols on SST and irradiance throughout the late 19th and early 20th Century are
shown to explain much of the multi-decadal variability in historical coral growth
rates at two sites in the western Caribbean.
In chapters 6 and 7 SST and aragonite saturation state outputs from Earth
System Models were used to produce regional and global projections of the extent
of coral bleaching over the 21st Century. The decision to use all grid cells with coral
regions to drive projections was informed by the findings presented in chapter 4
on the skill of Earth System Models at different spatial scales. It is shown that
even under the most extreme climate mitigation scenario (RCP 2.6) the intensity
and frequency of severe coral bleaching events is projected to increase dramatically
throughout the 21st Century. Geoengineering scenarios involving the injection of
SO2 into the stratosphere are shown to reduce the projected thermal stress on coral
reefs relative to conventional mitigation scenarios such as RCP 2.6. However, such
benefits are shown to be highly dependent on the sensitivity of coral bleaching
thresholds to future changes in aragonite saturation state.
Appendix A of the thesis compares the ability of 6 current UK ocean biogeo-
chemical models to simulate large scale ocean biogeochemical features and makes
clear recommendations to the Met Office with regard to the development of the
next UK ESM. It is shown that there is very little evidence that higher biological
complexity implies better model performance against large-scale biogeochemical
observations over the hindcast period. In fact the opposite generally seems to be
the case, with the simplest models generally performing best.
8.2 Opportunities for future research
There are a number of areas of future research that this thesis highlights. Some
of these are simply extensions of the work carried out whereas others will require
considerable further research.
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The analysis of the skill of the CMIP5 models to capture spatial SST patterns
in coral regions has a number of potential extensions. A similar analysis should
be conducted for future CMIP model ensembles to establish any improvements in
model skill and identify the features of models necessary for such improvements.
An identical methodology using the same models could also be applied in different
regions (e.g. high latitude shelf seas) of specific interest to a climate impacts
modeller. The same approach could be used for fields other than SST (e.g. land
surface temperature, precipitation) for which there is a good observational record.
This could provide a means of assessing the skill of “climate envelope” studies which
forecast changing spatial distributions of ecosystems/species (e.g. [188], [238])
based on certain climatic parameters. Another interesting question is the skill, if
any, that is gained by using high resolution downscaled products of Earth System
Models. Climate impacts modellers have used such methods to project highly
localised changes in processes such as streamflow and associated flood events from
ESM precipitation outputs [239], [240], [241]. Alongside high resolution (<10 km)
historical precipitation records (e.g. [242]) an identical approach to that presented
in this thesis should be able to assess the skill of such techniques across different
spatial scales.
The analysis of the influence of anthropogenic aerosols on historical Caribbean
coral growth rates which is presented in chapter 5 has a number of opportunities for
extension. The publicly available coral calcification records in the Caribbean are
relatively sparse compared to areas such as the Great Barrier Reef. The method
presented would ideally be applied to other records obtained in the region. It
would be interesting to know if corals in the Northern and Eastern Caribbean
also show multi-decadal growth signals that can be explained by the impact of
anthropogenic aerosols on SSTs and solar irradiance. Further study in this area
might also seek a better mechanistic understanding of the factors that influence
the SST and solar irradiance coefficients of our statistical models. It is recognised
however that this would be incredibly difficult given the range of drivers that can
effect coral calcification and fairly limited observations of such drivers.
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How both global and regional bleaching projections change by using all grid cells
within defined coral regions, as opposed to just those grid cells containing coral reef,
has not been fully explored. This would ideally be conducted using an identical
methodology to the latest published global bleaching projections of Van Hooidonk
et al. (2013) [56]. It would also be interesting to extend the analysis presented by
looking at the sensitivity of my bleaching projections to different coral adaptation
rates which may also be sensitive to changing aragonite saturation state.
There are a number of ways that the work on projected bleaching rates under
geoengineering scenarios could be built upon. One such way would be to assess
the outcome of localised geoengineering in combination with a global mitigation
scenario similar to RCP 2.6. The localised injection of SO2 aerosols into the strato-
sphere should have a cooling effect in a given coral region and declines in global
aragonite saturation state would be limited by the mitigation scenario. It would
be interesting to see how projected coral bleaching rates differ between a scenario
such as this and my results under the GeoE/G3/G4 experiments. A further lo-
calised geoengineering experiment could involve simulating ocean pipes (e.g. [243],
[244]) which have been proposed as a potential means of geoengineering by bringing
nutrient rich cooler waters to the surface. Clearly this approach would only have
potential in certain coral regions where there are local deep waters but it would
nonetheless be interesting to know the extent that such pipes could offset rising
sea surface temperatures.
Finally the assessment of current UK ocean biogeochemical models presented
in appendix A shows that there is potential to further explore so called “emergent
constraints” across ocean biogeochemistry models. It is proposed that once the
iMarNet forecast runs are complete the same emergent constraints analysis be
conducted for primary production and chlorophyll across all 6 models. In addition,
where possible this ensemble should be expanded using OBGC models developed
outside the UK. Such an analysis has the potential to guide an intercomparison of
“competing” OBGC models but much more importantly may help constrain future
projections of change in chlorophyll or primary production in specific ocean regions.
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This is potentially very important as such an analysis would inform projections of
climate impacts on fisheries over the 21st Century.
8.3 Contribution to research field
The work presented in this thesis has contributed to the research field of climate
impacts on marine ecosystems and in particular coral reefs.
• The analysis of the skill of the CMIP5 models to capture spatial SST pat-
terns in coral regions [12] will hopefully encourage researchers who use GCM
or ESM sea surface temperature outputs to think carefully about the spatial
scales at which they can draw robust conclusions. In particular this should
inform the designation of marine reserves and prevent policy makers giving
undue consideration to high resolution climate impact projections of ques-
tionable skill (e.g. [56]).
• The work presented on historical Caribbean coral growth variability [14] is
the first evidence that anthropogenic aerosol emissions have impacted on
coral growth. This has strong implications for the ecosystem impacts of
increasingly stringent clean air legislation, industrialisation in the developing
world and potential aerosol-based geoengineering.
• The work on coral bleaching projections over the 21st Century provides an
alternative methodology to that commonly applied in this research field at
present. Given the skill of current generation ESMs at capturing spatial
patterns of SST warming it is argued that this approach is more justifiable
and should be adopted as a standard at least when making regional bleaching
projections.
• Global bleaching projections corroborate and extend the perspective of pre-
vious authors, supporting the conclusion that even under the highest feasible
mitigation scenario of RCP 2.6 the intensity and frequency of severe coral
bleaching events is projected to dramatically increase throughout the 21st
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Century. However, it is also shown that under higher atmospheric CO2 con-
ditions, injection of SO2 into the stratosphere can substantially reduce the
extent of global coral bleaching relative to RCP 2.6. Such findings stress the
importance of better characterising the sensitivity of future coral bleaching
thresholds to changes in aragonite saturation state.
• The assessment of current UK ocean biogeochemical models has allowed the
UK Met Office and the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) to
make an informed decision on the ocean biogeochemistry model to be adopted





This chapter summarises work conducted as part of the Integrated Marine Bio-
geochemical Modelling Network (iMarNet) project. The iMarNet project aims to
advance the development of Ocean Biogeochemical (OBGC) models through col-
laboration between the existing UK-based modelling groups at Plymouth Marine
Laboratory (PML), National Oceanography Centre (NOC), University of East An-
glia (UEA) and the Met Office-Hadley Centre (HC). An early deliverable from
iMarNet was a recommendation on the OBGC model to be used in the UK’s next
generation Earth System Model (UKESM1). This chapter details a recommenda-
tion based on the evaluation of hindcast simulations carried out with each of 6
OBGC models coupled to the same NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of
the Ocean) physical ocean model.
All candidate models have been assessed in terms of:
Biological fidelity: structures, parameterisations and parameter sets of can-
didate models were expertly-assessed in a network workshop with a view to their
realism and use of “best practice”.
Computational cost: in consultation with the UK Met Office each candidate
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model was benchmarked for its computational cost and data storage requirements.
Model skill: in consultation with model developers a set of common ocean
biogeochemical model outputs was assessed against observational datasets. Model
skill was assessed through traditional “beauty contest” statistical techniques that
take into account mean model biases and spatial pattern correlation coefficients.
Although this analysis forms the bulk of this chapter “emergent constraints” as an
innovative method of assessing model skill with respect to climate projections are
also explored.
A.1.1 The questions we want ocean biogeochemistry mod-
els to answer
The intended use of an ocean biogeochemistry model (OBGC) should dictate the
variables and metrics used for model evaluation. This report focuses on the choice
of an OBGC for the next generation UK Earth System Model (UKESM1), and the
evaluation presented here therefore centres on large-scale biogeochemical fields.
However, before deciding on the priorities for evaluation metrics the Met Office-
Hadley Centre was asked, as the key developer of the UKESM1, to identify key
aspects of the desired performance of an OGBC model for Earth System Model
applications. Below is a ranked list of the priorities (with most important first)
that were identified by the Met Office-Hadley Centre over the lifetime of the next
UK Earth System Model:
1. Air-sea CO2 flux simulation and ocean carbon storage
(a) ultimately used to determine CO2 emission policy
2. Ecosystem state and change
(a) To simulate correctly biophysical feedbacks on the climate
(b) To correctly simulate changes to the biological pump (the processes that
mediate the flux of carbon to the interior of the ocean [245])
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(d) For understanding biodiversity change
3. DMS emissions- links to physical climate
4. N2O emissions- links to physical climate
5. CH4 emissions- links to physical climate
6. Geoengineering- If there were requirements to explore potential geoengineer-
ing solutions we may require:
(a) Good simulation of Fe cycling (ocean fertilisation)
(b) Good treatment and simulation of vertical alkalinity fluxes (alkalinity
addition)
(c) Good near-surface nutrient profiles (nutrient pumping)
(d) Variable stoichiometry (risk assessment of biofuels production)
These potential model requirements can be broken down into a series of ques-
tions:
• How will the Earth System contribute to atmospheric trace gas composition
(e.g. CO2, DMS, N2O, CH4)?
• Are there dangerous tipping points in the Earth System (e.g. ocean deoxy-
genation, marine methane hydrates)?
• What are the implications for water, energy and human security, biodiversity
and ecosystem services?
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• What are the interactions between Earth System processes and human ac-
tivities (e.g. fisheries, agriculture)?
• Are there alternative options to regulate climate (e.g. through geoengineering
or carbon storage in the ocean), and how do they interfere with the Earth
System as a whole?
A.1.2 Linking science challenges and observations to in-
form the skill assessment
Given the range of scientific and policy questions that we may wish an OGBCmodel
to answer and the observational datasets available in this thesis, model developers
were asked to agree upon a list of model biogeochemical outputs that would be
assessed. The outputs were then ranked in order of perceived importance (table
A.1).





Rank, from highest (1) to
lowest (6) importance
pCO2 Takahashi et al.
(2009) [112]
4 × 5 Annual 1
Alkalinity GLODAP (2004) [113] 1 × 1 (40 levels) Annual 2
Dissolved Inorganic
Carbon
GLODAP (2004) [113] 1 × 1 (40 levels) Annual 5
O2 World Ocean Atlas
(2009) [114]





1 × 1 Monthly 4





1 × 1 (40 levels) Monthly 6
Table A.1: The observational biogeochemical fields utilised in the model skill as-
sessment and their perceived significance.
A.2 Experiment Design
All participating models made use of a common version of the NEMO ocean general
circulation model (OGCM) coupled to the Los Alamos sea-ice model (CICE). An
FCM (Flexible Configuration Management) branch of this version was created,
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and all biogeochemical models were implemented in parallel within this branch. In
principle, this allows the models to be run in parallel together, but in practice the
models were run separately during iMarNet.
Simulations were initialised at year 1890 from an extant physics-only spin up
(ocean and sea-ice), to minimise undesirable transient behaviour in ocean circula-
tion. In terms of ocean biogeochemistry, all model runs made use of a common
dataset of three-dimensional fields for the initialisation of major tracers. Nutrients
(nitrogen, phosphorus, silicon) and dissolved oxygen in this dataset were drawn
from the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09, [114]), while dissolved inorganic car-
bon (DIC) and alkalinity were drawn from the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project
(GLODAP, [113]). GLODAP does not include a DIC field that is directly valid
for 1890, so a temporally-interpolated field was produced based on GLODAP’s
“pre-industrial” (i.e. ≈1800) and “1990s” fields of DIC. As there is currently no
comprehensive spatial dataset of the micronutrient iron, participating models were
permitted to make use of different initial distributions of iron (typically those rou-
tinely used by the models in other settings). All other biogeochemical fields (e.g.
plankton, particulate or dissolved organic material) were initialised to arbitrary
small initial conditions.
After initialisation at 1890, the models were run for 60 years (1890-1949 inclu-
sive) under the so-called “normal year” of version 2 forcing for common ocean-ice
reference experiments (CORE2-NYF) [246]. Subsequently, the models were run
under transient forcing from the same dataset (CORE2-IAF) for a further 58 years
(1950-2007 inclusive). CORE2 provides observationally derived geographical fields
of downwelling radiation (separate long- and short-wave), precipitation (separate
rain and snow), and surface atmospheric properties (temperature, specific humidity
and winds), and is used in conjunction with bulk formulae to calculate net heat,
freshwater and momentum exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean.
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A.3 Candidate model structures and current im-
plementation
The OBGC models used in iMarNet, and therefore assessed in this chapter, vary
significantly in biological complexity. The key features of the participating OBGC
models are summarised below:
HadOCC [117]: the Hadley Centre Ocean Carbon Cycle model (HadOCC) model
is a simple NPZD (Nutrient, Phytoplankton, Zooplankton, Detritus) representa-
tion using N as the currency but with coupled flows of carbon and alkalinity. The
model was the ocean biogeochemistry component of the Met Office’s HadCM3-LC
model used for the first ever coupled carbon-climate study [247]. It is also the com-
ponent of the Met Office’s QUMP ensemble system (which aims to quantify the
uncertainty in predictions of future climate due to model parameter uncertainty)
and is run pre-operationally coupled to the FOAM ocean forecast model.
Diat-HadOCC [248]: is a development of the HadOCC model which includes two
phytoplankton classes (diatoms and ’other phytoplankton’) and representations of
the silicate and dissolved iron cycles, as well as a DMS sub-model (for cloud feed-
backs). The model is the ocean biogeochemistry component of HadGEM2-ES [6],
the Met Office’s Earth System model which has been used to run simulations for
CMIP5 and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 5th Assess-
ment Report (AR5).
MEDUSA [249], [250]: Model of Ecosystem Dynamics, nutrient Utilisation, Se-
questration and Acidification (MEDUSA) is an “intermediate complexity” plank-
ton ecosystem model designed to incorporate sufficient complexity to address key
feedbacks between anthropogenically-driven changes (climate, acidification) and
oceanic biogeochemistry. MEDUSA-1.0 resolves a size-structured ecosystem of
small (nanophytoplankton and microzooplankton) and large (microphytoplankton
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and mesozooplankton) components that explicitly includes the biogeochemical cy-
cles of nitrogen, silicon and iron. MEDUSA-2.0, developed for the ROAM ocean
acidification project, additionally includes the cycles of carbon, alkalinity and oxy-
gen [250]. As such, MEDUSA is broadly similar in structure to Diat-HadOCC, but
includes several more recent parameterisations such as variable C:Chlorophyll and
ballasted fast-sinking detritus.
ERSEM [200], [201]: European Regional Seas Ecosystem Model (ERSEM) is a
generic lower-trophic level/biogeochemical cycling model. Four phytoplankton,
three zooplankton and one bacterial functional types are represented, along with
the cycling of C, N, P, Si and O2 through pelagic [201] and benthic [200] ecosystems.
Originally designed for shelf seas, ERSEM contains a detailed description of the
carbon cycle, including explicit resolution of nutrient uptake by phytoplankton and
cycling of labile/semi-labile organic matter. ERSEM is used for shelf seas water
quality monitoring and climate impact assessment, has been coupled to fisheries
models [251], and is run operationally by the UK Met Office. It should be noted
that the benthic component of ERSEM was not used in the simulations described
in this chapter.
PlankTOM6 & PlankTOM10 [252]: PlankTOM is a global marine biogeo-
chemistry model that represents lower-trophic marine ecosystems based on Plank-
ton Functional Types (PFTs). Two model versions are maintained with either
six (diatoms, coccolithophores, bacteria, picophytoplankton, protozooplankton and
mesozooplankton) or 10 (in addition N2 fixers, Phaeocystis, mixed-phytoplankton
and macrozooplankton) PFTs [252], [115]. The model represents the marine cy-
cles of C, N, O2, P, Si, a simplified Fe cycle, and three types of detrital organic
pools including their ballasting properties and estimates the air-sea fluxes of CO2,
O2, DMS, and N2O. PlankTOM was developed by a community of ecologists, and
modellers to quantify the interactions between climate and marine biogeochemistry,
particularly those mediated through CO2. The group has also conducted a parallel
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effort to gather PFT biomass data for model validation (http : //www.earth −
system− science− data.net/submission/scheduled special issues.html).
With the exception of HadOCC and Diat-HadOCC all of the aforementioned
models have taken part in the MAREMIP ocean biogeochemical model inter-
comparison exercise [253].
HadOCC Diat-HadOCC MEDUSA-2 PlankTOM6 PlankTOM10 ERSEM
N X X X X X X
P X X
Si X X X X X
Fe X X X X X
C X X X X X X
Alk X X X X X X
Table A.2: Biogeochemical cycles represented in each candidate model.
HadOCC Diat-HadOCC MEDUSA-2 PlankTOM6 PlankTOM10 ERSEM
Generic Phytoplankton X X X X
Diatoms X X X X X
Large Phytoplankton X
Picophyoplankton X X X




Generic Zooplankton X X
Microzooplankton X X X X




Tracers 7 13 15 25 39 57
Table A.3: Marine biology represented in each candidate model.
A.4 Expert assessment of biological fidelity
An iMarNet workshop on the assessment of candidate models took place on the
19th and 20th of November 2012. Model developers and network members were
invited to submit anonymous critiques of the candidate models identifying potential
strengths, weaknesses and opportunities of each. A summary of their comments is
presented below.
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HadOCC
Strengths: The low number of variables/processes means that model behaviour
is tractable. The model has the right level of complexity to resolve bulk patterns
such as latitudinal patterns in chlorophyll and primary production. The model’s
complexity is appropriate for exploring uncertainty. The model has spectral de-
pendency in light penetration, and absorption by phytoplankton is parameterised
with potentially important implications for the response of primary production to
changing physics.
Weaknesses: No temperature dependence of any rate terms (notably reminer-
alisation) questions its suitability under a changing climate. The model has fixed
C/N ratios - detritus C/N ratios are forced even under varying inputs with different
C/N, this is inconsistent. No benthic cycling, poor representation of shallow seas.
The model may result in questionable predictability given the treatment of physi-
ology, decouples export from breakdown into slow/fast sinking taxa and does not
include bacteria or dissolved detritus. The model is poorly designed to simulate
oligotrophic systems. There is a lack of multiple nutrient tracking in the model.
Zooplankton closure terms highly questionable. The model does not contain DMS.
The model does not represent phytoplankton types and contains outdated parame-
terisations. Prey selectivity within the model is biologically questionable. There is
only a single class of detritus within the model and no ballasting parameterisation.
The absence of iron and silicates within the model prevents coupling between dust
and ocean productivity and iron fertilisation geoengineering experiments.
Opportunities: Simple parameterisations (e.g. mineralisation ∝ 1/depth) might
be easily replaced by more mechanistic terms. The model may be useful for cou-
pling in new functionality.
Diat-HadOCC
Strengths: The model resolves the key partition in phytoplankton (diatoms &
others). The model has a level of complexity that is close to the observations that
models are validated against. Contains Fe-cycling and DMS emissions. The model
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attempts to capture physiological behaviour realistically and has a level of complex-
ity appropriate for exploring uncertainty and being tractable. The model contains
spectral-dependency in light penetration and absorption by phytoplankton. The
model is implemented in a current IPCC model.
Weaknesses: The model has fixed C/N ratios. There is no benthic nutrient
cycling therefore poor representation of shallow seas. The lack of temperature
dependent rates raises questions about its suitability for climate change. Crude
Fe cycle (e.g. separate Fe export instead of scavenging onto detritus combined
with explicit ligands). Many parameters are not grounded in observations or even
physiological principles. The model does not contain bacteria or dissolved detritus.
The model cannot by design be run for long periods of time e.g. the iron cycle is not
properly closed. The model contains a lack of gas phase fluxes (organic C, isoprene,
monoterpene, oxygenated VOCs). Prey selectivity within the model is biologically
questionable. There is only a single class of detritus within the model and no
ballasting parameterization. The model contains questionable PFT definitions,
closure terms and predation terms although these could be easily replaced.
Opportunities: Improve Fe cycling and test implications. The model may be
useful for coupling in new functionality. There is scope for refreshing parameterisa-
tions and the introduction of biological formulations. The model is already coupled
to the HadGEM2 framework for evaluation.
MEDUSA-2
Strengths: The model contains some temperature dependence while remaining
relatively simple. It contains a simple benthic system and an implicit chlorophyll
factor. The model contains both a slow and a fast sinking detritus factor and an
oxygen cycle. The model has a good balance between complexity and the range of
questions the model can address. The model contains up-to-date parameterisations,
multiple nutrients and iron supply and a solid representation of N/C cycles. Sea
floor nutrients are also included in the model.
Weaknesses: There is no denitrification within the model which may make it
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difficult to handle questions regarding O2. The C:N:Si:Fe ratios across all model
state variables are not fully variable. Non-diatoms are effectively picophytoplank-
ton, this ignores larger species (coccolithophorids, flagellates). There is no tem-
perature dependence of zooplankton growth and the Fe cycle is somewhat unreal-
istic. The model lacks bacteria and Dissolved Organic Matter and has problems
of low chlorophyll in oligotrophic gyres. Prey selectivity and closure terms within
the model are biologically questionable. The CaCO3 parameterisation is not well
linked to biology and the model contains somewhat arbitrary food web linkages.
Opportunities: The model is a solid baseline that may be good for testing ex-
plicit parameterisations. Inclusion of missing N-cycle processes (e.g. denitrification
and implicit N2 fixation) would enhance the model. There is also potential to de-
velop fully variable stoichiometry and improve the treatment of larger non-diatoms.
ERSEM
Strengths: The model works on both the sea shelf and the open ocean. This is a
long standing model with the advantage of modular coding and a tuning infrastruc-
ture. The model contains a fully resolved microbial loop and variable stoichiometry.
Many variables and processes are represented allowing the model to answer many
questions. The model’s lower trophic level complexity is closer to reality. The
model contains temperature dependence and tracks multiple nutrients. The model
simulates multiple ecosystem states and is probably the most appropriate to link
to fisheries.
Weaknesses: There is uncertainty as to how well the model represents carbon.
The model may potentially contain too many tuneable parameters. As with other
more complex models there are issues with the demarcation of PFTs in ERSEM
(i.e. who preys on whom). There is little evidence that bacteria are not redundant
despite being touted as a key feature of the model. It is difficult to assess the po-
tential benefits of the added complexity given the lack of observations for many of
the functional types (e.g. bacteria). The model is too complex to explore param-
eter space systematically and probably too complex to validate thoroughly. There
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is uncertainty about how many of the processes represented are necessary for rep-
resenting the larger open ocean scale. The model lacks a ballast parameterisation
scheme.
Opportunities: The model could provide a link to shelf seas modelling. It could
also be potentially reduced systematically to a set of simpler models, e.g. by elim-
inating the microbial loop [254]. This could then form the basis of the top level of
a model hierarchy. There are opportunities to explore the uncertainty and sensi-
tivity within the model’s modular construction and to simplify some of the benthic
processes.
PlankTOM6 & PlankTOM10
Strengths: The PlankTOM models contain many PFTs and are useful as a
heuristic tool as well as for exploring hypotheses. Parameters are based on obser-
vations and there has been an attempt to compare versions of differing complexities.
The models contain both N2O and DMS although it is uncertain as to how well
these are described. The models contain a diverse food web and realistic repre-
sentation of ecosystem parameters. Ballasting parameterisation is also included
within the model.
Weaknesses: Although the models are complex the detail seems spread over
different model components in an unbalanced manner. The models contain fixed
stoichiometry and a minimum phytoplankton biomass rather than mechanisms pre-
serving diversity. The models contain fixed bacteria metabolism whereby bacteria
are unable to take up nutrients and are not in competition with phytoplankton.
It is unclear how reliably the lab-based results on which many of the parameters
are based translate to the real-world system where a greater range of ecological
factors come into play. The models appear more reliant on biological data for val-
idation than chemical data: these data tend to be less accurate/reliable and less
often available. It is unclear whether all of the PlankTOM10 species are relevant
to modelling the open ocean.
Opportunities: There is a wide range of opportunity to test the sensitivity of
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functions, parameters and species across the PlankTOM models.
A.5 Computational benchmarking
As would be intuitively expected, the cost of candidate ocean biogeochemical mod-
els is found to be higher for models with more tracers regardless of the number of
processors used (table A.4). Computational timing tests were carried out relative
to the ocean component of the HadGEM3 model (ORCA1.0L75), on both 128 and
256 processors of an IBM Power7 machine.
Table A.4: Computational cost of each candidate model when coupled to the ocean
component of HadGEM3, relative to a physics-only simulation with the same ocean
model (ORCA1.0L75). A cost of 2.0 indicates that adding the biogeochemistry
model doubles total simulation cost. Timings are shown for simulations carried
out on 128 and 256 processors. Models are colour-coded from the computationally
cheapest (dark blue) to most expensive (red).
Using ERSEM (the computationally most expensive model) increases compu-
tational cost approximately 6-fold relative to HadOCC if 128 processors are used.
This relative increase in computational cost is reduced to approximately 4.5-fold
when 256 processors are used. PlankTOM10 is shown to be the model with the
greatest relative reduction (36.6%) in computational cost when run on 256 proces-
sors as opposed to 128, although this model would still increase the total cost of
the ocean component by a factor of 5 relative to a physics-only ocean.
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The EU EMBRACE project (http : //www.embrace−project.eu/) is currently
developing a capacity to transport passive tracers at a third of the resolution of
the physical transport in NEMO. This would alleviate to a large extent the burden
of large biogeochemical models such as PlankTOM6, PlankTOM10 and ERSEM.
This code is scheduled to be ready by spring 2014, but is likely to be too late for
implementation in UKESM1.
A.6 Model skill assessment
A.6.1 Known model issues
At the time of writing several of the model runs in the analysis are now known
to have coding problems that will have affected their performance. Diat-HadOCC,
PlankTOM-6 and ERSEM share a bug that seriously affects silicic acid concentra-
tions throughout the global domain. Instead of showing classical high-polar-low-
tropics distributions, in these models the silicic acid distribution instead appears
inversely related to the abundance of iron. Model developers currently remain un-
clear on the cause of this. It is particularly perplexing because the aﬄicted models
have little code in common to explain this commonality. This is also an error
that is sufficiently extreme that model developers expect it to ultimately have a
straightforward solution.
The PlankTOM model developers identified a problem in PlankTOM6 iron
output that results in a lack of iron equilibration through the hindcast runs and
distorted primary productivity outputs. The model developers have identified the
cause of this bug and therefore it should not be apparent in any PlankTOM6
iMarNet forecasts, but unfortunately the hindcasts could not be corrected in time
for the model skill assessment presented in this thesis chapter.
A.6.2 Model spin up
Figure A.1 shows global anomalies relative to values at the end of the spin up run
(1950) for all candidate models for 1890-2007 inclusive. It should be noted that
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there are occasional years where models failed to output data. In addition, Plank-

































































































Figure A.1: Evaluation of model spin up. Global mean values of key variables
relative to their values at the end of the spin up period (1950), for each of the
iMarNet OBGC models.
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With the exception of DIC (and pCO2), all of the other model fields started
close to the target against which they are being assessed. As such, when models
do not appear “spun up” it may be that their equilibrium state (i.e. where all
of the processes that alter a field are in balance) is somewhat removed from the
observed state. As the models share physical processes, when they differ in how
close to equilibrium they are in some biogeochemical field, this is down to their
biogeochemical component alone. It should also be noted that where model fields
do not appear “spun up”, a longer spin up period may just allow them to get
further and further from the observed field.
The spin up plots shown in figure A.1 highlight the known issues regarding
PlankTOM6 iron and pCO2 discussed above. They also show fairly strong drift in
silicate, especially for the Diat-HadOCC model. A further concern is the strong
drift in PlankTOM10 chlorophyll and primary productivity. The extent of this
prior to 1950 is such that I have little ability to ascertain whether the trends post
spin up are any more than an artefact of this drift.
A.6.3 Trends in absolute values of hindcast variables
The trends in global fields over the period of interannual hindcast forcing (figure
A.2) show several commonalities between models. At a global scale models appear
to generally show downward trends in primary productivity and chlorophyll be-
tween 1950 and 2007. These downward trends and the interannual variability that
models exhibit around them are discussed at greater length later in this thesis in
the context of “emergent constraints”. Figure A.2 also highlights the PlankTOM6
bug related to iron production which seems to take effect post 1980.
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Figure A.2: Trends in absolute global mean values of model variables over the
1950-2007 hindcast period.
A.6.4 Annual mean surface variable evaluation
All models were analysed by averaging over the period 1990-2007. All model out-
puts were regridded to 1◦ × 1◦ resolution using bilinear interpolation in Ferret
(http : //ferret.wrc.noaa.gov/Ferret/). The figures here show global annual
mean maps for each of the variables assessed. Integrated primary productivity
is not shown as the Buitenhuis et al. (2013) [115] primary productivity observa-
tional dataset used in this analysis is a series of ship track/point measurements
and does not offer global coverage.
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Figure A.3: Global maps of annual mean chlorophyll (1990-2007) for each of the
candidate models. Observations are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figure A.4: Global maps of annual mean dissolved inorganic carbon (1990-2007)
for each of the candidate models. Observations are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figure A.5: Global maps of annual mean dissolved inorganic nitrogen (1990-2007)
for each of the candidate models. Observations are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figure A.6: Global maps of annual mean dissolved oxygen (1990-2007) for each of
the candidate models. Observations are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figure A.7: Global maps of annual mean pCO2 (1990-2007) for each of the candi-
date models. Observations are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figure A.8: Global maps of annual mean total alkalinity (1990-2007) for each of
the candidate models. Observations are shown in dashed boxes.
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Figures A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6, A.7 and A.8 are summarised in table A.5 in terms of
the global mean model bias relative to the observations and the spatial pattern cor-
relation coefficient between models and observations. Simple metrics such as these
are commonly used to assess ocean biogeochemical model skill (e.g. [249], [255]).
In order to calculate these statistics the land masks of models and observations for
a given field were combined so that only the same grid cells were compared.
Table A.5: Global mean absolute biases (Bias) and spatial pattern correlation co-
efficients (Corr) of annual surface ocean fields. Corr is calculated as the correlation
between all grid cell values for which there are both observations and model out-
put. Models are colour-coded from the best performing (dark blue) to the worst
performing (red). Primary productivity is not included in the table due to the
limited observational dataset.
The highest prioritised biogeochemical field was pCO2 (table A.1). For pCO2
the quality of model simulation (spatial pattern correlation) negatively correlates
with model cost. That is, the best performing models are simpler and computa-
tionally cheap (HadOCC, Diat-HadOCC and Medusa-2) and the worst performing
model is the computationally most expensive (ERSEM). A similar trend is apparent
for total alkalinity, which was ranked as the second most important biogeochem-
ical field of concern by the iMarNet community. This is unsurprising given that
total alkalinity is key to calculating pCO2. The exception to this trend is that for
alkalinity the computationally more expensive PlankTOM models do outperform
Medusa-2, although are still not as good at representing global alkalinity patterns
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as Diat-HadOCC and HadOCC.
Chlorophyll was ranked as the third most important biogeochemical field to
be assessed. Spatial patterns of chlorophyll are generally poorly simulated by all
models compared to other biogeochemical fields. This is a likely consequence of
observed global chlorophyll patterns being strongly dominated by high coastal con-
centrations (figure A.3) which the models fail to represent in an Earth System model
physical framework due to a lack of coastal processes and being run at relatively
low resolution. It is also noted that for chlorophyll the trend of computationally
cheaper models performing better is not apparent. Instead the PlankTOM models
have the highest spatial pattern correlation coefficients, albeit only 0.36 and 0.32 for
PlankTOM6 and PlankTOM10 respectively. The very poor performance of Diat-
HadOCC with regard to chlorophyll patterns (corr=0.06) is somewhat concerning.
It is apparent from figure A.3 that Diat-HadOCC is substantially overestimating
global chlorophyll concentrations relative to observations in high latitudes and the
equatorial pacific. When the issues with Diat-HadOCC chlorophyll were discussed
with model developers they suggested that it may be a result of the model being
run within the ORCA1 NEMO physical ocean model for the first time as no such
issues arise when it has been run in HadGEM2-ES.
The lower ranked dissolved inorganic carbon, dissolved inorganic nitrogen and
oxygen show limited variations between models in terms of their ability to reproduce
global spatial patterns. For dissolved inorganic carbon there is again the general
trend for the computationally cheaper models to outperform the more expensive
models, although all models have spatial pattern correlation coefficients of around
0.84-0.94. This is similarly true of dissolved inorganic nitrogen where correlation
coefficients all fall within the narrow range of 0.81-0.93. It is worth noting that
ERSEM has the highest correlation coefficient for nitrogen. Figure A.5 suggests
that the relative success of ERSEM in this regard is a probable consequence of
HadOCC, Diat-HadOCC and Medusa-2 overestimating the equatorial pacific sur-
face nitrogen and the PlankTOM models giving very high nitrogen concentrations
in inland seas. All models give virtually perfect spatial pattern correlations (≈0.99)
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for surface oxygen. This is a likely consequence of dissolved oxygen concentrations
being largely dominated by physical ocean processes and not the biogeochemical
models.
The general trend across many surface ocean variables and especially the vari-
ables of highest agreed significance (i.e. pCO2, total alkalinity) for the computa-
tionally cheaper models to perform better than the more expensive models could
be due to several factors. The reduced time taken to run the less complex models
(HadOCC, Diat-HadOCC and Medusa-2) permitted model developers to do some
model tuning and submit improved hindcast runs. Such an opportunity was not
available to the PlankTOM and ERSEM model developers who also have many
more parameters to tune.
A.6.5 Seasonal cycle surface variable evaluation
The variables chlorophyll, dissolved inorganic nitrogen and integrated primary pro-
duction were assessed for model biases and pattern correlation coefficients at a
monthly temporal scale. Figure A.9 shows the simulated seasonal cycle of chloro-
phyll for the globe and various latitudinal bands, and compares this to data from
SeaWIFS. A strong positive bias in Diat-HadOCC chlorophyll output is shown
and is particularly large in the tropics (20N-20S). ERSEM on the other hand ap-
pears to have large positive biases more commonly in higher latitudes. In terms
of monthly spatial pattern correlations of chlorophyll, the best models are gener-
ally shown to be HadOCC, PlankTOM10 and ERSEM (figure A.12). It should be
noted that the monthly SeaWIFS chlorophyll dataset has highly variable global
coverage depending on season. This explains why the assessments of model biases
and pattern correlations differ considerably when assessing at a monthly versus an
annual temporal scale.
Monthly mean dissolved inorganic nitrogen values show that at a global scale
Diat-HadOCC and PlankTOM10 are consistently closest to observations (figure
A.10). Medusa-2 and PlankTOM6 are shown to have generally the largest biases
for all months of the year. Diat-HadOCC and ERSEM are generally the best
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models at reproducing monthly spatial patterns of dissolved inorganic nitrogen
(figure A.12). However whereas the performance of Diat-HadOCC is consistently
high through all months of the year, ERSEM performs much better in the northern
hemisphere summer months than it does in winter.
Figure A.9: Area weighted monthly mean surface chlorophyll at a global scale and
for different latitudinal bands. Data are not plotted for months of the year without
an observational record.
Figure A.11 shows the monthly mean integrated primary productivity values
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for the global data cells for which there are observations. The PlankTOM10 and
ERSEM models are shown to typically be closest to observations, while Diat-
HadOCC generally overestimates primary production more than the other can-
didate models. The spatial pattern correlations of primary production are highly
variable and generally very low (figure A.12).
Figure A.10: Area weighted monthly mean surface dissolved inorganic nitrogen at
a global scale and for different latitudinal bands.
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Figure A.11: Area weighted monthly mean integrated primary productivity
(Intpp). Intpp is only shown as a monthly global average due to the spatially
limited observational dataset.
Figure A.12: Monthly spatial pattern correlation coefficients at a global scale for
surface chlorophyll, dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) and integrated primary pro-
ductivity (IntPP).
A.6.6 Depth profile variable evaluation
Analysis of depth profiles was restricted to dissolved inorganic carbon, total al-
kalinity and oxygen, and was performed for three regions: The equatorial Pacific
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(Pacific Ocean 15◦S-15◦N), the North Atlantic (Atlantic Ocean 0-60◦N) and the
Southern Ocean (≤30◦S). Individual depth profiles are shown in figures A.13, A.14
and A.15, and table A.6 provides summary statistics. As with my analysis of sur-
face ocean variables, I am more concerned with the correlation coefficients between
modelled and observed depth profiles than with absolute biases, as the latter can
in principle be tuned-out. I nevertheless provide both biases and correlation coef-
ficients in table A.6. Biases and correlation coefficients were calculated by using
cubic splines to interpolate observation values to model depths over 0-1000m of the
water column.
Figure A.13: Area weighted mean dissolved inorganic carbon (dissic) depth profiles
for the Equatorial Pacific, North Atlantic and Southern Ocean.
Figure A.13 and table A.6 show that all models do a good job of capturing the
depth profile of dissolved inorganic carbon in the North Atlantic, Equatorial Pacific
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and to a lesser extent in the Southern Ocean. Medusa-2 in particular is shown to
be one of the best performing models in this regard. In the North Atlantic and
Equatorial Pacific there is again the trend for computationally cheaper models
(Medusa-2, HadOCC and Diat-HadOCC) to perform best in terms of correlations.
Figure A.13 also suggests that all models may have a systematic positive bias with
regard to dissolved inorganic carbon. This bias is apparent over the entire 0-1000m
water column in the Southern Ocean.
Figure A.14: Area weighted mean total alkalinity (Talk) depth profiles for the
Equatorial Pacific, North Atlantic and Southern Ocean.
The correlation coefficients of model depth profiles of total alkalinity are shown
to be highly variable, covering a range of -0.54-0.98 (table A.6). HadOCC is shown
to have the highest correlation coefficients for all three ocean basins whereas the
relative performance of the other models varies considerably depending on ocean
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basin. Of particular note is the very poor performance of ERSEM in the South-
ern Ocean (corr=-0.54), the poor performance of Medusa-2 in the North Atlantic
(corr=-0.07) and the comparatively poor performance of the PlankTOM6 and
PlankTOM10 models in the Equatorial Pacific (corr=0.21 and 0.16 respectively).
In terms of total alkalinity biases, all models with the exception of ERSEM show
positive biases across the entire 0-1000m water column in all three ocean basins.
Figure A.15: Area weighted mean dissolved oxygen depth profiles for the Equatorial
Pacific, North Atlantic and Southern Ocean.
Figure A.15 and table A.6 clearly show that the best performing models for
dissolved oxygen depth profiles are Medusa-2 and ERSEM. Both models have con-
sistently higher correlation coefficients and consistently lower biases than the other
models in the North Atlantic and the Equatorial Pacific. The worst models for
dissolved oxygen depth profiles are PlankTOM6 and PlankTOM10 which have es-
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pecially poor correlation coefficients in the North Atlantic (-0.82 and -0.61 respec-
tively). In the Southern Ocean all models have very high correlation coefficients
(>0.95) with HadOCC performing best (corr=0.98).
Model developers have pointed out that many of the biases in the vertical
distribution of variables may be due to the process of organic matter export and
some of these biases could likely be removed given more time to tune.
(mmol/m3) (meq/m3) (mmol/m3)
Table A.6: Mean absolute biases (Bias) and correlation coefficients (Corr) of an-
nual ocean depth profiles (0-1000m) in the North Atlantic, Equatorial Pacific and
Southern Ocean. Models are colour-coded from the best performing (dark blue) to
the worst performing (red). Bias = Annual spatially averaged absolute model bias
in 0-1000m of the water column.
A.7 Emergent constraints in the iMarNet model
ensemble
So far in this chapter the usual course of evaluating models against contemporary
observations has been followed. This is under the implicit assumption that the
ability of a model to reproduce these observations relates to their reliability for
making projections of the future. However, this need not be the case. The choice of
evaluation variables (especially “climatological” means) is subjective and need not
relate to the sensitivity of a model to, for example, anthropogenic climate change.
For these reasons this orthodox approach to model evaluation has sometimes been
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unkindly likened to a “beauty contest”.
An alternative approach to model evaluation, based on “emergent constraints”,
is now gaining ground amongst some climate modellers [256], [257]. Emergent con-
straints arise when an ensemble of models suggest a robust relationship between
some Earth System sensitivity (e.g. the sensitivity of tropical forest to climate
change), and some observable aspect of Earth System variability (e.g. the sensitiv-
ity of the annual growth-rate of CO2 to tropical temperature). Then an observation
of the variability in the real world, combined with the emergent relationship be-
tween the sensitivity and the variability derived from the model ensemble, can
provide an emergent constraint on the Earth System sensitivity in question. This
approach has the advantage of using models to identify the aspects of the cur-
rent system state that relate most to the believability of projections, rather than
choosing these subjectively.
Ideally one would look for emergent relationships between the projected changes
in key OBGC variables in the future and the variability of these same variables
now. However, the projections carried out with the iMarNet models were not
available, so instead a tentative exploration for emergent relationships relating
trends and variability in the hindcast simulations was made. Specifically, emergent
relationships in integrated primary productivity (IntPP) and surface chlorophyll
(Chl) in three ocean basins the North Atlantic (N Atl), the Equatorial Pacific (EqP)
and the Southern Ocean (SO) over the 1960-2007 hindcast period were explored.
The PlankTOM6 model was not included in this analysis due to the known bugs.
Not all models contained significant trends in integrated primary production or
chlorophyll in the Southern Ocean and therefore analysis was focussed on the North
Atlantic and the Equatorial Pacific. Model trends were defined as the gradient of
a linear regression through annual integrated primary productivity or chlorophyll
of a given model. Interannual variability was defined by using an 11 year moving
window to detrend the 1960-2007 time series. The raw time series was then divided
through by this detrended series to give a trend corrected anomaly time series. The
variance of this was then used as the measure of interannual variability.
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All four models showed significant (p<0.01) declines in integrated primary pro-
duction and surface chlorophyll in both the Equatorial Pacific and North Atlantic
during 1960-2007. It is also apparent from figure A.16 that the models show differ-
ing rates of decline and interannual variability. It is worth noting that the CMIP5
models have also been shown to project declines in integrated primary production





























Figure A.16: Trends in integrated primary production (IntPP) and chlorophyll
(Chl) in the Equatorial Pacific and North Atlantic for HadOCC (blue), Diat-
HadOCC (orange), Medusa-2 (red), ERSEM (purple) and PlankTOM10 (green).
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A.7.1 Observational constraints
Observational constraints on interannual variability were obtained for chlorophyll
and integrated primary production. Synoptic fields of chlorophyll concentration
were retrieved for the periods 1998-2010 from NASA Ocean Color (satellite data).
The R2010.0 reprocessing of Level 3 Mapped chlorophyll concentrations from the
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view (SeaWIFS) sensor were downloaded at 9 km spatial
resolution and monthly temporal resolution and regridded to 1 degree resolution
in Ferret. Depth integrated primary production data was obtained from Me´lin and
Hoepffner (2011) [259] for 1998-2007.
In the observational record there is no significant trend in North Atlantic chloro-
phyll and primary production, hence the records were normalised by dividing
through by the time series mean, and the interannual variability was calculated as
the variance from this. This was not the case for the observational record of chloro-
phyll and primary production in the equatorial Pacific where between 1998-2010
and 1998-2007 respectively, there are significant positive trends in both variables.
Due to the limited number of data points, the 11 year moving average approach
to detrend these chlorophyll and primary production observations was not used.
Instead a linear regression over all years was fitted and then each value was divided
with the corresponding fitted values from the linear model to give anomalies. The
interannual variability was then calculated as the variance of all of these anomaly
time series.
There is no obvious emergent linear relationship between integrated primary
productivity trends and interannual variability in either the equatorial Pacific
(p=0.53) or in the North Atlantic (p=0.59) (figure A.17). Despite the lack of
an emergent relationship between models, observational constraints are shown in
figure A.17 as a model comparison tool. In the equatorial Pacific HadOCC and
PlankTOM10 are closest to the observations while Medusa-2, Diat-HadOCC and
ERSEM all have much higher interannual variability. In the North Atlantic all
models generally have much lower interannual variability and are closer to the
observations with PlankTOM10 performing the best.















Figure A.17: Integrated primary productivity (Intpp) trends against interannual
variability in the Equatorial Pacific (EqP) and North Atlantic (N Atl). Note that as
discussed above interannual variability is calculated from anomalies and is therefore
unitless.
Figure A.18 shows that the linear relationships between models are stronger for
chlorophyll than for primary production. The emergent relationship for the equato-
rial Pacific is significant (p=0.0289) whereas the relationship in the North Atlantic
remains non-significant (p=0.111). It should be noted however, that these linear
relationships are heavilly dependent on the Diat-HadOCC model and therefore not
robust. In the equatorial Pacific HadOCC has the most realistic interannual vari-
ability in chlorophyll whereas in the North Atlantic Medusa-2 is the most realistic.
Figure A.18 also highlights the performance of Diat-HadOCC chlorophyll as being
particularly poor in the equatorial Pacific. Diat-HadOCC interannual variability



















Figure A.18: Chlorophyll (chl) trends against interannual variability in the Equa-
torial Pacific (EqP) and North Atlantic (N Atl). The dashed lines in the plots
above are observations from 1997-2010 SeaWIFS dataset. Note that as discussed
above interannual variability is calculated from anomalies and is therefore unitless.
is considerably higher than observations and the other models in the equatorial
Pacific. This can also be seen in figure A.16.
I would anticipate that any robust emergent relationships in either primary pro-
duction or chlorophyll would be more apparent in the iMarNet projections where
one would expect higher signal to noise ratios. It is proposed that the same analysis
be conducted for the forecast runs, where hopefully I can also include the Plank-
TOM6 model. This analysis would include correction of any model drift by using
model control runs. In this way one could be far more confident in the robustness
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of any emergent relationship. Unfortunately this work is beyond the time frame of
this PhD thesis.
A.8 Conclusions
• Complexity: the 6 iMarNet models cover a large range of ecosystem com-
plexity (from 7 tracers in HadOCC to 57 in ERSEM), and therefore a range
of approximately 5 in computational costs (from increasing the cost of the
physical ocean model by a factor of 2 to a factor of 10).
• Functionality: all but the simplest model (HadOCC) include at least sili-
cates and iron. This means they can be coupled to dust production in the
Earth System Model (UKESM1), and could in principle be used to evaluate
iron fertilization geoengineering proposals.
• Skill: there is very little evidence that higher biological complexity im-
plies better model performance against large-scale biogeochemical observa-
tions over the hindcast period (1950-2007). In fact the opposite generally
seems to be the case, with the simplest models (HadOCC, Diat-HadOCC
and Medusa-2) generally performing best. Figure A.19 summarises the rank-
ing of the models across the 12 evaluation metrics shown in table A.5.
The obvious exception to this “simple is best” rule is the annual spatial
patterns of chlorophyll which appear much more realistic in the PlankTOM6
and PlankTOM10 models which resolve more phytoplankton types. It is clear
that more complex models are required to assess the impacts of environmental
change on marine ecosystems however this is unlikely to be a key component
of CMIP6, and therefore not a priority for the OBGC component of UKESM1.








Figure A.19: Model frequency rank distributions against the 12 surface field evalu-
ation metrics given in table A.5. For each metric the best of the 6 models is ranked
“1” (dark blue) and the worst of the 6 models is ranked “6” (red). For example an
idealised model that performs best for every metric would have a frequency of 12
under the first column and a frequency of 0 for all other columns.
A.9 Recommendations for UKESM1
• It is hoped that the UKESM1 model will perform well in the next Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (“CMIP6”). CMIP6 is likely to focus on
large-scale biogeochemical feedbacks. There is therefore a need for an OBGC
model that reproduces the large-scale biogeochemical cycles “well” and is
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ideally computationally “cheap”.
• Based on the hindcast evaluation this leads to 3 possibilities: HadOCC,
Medusa-2, or Diat-HadOCC. Given the expert opinions on the biological
fidelity of HadOCC, and that Si and Fe cycles need to be modelled to enable
coupling to the dust cycle in the UKESM and to answer questions regarding
Fe-fertilization geoengineering experiments, HadOCC is ruled out.
• The remaining two simple models (Diat-HadOCC and Medusa-2) perform
similarly well, aside from a drift in Si and excessively high chlorophyll in
Diat-HadOCC.
• It is therefore advised that for CMIP6, there is a close look at Diat-HadOCC
to see if the issues with chlorophyll and the Si cycle can be quickly resolved
and if they can’t the adoption of Medusa-2 as the OBGC component of
UKESM1 is advised.
• More generally, the very constructive iMarNet collaboration offers a promis-
ing basis for the UK to take the lead in developing the more complex ocean
ecosystem models capable of addressing broader issues of environmental change,
beyond the representation of biogeochemical feedbacks in Earth System Mod-
els.
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